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Chapter 1 | Introduction

Chapter 1

1.1 Introduction
Epilepsy is a chronic neurological disease [66] that affects an estimated 50 million people
worldwide. The incidence of epilepsy in developed countries is around 50 per 100,000
capita and in The Netherlands an estimated 180,000 people are affected [145]. Epilepsy is
characterized by recurrent seizures caused by excessive or synchronous neuronal activity
in the brain [66]. Seizures can occur suddenly and without warning, leading to abnormal behavior and sensations that may cause serious injury or even be life-threatening to
the patient. About 70% of epilepsy patients can be treated with antiepileptic drugs [133].
However, if seizures persist despite drug treatment, or if the patient cannot tolerate the
side effects of the drug treatment, then invasive treatment may be a possible solution.
Focal epilepsy may be treatable by resective epilepsy surgery, which entails the removal
of the epileptic tissue that causes seizures, referred to as the epileptogenic zone (EZ). In
some cases, the EZ can be related to structural brain abnormalities visible at magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), for example as result of a stroke, trauma, infection, or of a
genetic cortical migration disorder. If noninvasive examinations, such as MRI and videoelectroencephalography (video-EEG) seizure monitoring, do not result in a single hypothesis on the EZ then the patient may become a candidate for preoperative invasive EEG
recordings. The most common epilepsy syndrome with focal seizures is temporal lobe
epilepsy (TLE). In Fig. 1-1 the locations of the temporal lobe (left) and the amygdala and
hippocampus (right) are illustrated, which are brain structures commonly associated with
medial TLE. These patients may become seizure-free after an anterior temporal lobectomy
[233]. However, an adverse event such as a severe memory decline may occur, but also a
visual field deficit due to disruption of the optic radiation (OR).
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Parietal lobe
Frontal lobe
Occipital lobe

Amygdala
Hippocampus
Temporal lobe

Figure 1-1: Left: The lobes of the human brain. Right: An illustration of brain structures
that are commonly involved in TLE. (Images adapted from A.D.A.M.)
If the risk of functional deficits outweighs the possible benefits from surgical intervention,
or in case of multiple epileptic foci, a possible alternative is deep-brain stimulation (DBS),
which entails the direct application of an electrical current to cortical or subcortical brain
regions [82, 110, 218]. While the precise mechanism of action remains unknown, DBS
has proven to be effective in seizure inhibition by the stimulation of key brain structures
that are responsible for seizure propagation [199]. One such key structure is the anterior
nucleus of the thalamus (ANT) [65]. The ANT is part of the thalamo-cortical circuit, the
so-called Papez circuit, which is most often involved in TLE.

Epilepsy as a network disease
In recent years it has become commonly accepted that epilepsy is a network disease
[167, 219, 9, 106, 200]. Rather than analyzing local functional properties of anatomical
brain regions, in a network approach the network interactions and connectivity at short
and long range are emphasized [200]. Within this concept, seizures are understood to be
the result of abnormal network dynamics [87]. The propagation of seizures in an epileptic
network is a complex process, involving multiple distributed brain regions [10], and may
involve aberrant network pathways [87]. A standard method for identifying network activity in case of epilepsy is long-term seizure monitoring based on video-EEG recording,
3
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E2
E3

E4

E1
E5
E6

Insulating part
(length=1.5 mm,
diameter= 0.8 mm)
Electrode contact
(length=2 mm,
diameter = 0.8 mm)

Figure 1-2: Schematic illustration of the depth electrodes used for SEEG recordings. Left:
the electrodes implanted into the skull, which has a stereotactic frame attached that is used
to guide the positioning of electrodes. Right: The dimensions of the electrode contacts and
inter-contact insulating parts.
with as main interest the identification of the seizure onset zone (SOZ). This type of examination can be performed both with surface EEG or invasive EEG recordings. Depth
electrode EEG, or stereotactic EEG (SEEG), is considered to be the best choice if there
are multiple hypotheses on possible locations of the SOZ or if the epilepsy is suspected
to originate in deep-sited anatomical structures [203]. SEEG involves implanting depth
electrodes through small openings in the skull, which is illustrated in Fig. 1-2. There is a
vast amount of literature showing that the spatiotemporal source distribution underlying
interictal epileptic discharges (IEDs), i.e. discharges that may occur in the EEG in between
seizures, recorded with high density EEG [204], magneto-electroencephalography (MEG)
[154] or combined EEG and functional MRI (EEG-fMRI) [220], represents the origin and
propagation of epileptic activity throughout a neural network. IEDs are typically of short
time-duration and may occur in isolation or in brief bursts usually shorter than a few seconds. In Fig. 1-3 the typical waveforms of seizure activity (left) and IEDs (right) recorded
with surface EEG are illustrated. The implantation of depth electrodes is based on the
hypotheses about the location of the epileptic foci derived from long term video-EEG
recording. Therefore, SEEG recordings potentially reflect the activity of the nodes of the
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Figure 1-3: Epileptiform patterns in EEG commonly include focal spikes, generalized
spikes, spike-waves, and a seizure activity. Shown at the left is seizure with a focal onset
and at the right a focal spike. Figured adapted from [67].
epileptic network, what makes them, especially, suitable for studying the spatiotemporal
interactions of these networks. Moreover, in several studies the correlation between IEDs
and ictal discharges has been investigated [77, 45, 5, 6], yielding evidence that detailed
analysis of the onset of the IEDs is indicative for the SOZ.
Apart from a functional description of network connectivity, which can be seen as the
physiologic process of "communication" between brain areas, structural networks are
considered the supporting hardware [219]. A structural network can be inferred from
diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI), which is an MRI technique for measuring the directionality of diffusion of water molecules in the brain and can be used to reconstruct white
matter pathways. Research in recent years has focused on answering the question to what
extent the functional networks are constrained by structural networks [31], whether these
networks are different for epilepsy patients [216, 106], and whether alterations in structural networks can be identified [22, 174].

5
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1.2 Aim of the thesis
Recent developments of functional and structural brain imaging techniques are becoming
increasingly important to guide minimally invasive surgical treatment. Resective surgery
is a trade-off between removing as much epileptic tissue to render a patient seizure free,
while avoiding damage to brain structures that are involved in function. The studies reported on in this thesis focus on the development of new methods, based on functional
(SEEG) and structural modalities (MRI, DWI and computed tomography (CT)), for presurgical evaluation. For an introduction to the basics of these modalities the reader is referred
to Appendix A.
SEEG recordings generally reflect a vast number of IEDs, which are difficult to interpret
due to complex underlying network interactions. An analysis framework is developed to
unravel the network interactions underlying the IEDs. However, in order to make correct physiological assumptions when reviewing the SEEG recordings, it is important to
accurately locate the depth electrodes. To this end, a software package is developed to
automatically detect and visualize the intracranial depth electrodes based on computed
tomography (CT) images. Furthermore, it will be shown that a network approach is imperative in case of patients with complex epilepsies and is considered a valuable addition
to the routine review of SEEG recordings, with the potential to increase the success rate
of epilepsy surgery. For the development of new methods based on SEEG as a functional
modality, the following research questions are posed:
• Can we automatically detect and visualize depth electrodes?
• Can we model the network interactions underlying IEDs?

In order to minimize the risk of functional deficits as result of anterior temporal lobe
resection, a framework is developed for the robust reconstruction of the OR. The OR is a
white matter structure that facilitates vision, which can be reconstructed using diffusionweighted tractography by generating streamlines between the thalamus and the visual
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cortex. However, results of tractography often reflect spurious (aberrant) streamlines,
which hinder an accurate distance measurement between the temporal pole and the tip
of the OR, which is crucial for temporal lobe resective surgery. Tractometry measures
are introduced to quantitatively measure the alignment of streamlines and to identify and
remove spurious streamlines.
In order to be able to estimate the connectivity strength of white matter pathways, a connectivity measure for structural networks is developed. Estimating structural network
connectivity using DWI is generally done by counting the number of streamlines that
connect two brain regions. However, streamline counting is considered a controversial
method [96] because there is a strong dependence on the type of tractography algorithm
used and tractography in general suffers from biasing effects due to length, curvature and
branching [94, 74]. To quantitatively estimate a measure of connectivity, a new method
is introduced based on the anisotropic fast marching (FM) algorithm, which enables the
computation of a shortest distance, or geodesic, distance map that inherently reflects connectivity. Experiments on artificial datasets demonstrate its potential as an alternative to
tractography for measuring structural connectivity. Preliminary results are discussed of
the estimation of structural connectivity of the Papez circuit, which is mainly of interest
in relation with alternative treatments for epilepsy, such as DBS. Regarding the development of methods based on a structural modality, the following research questions are
posed:
• Can we robustly reconstruct the OR in support of resective epilepsy surgery?
• Can we provide a quantitative measure of structural connectivity?

7
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1.3 Outline
This thesis consists of two parts and details the methodologies developed on basis of functional modalities (Chapters 2 and 3) and structural modalities (Chapters 4 to 7).
In Chapter 2 an algorithm is introduced to automatically detect the implanted intracranial
depth electrodes based on CT images. A software package is developed for the visualization of the detected depth electrodes relative to brain anatomy. Chapter 3 focuses on the
framework for SEEG signal analysis to model the network interactions underlying the
IEDs.
In Chapter 4 an introduction is given of methods for modeling DWI data, via tensors or
higher-order models, and of the basic principles of tractography. Furthermore, in this
chapter new methods are introduced for the denoising of DWI-derived modeling results
and for the reduction of false positive streamlines. These methods are implemented in Diffusion Imaging in Python (DIPY) [73] and are described with code examples. In Chapter 5
the newly developed methodology for structural analysis is applied for a robust reconstruction of the OR in support of resective epilepsy surgery. The estimation of structural
connectivity using FM is detailed in Chapter 6, while in Chapter 7 future prospects are discussed for applying these techniques to study the thalamocortical connections that may
be involved in TLE. An introduction to the basics of structural and functional modalities,
namely EEG, SEEG, MRI and CT, is given in Appendix A. In Appendix B details regarding
the formal mathematical notation of the space of positions and orientations are given.
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Chapter 2 | Detection of intracranial
depth electrodes

Knowledge of the exact location of intracranial depth electrodes is important
in order to properly interpret the EEG in relation to the anatomy. For the fast
and accurate identification of the position of these electrodes, a procedure has
been developed for the automatic detection in computed tomography data. Depth
electrode navigation software is developed to visualize the detected electrodes
relative to the anatomy, using 2D and 3D viewports.

Chapter based on:
Meesters, S., Ossenblok, P., Colon, A., Schijns, O., Florack, L., Boon, P., Wagner, L., and Fuster,
A. (2015). Automated identification of intracranial depth electrodes in computed tomography data. In Biomedical Imaging (ISBI), 2015 IEEE 12th International Symposium on, pages
976–979

Chapter 2

2.1 Introduction
Intracranial depth electrode placement is a common procedure to identify brain areas
that are responsible for epileptic seizures, i.e. the epileptogenic zone (EZ). Intracranial
depth electrodes are implanted upon hypotheses of the locations of one or multiple EZ
regions according to prior measurements such as non-invasive electroencephalography
(EEG) examinations and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
The actual position of the depth electrodes may differ from the initially planned position
and may thus result in inappropriate physiologic and anatomical assumptions about the
EZ. The position of implanted depth electrodes is usually estimated visually using postimplant computed tomography (CT) or MRI, which is time consuming. Computer-assisted
detection of depth electrodes can aid the neurologist in this task and provide benefits in
terms of speed and accuracy. In this chapter, a method for automatic identification of
depth electrodes in CT images is introduced. A problem commonly encountered in CT
images of patients with intracerebral depth electrodes is metal streak artifacts due to scattering of the photons against the metal surfaces of the electrode. The proposed algorithm
for depth electrode detection is designed to be insensitive to these artifacts. The detection
results of depth electrode implantation locations are compared against visual inspection
by neurologists of the Academic Center of Epileptology Kempenhaeghe. Furthermore, a
software tool is developed to support the physician by providing interactive 2D and 3D
visualizations of the detected electrodes in relation to the brain anatomy seen in MRI.

2.2 Materials and methods
2.2.1

Data acquisition and preprocessing

The procedure for the detection of depth electrodes was applied on the data of eight patients (N=8) who were candidates for epilepsy surgery and underwent pre-operative depth
12
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electrode recording. Each patient had platinum depth electrodes (DIXI medical, Besançon,
France) implanted in suspected EZs. These electrodes have 5 to 18 contact areas with a
diameter of 0.8 mm and a length of 2 mm, spaced 1.5 mm apart. Post-implantation CT
images were acquired with a spatial resolution of 0.47×0.47×1 mm3 and 512×512×164
matrix. The contact points cause characteristic artifacts, such as those shown in Fig. 2-1b.
Furthermore, T1-weighted scans were performed using a 3 Tesla MR scanner (Achieva,
Philips Health Care, Best, The Netherlands) before and after electrode implantation with
a spatial resolution of 1 mm3 isotropic, TE = 3.7 ms, TR = 8.1 ms and a field-of-view of
16×24.4×24.4 mm. The patient data was acquired according to clinical procedures and
was collected retrospectively. Each patient signed a statement that there was no a-priori
objection against the anonymous use of his or her clinical data for scientific research.
The preprocessing involves resampling the CT images to an isotropic spatial resolution
of 1 mm3 in order to match the resolution of the MR images. Subsequently, the MRI
datasets are coregistered to the CT dataset using the FLIRT function in FMRIB Software
Library v5.0 (FSL) [91]. Optimal settings for MRI-to-CT registration were investigated by

tip

guiding screw

(a)

(b)

Figure 2-1: (a) Depth electrode guiding screws and attached wires. (b) Metal scattering
artifacts showing high intensity near the contact areas and attenuation at the inter-contact
areas. The green line indicates the localization of the depth electrode, corresponding to
each contact point.
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Rooijen [222] and were adopted in this study. Brain extraction is performed on the preimplantation MRI dataset using the BET function [197] of FSL. BET is also used to remove
electrode cables from the CT data, such as those depicted in Fig. 2-1a.

2.2.2

Depth electrode detection algorithm

The algorithm is divided into the three steps detailed below.

i. Line structure filter to detect guiding screws
The initial step in automatic identification of depth electrodes is the detection of the surgically implanted guiding screws, fixed to the skull, that are used to lead and hold the
intracerebral electrodes (Fig. 2-1a). These screws are tubular structures which can be extracted using the 3D multi-scale filter proposed by Sato et al. [185]. The filter is available
in the Insight Segmentation and Registration Toolkit (ITK) [243]. For each voxel in the CT
volume, the eigenvalues of the 3x3 Hessian matrix are computed such that �1 ≥ �2 ≥ �3 .
The Hessian matrix is composed of second-order Gaussian derivatives of image intensity
at scale �. This scale parameter allows for the enhancement of line structures of variable
width. Voxels which satisfy the requirements corresponding to a line structure are enhanced, characterized by �1 ≃ 0 and �2 ≃ �3 ≪ 0. The similarity to a bright line structure
is computed for each voxel according to the vesselness intensity value � = � (�1 , �2 ) · �2
where the function � is given by
⎧
�2
1
−
⎪
⎪
2(�1 �2 )2
−�
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
�2
1
−
2
2(�
2 �2 )
� (�1 , �2 ) =
−�
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
0

�1 ≤ 0, �2 ̸= 0
�1 > 0, �2 ̸= 0

(2.1)

�2 = 0

with the additional requirement that �2 = 5�1 . This constraint is empirically chosen
such that the line structures are enhanced anisotropically, which appeared to be suitable
for the detection of guiding screws in CT data.
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Figure 2-2: Three regions used in the optimization algorithm are shown: the depth electrode search region V, the brain mask region M and the intersection of both regions
(marked in blue) V ∩ M. The red shape is a guiding screw and the white shape a depth
electrode. The arrow indicates the detected orientation.
ii. Labeling and axis detection of guiding screws
The resulting image with enhanced line structures is binarized by thresholding at 50% of
the maximum voxel intensity. Subsequently, connected component labeling is applied in
order to segregate the largest components which most likely correspond to the guiding
screws from smaller components that may arise from noise. Components with a summed
intensity below 5% of the maximum summed intensity are assumed to be noise and removed. Geometric properties of each component are computed such as volume, centroid
location and the orientations given by the principal axes of inertia [158]. Since the number � of implanted depth electrodes is known, the � largest components will in most
cases correspond to all guiding screws.

iii. Determine the most likely tip location for each depth electrode
The procedure for detection provides an initial location and orientation for each depth
electrode. The next step is to locate the tip of each depth electrode relative to the anatomy.
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To this end, a novel optimization algorithm is proposed that samples the original CT image intensity � : R3 → R inside the region in which it is expected that the tip of the depth
electrode can be found. This region is defined as the set of coordinates V and is cone
shaped (Fig. 2-2) such that it can incorporate uncertainty in the orientation. A local coordinate frame is defined with the origin O at the centroid of the component and the axes
aligned along the principal axes of inertia v1 , v2 , v3 . The optimization algorithm considers each voxel in V and favors long distances from the origin, such that the search does not
prematurely end in regions of low intensity, e.g. due to artifacts. The algorithm optimizes
the integrated intensity along the line from O to the tentative end point. This allows the
algorithm to traverse through regions of artifacts while preventing it from overshooting
beyond the actual end point. In CT data, the Hounsfield unit (HU) corresponds to radiodensity and has typical values for different types of tissues and materials (e.g. >1000 HU
for metal and -1000 HU for air). Since artifacts may lead to inconsistencies in HU values,
a safe value of 500 is used as a threshold between air and metal. Voxels below this value
are assigned the HU value corresponding to air, which makes these regions unfavorable
to traverse. Since the end point is known to be located in brain tissue, a brain mask denoted by M is used which was obtained from the brain-extracted MR image. The total
region in which the end point is searched for is the set intersection (V ∩ M) ⊂ R3 . The
optimization algorithm is defined to maximize the distance and integrated intensity for
the end point vector x inside the region V ∩ M, i.e. the vector x that maximizes � , as
follows
� = max

x∈V∩M

︁

�(s)��,

(2.2)

�

where � is the straight line segment between the origin O and the tentative end point x,
s is the position vector and the function � incorporates the penalty for traversing regions
of low intensity according to
⎧
⎨ �(s) if �(s) ≥ 500
�(s) =
⎩ −1000 otherwise.
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The algorithm is initially run with scale � = 1 for the line structure filter. In case not all
electrodes are detected, higher values for � are used (e.g. � = 2 or � = 2.5).

2.2.3

Visualization

The depth electrode navigation software (DENS) has been developed to enable the physician to assess the positioning of the electrodes in relation to the anatomy. This tool provides automatic detection of depth electrodes, by use of the algorithm outlined in this
chapter, and offers visualization of electrodes on top of the underlying anatomy. The
electrodes are visualized together with the post-implantation CT (3D skull reconstruction) and pre-implantation MRI. An example visualization is shown in Fig. 2-3a, which
displays the depth electrodes, the pre-implantation MRI, and the skull in 2D and/or 3D
viewports (render windows). Figure 2-3b shows the verification of an electrode placed
in the hippocampus. A novel method of interaction is introduced, allowing the user to
slide an orthogonal plane showing an MRI slice along the depth electrode for interactive
inspection, as shown in Fig 2-3b. As a result, the position of the contact points of the
electrodes can be evaluated, and corrected if necessary (see Fig. 2-1b), interactively in a
3D viewport in relation to the anatomy.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2-3: (a) Visualization of the detected depth electrodes, shown together with preimplantation MR images in sagittal (top-left) and axial (bottom-left) views. 3D visualization with a surface rendering of the skull in CT data is shown on the right. (b) The LH
depth electrode is verified to be inside the left hippocampus. The electrode is shown in
pre-implantation MRI (top) and in post-implantation CT and MRI (bottom).
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DENS provides an easy-to-use workflow that focuses on visualization of implanted depth
electrodes. In Fig. 2-4 the user dialog is shown for the pre-processing of data, which
requires the specification of a working directory, and the paths to CT and MR image data
files. The minimal input required to run the electrode detection algorithm is the postimplantation CT image. However, for optimal results the user should specify an MRI
image, since this is used for the generation of the brain mask region M (see Fig. 2-2) and
is applied to reduce the number of false-positive electrodes detected. After the detection is
completed, the user can manipulate the depth electrode positioning manually, and change
the name of the depth electrodes, using the menu bar on the right, shown in Fig. 2-5.
Several options for visualization style are available, such as hiding or showing the skull
and cortex surface and changing the opacity, brightness and contrast of the anatomical
image. The user can save the results in a project file for later use.
The software tool is written in C++ and based on the following libraries: Visualization
Toolkit (VTK) [187] for visualization of medical images and 3D surfaces; Insight Segmentation and Registration Toolkit (ITK) [243] for computations within the depth electrode
detection algorithm; and the Qt Development Kit (Nokia, Espoo, Finland), which facilitates the user interface. The depth electrode contact points are rendered as geometric
primitives and labeled by a text field. A 3D surface of the skull and of the cortex outer
layer is obtained through isosurface generation [119].
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Figure 2-4: Interface for the pre-processing of medical image data. The user is required to
specify a project directory and the paths to medical image files.

Figure 2-5: Visualization of depth electrodes after automatic detection by use of the ‘Detect depth electrodes’ dialog. The user can alter the depth electrodes’ name, positioning
and visualization style by the menu bar on the right.
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2.3 Results
The algorithm to detect the depth electrodes was evaluated for 8 patients who were candidates for epilepsy surgery. The automatic detection algorithm was able to find 68 out
of the total of 69 electrodes. Two false positives occurred, which required manual deletion. The detection algorithm performed independently of the location or orientation of
the depth electrodes. The accuracy of the localization of the depth electrodes is evaluated
based on the position of the guiding screw and the tip relative to the anatomy. To this
end, the deviation was measured between the automatically obtained position and the
manually placed position (see Fig. 2-1b). The average deviation between the detected tip
locations and the manually verified locations was 1.2±0.5 mm. Seven outliers with a high
deviation (6.4 ± 2.7 mm, maximally 11 mm) related to electrodes, which were affected by
metal artifacts. In three cases a correction of the guiding screw location was necessary of
maximally 0.9 mm. The average time needed for detection per patient was 5 minutes for
data preprocessing, 10 seconds for automatic depth electrode detection, and 30 seconds
up to several minutes per depth electrode for manual adjustment.

2.4 Discussion
A software tool called DENS has been developed for the automatic identification and visualization of depth electrodes. By doing so, this software tool distinguishes itself from
a software package such as EpiNavTM (CMIC, UCL, London, UK) [148] that is aimed at
epilepsy surgery planning and provides advanced visualization, but requires a manual
specification of post-implantation depth electrodes. The automatic identification was
shown to be successful even in case of a heterogeneous distribution of the depth electrodes throughout the brain. DENS provides an easy-to-use workflow that focuses on visualization of implanted depth electrodes. It has been shown that the algorithm was able
to find the electrodes accurately and within a clinically acceptable time frame. Several
depth electrodes appeared to be curved rather than straight, leading to mislocalization. In
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one case, the curvature was caused during surgery by pushing the electrode against the
falx cerebri, which is a membrane that separates the left and right cerebral hemispheres.
In other cases the curvature was caused by brain shift during surgical intervention. Furthermore, several depth electrodes were implanted close to the os petrosum, which is part
of the temporal bone at the base of the skull, causing the tip location to be estimated
slightly within the skull. However, using DENS, it is possible to manually adjust the locations of the base (the guiding screw centroid) and the end tip by reference of the images
from post-implantation CT or post-operative MRI.
The current work has focused on detecting depth electrodes based on CT images. Detecting the depth electrodes in a post-implantation MR image may be possible [222]. However,
the contrast between depth electrodes and brain tissue is significantly lower when compared to the post-implantation CT image, and the anatomy may be distorted due to metal
artifacts.
It is crucial to plan the trajectories such that critical neurovascular structures are avoided.
To determine the safest trajectories, computer-aided planning can be employed such as
the pipeline by Nowell et al. [148, 149], which uses 3D multimodality image integration.
Multiple techniques exist for the surgical implantation of depth electrodes: the stereotactic (frame-based) method [203]; the frameless method [147]; or a robotic trajectory
guidance system [75]. The actual location of implantation may differ from the initially
planned location depending on the accuracy of the method used with a deviation in the
order of 2 to 3 mm [217]. It is expected that the accuracy of depth electrode implantation
will improve over time, e.g. with the advent of intra-operative CT [109], which can aid in
achieving a higher success rate for implanting a depth electrode in the EZ. Future work
will focus on estimating the accuracy relative to each depth electrode contact point instead of at the guiding screw and tip locations, including in particular the ability to adjust
for curved depth electrodes, which may be achieved by including a curvature term inside
the optimization algorithm. The algorithms developed for depth electrode detection and
visualization might also be suitable for detection of electrodes implanted for deep brain
stimulation.
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Chapter 3 | Modeling of intracerebral
interictal epileptic
discharges

Intracerebral EEG recordings are considered to be the best choice for preoperative
invasive evaluation when the epilepsy of the patient is suspected to originate in
deep-sited anatomical structures. The interictal epileptic discharges occurring in
these recordings are in general abundant compared to ictal discharges, but difficult to interpret due to complex underlying network interactions. In the current
study an analysis framework is developed to model these network interactions.

Chapter based on:
Meesters, S., Ossenblok, P., Colon, A., Wagner, L., Schijns, O., Boon, P., Florack, L., and Fuster,
A. (2017). Modeling of intracerebral interictal epileptic discharges: evidence for network interactions. Clinical Neurophysiology (submitted).
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3.1 Introduction
The clinical assessment of stereoelectroencephalography (SEEG) recordings is primarily
aimed at identifying the brain area that is responsible for the seizures of the patient, referred to as the seizure onset zone (SOZ). Knowledge of the location of the SOZ and its
relation to functional areas, as well as seizure propagation pathways, is crucial for the
surgical treatment of drug-resistant epilepsy patients [13]. In a recent review Bartolomei
et al. [10] outlined the concept of the epileptogenic network and the contribution of SEEG
signal analysis to this concept, which is mainly based on the analysis of the spatiotemporal dynamics of multiple brain areas involved in the epileptogenic process. Wendling,
Bartolomei and coworkers [230, 12, 229] used non-linear correlation methods to characterize the dynamic interactions between neural populations involved in the epileptogenic
network, including time delays and directionality of these couplings. The correlation coefficient ℎ2 , introduced by Pijn and Lopes da Silva [166, 41] and further elaborated on
by Kalitzin et al. [99], estimates the non-linear relationship between signals. Similarly to
Wendling, Bartolomei and coworkers [230, 12, 229] in this study the correlation coefficient
ℎ2 is used to estimate the coupling strength. However, a shortcoming of the estimation
of time delays based on a time-varying correlation function is that its results may exhibit
large variations that are physiologically implausible [221]. Therefore, to overcome this
problem, in this study a regularization procedure is introduced to avoid large variations
in the time delay estimated between spatially neighboring signals.
The non-linear correlation studies of couplings between neural populations were mainly
introduced for the analysis of seizure activity. However, SEEG recordings also reflect a
vast amount of interictal epileptic discharges (IEDs) [196], which are in general abundant compared to ictal discharges. Several methods to analyze interictal activity in SEEG
recordings have been reported. The first attempts involved basic techniques such as spectral analysis and linear cross correlation [2]. Later studies [28, 231] investigated which
brain structures frequently co-activated during the evolvement of IEDs. Amini et al. [3]
used the linear wavelet cross-correlation coefficient as a coupling measure and estimated
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leading brain areas based on time delays. More recently, Bartolemei et al. [11] identified
the irritative zone (the region which initiates the IEDs) by calculating the spike frequency
index (SI) for each brain area involved in the IEDs occurring in SEEG recordings. The
SI demonstrated a 75% concordance of the irritative zone and the SOZ in case of cortical dysplasia and 56% concordance in all other cases studied (N=32). The conclusion of
the authors was that when the IEDs arise from complex network interactions the spike
frequency index probably is not a suitable descriptor to identify the SOZ.
In this study a network analysis approach is followed to identify the spatiotemporal interactions of the neuronal populations involved in the IEDs. The time-varying correlation
estimated by the non-linear correlation coefficient ℎ2 is used together with the IED density
function as input in the general linear model (GLM) [221]. The output of the GLM indicates the brain areas with SEEG signals that are highly synchronized compared to background activity during the evolvement of the IEDs. To investigate the interdependency of
these areas, independent component analysis (ICA) is applied followed by a clustering of
its resulting spatial distributions. The averaged spike clusters yield information about the
spatiotemporal interactions and the directionality of the interactions, indicating which of
the brain areas involved might be related to the SOZ.
The framework of analysis developed in this study was evaluated for five patients who
underwent successful surgery. The result of the quantitative analysis of the IEDs of these
patients was compared to the SOZ as identified by visual review and the resection that
rendered the patient seizure free. Additionally, the analysis was performed for two socalled ’failures’, patients for whom the clinical hypothesis based on SEEG recordings did
not lead to a satisfactory surgical outcome. The analysis approach as introduced in this
study appears to be, especially, suitable to unravel the complex network interactions underlying the IEDs of these patients. Overall, it will be shown that our approach offers the
perspective of analyzing interictal SEEG recordings for presurgical evaluation, with the
potential to increase the success rate of surgical intervention.
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3.2 Materials and methods
3.2.1

Patients and electroclinical details

The analysis framework was applied on SEEG recordings of seven patients (N=7) with
drug-resistant epilepsy (see for patient characteristics Table 3.1). Extensive pre-surgical
assessment was performed at the Academic Center for Epileptology, location Kempenhaeghe (Heeze, The Netherlands), including long-term video-EEG monitoring and an
epilepsy protocol for 3T magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) measurements to study the
presence of anatomical abnormalities (Table 3.1, column 3). The electro-clinical hypotheses (Table 3.1, column 4) guided the placement of the depth electrodes. The resection
strategy was determined according to the hypothesis of the SOZ (Table 3.1, column 5),
which was based on the standard review of the SEEG recordings. Five of the seven patients included in this study were seizure-free after surgery or had a satisfactory seizure
reduction (Engel class 1&2). The follow-up period for seizure assessment was one year.
For these five patients there were abnormalities visible at MRI. Further details of these patients can be found in Van Houdt et al. [221], who compared the results of EEG-correlated
functional MRI (fMRI) analysis to the SEEG recordings of these five patients. The other
two patients were diagnosed with an MRI-negative epilepsy and were not seizure free
after operation (Engel 3&4). The patient data were acquired solely according to clinical
procedures. Each of the patients signed a statement authorizing the anonymous use of
his or her clinical data for scientific research.

3.2.2

Data acquisition and preprocessing

Each patient was implanted with several platinum depth electrodes (DIXI medical, Besançon, France). These electrodes have 5 to 18 contacts of 2 mm each with an intercontact
distance of 1.5 mm. The diameter of the electrodes is 0.8 mm. Besides depth electrodes,
in patients 3 and 4 subdural strip electrodes with 4–8 contacts (DIXI medical, Besançon,
France) were implanted. A contact in white matter tissue was chosen as the common
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reference electrode for all channels. The implantation of the electrodes was performed
at the Academic Center of Epileptology, location Maastricht University Medical Center
(Maastricht, The Netherlands). A pre-implantation structural MRI scan (Intera 3.0 Tesla,
Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands) was acquired with gadolinium contrastenhancement. After implantation a computed tomography (Sensation 16, Siemens, Berlin,

Patients Age/
Lesion
Gender

(Electro)clinical
hypothesis

SOZ

Resection

Engel
class
outcome

1

42/F

Temporal R;
Parietal R;
Insula R

Mesial
Temporal R

24/M

Temporal L;
Occipital L

Mesial
Temporal L

3

39/M

Temporal R;
Occipital R

Mesial
Temporal R

Anterior temporal
R and amygdalohippocampectomy
R
Anterior temporal
L and amygdalohippocampectomy
L
Anterior temporal
R and amygdalohippocampectomy
R

2

2

4

46/F

Porencephalic
cyst frontal R;
hippocampal
sclerosis R
Hippocampal
sclerosis L;
infarct occipital
L
Nodular
heterotopia
occipital L and
R; cortical
dysplasia mesial
temporal R and
occipital R
Hippocampal
sclerosis L

Temporal L;
Temporoparietal junction
L; Insula L

Mesial
Temporal L;
Lateral
Temporal L

1

5

48/M

Occipital R;
Temporal R

6

44/F

Infarct
Temporooccipital
R
Negative

Mesial
Temporooccipital
R
Cingulum L

Extended
anterior temporal L
and amygdalohippocampectomy
L
Temporo-occipital
R

Anterior Cingulum
L

4

7

15/F

Negative

Middle
Frontal
gyrus (F2) R

3

Temporal L;
Insula L;
Cingulum L
Frontal R;
Frontal L

Middle
Frontal gyrus
(F2) R

1

2

1

Table 3.1: Patient characteristics and the clinical hypotheses based on preimplantation
neuroradiological (MRI) and electro-clinical examinations of the patients. The resection
was guided by the hypothesis regarding the seizure onset zone (SOZ) as result of the
presurgical video-SEEG recordings. The outcome of surgery is given for each of the seven
patients studied in terms of the Engel Epilepsy Surgery Outcome Scale.
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Germany) and structural MR scan (Intera 3.0 Tesla, v.s.) were acquired to verify the positions of the electrodes and the absence of postoperative hematomas. When no further
complications occurred, the long-term recording was performed at the Academic Center
for Epileptology, location Kempenhaeghe (Heeze, The Netherlands).
The EEG was examined by an experienced EEG specialist who identified on average
471±282 IED’s, which amounts to 19.6±11.8 IEDs per hour in the 24 hour recordings
used. The number of IEDs identified at the SEEG recordings of each of the patients studied is listed in Table 3.2 (column 2). Isolated IEDs (spikes, sharp waves and spike-and-wave
discharges) were annotated at the maximum of the spike amplitude of the IEDs. An interval centered around the maximum of each IEDs was selected with a time duration of
2.5s, which reduces the amount of SEEG data that is required to be processed. Data was
recorded at a sample rate of 600 Hz (Stellate Harmony 6.1 C, Natus Medical Inc., San Carlos, USA). Fieldtrip [153] was used to read the data in EDF+ format and to apply bandpass
filtering in the frequency range of 1-70 Hz in order to reduce high-frequency noise. Both
monopolar and bipolar derivations were created within MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc.,
Natick, MA, 2015). The SEEG analysis framework developed in this study uses C++, MATLAB and Mathematica 10.0 (Wolfram Research, Inc., Champaign, IL). OpenMP was used
for multi-thread processing.

3.2.3

Overview of analysis framework

The SEEG analysis, outlined in Fig. 3-1 (top row), consists of three steps addressing the
following questions: 1) is the activity underlying the SEEG signals synchronized during
the IEDs?, 2) which brain areas are involved in the generation of the activity underlying
the IEDs?, and 3) what is the interdependency between multiple active brain areas and can
we identify the area that corresponds to the irritative zone?. Visualization of the analysis
results relative to the cortical anatomy is outlined in Fig. 3-1, bottom row, which utilizes
the depth electrode navigation software tool introduced in Chapter 2. The methodology
is illustrated by the analysis of the SEEG recordings of one of the patients studied.
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Figure 3-1: Overview of the developed methodology, outlining the analysis of SEEG
recordings (top) and the visualization of its results (bottom).

3.2.4

Synchronous epileptic activity

To estimate the synchronization of each possible combination of SEEG signals during
the occurrence of the IEDs, a non-linear correlation analysis is applied. The correlation
coefficient ℎ2�� is used in the analysis, which models the degree to which any arbitrary
signal � can be interpreted as a transformed version of signal � [166, 41, 99]. In other
words, we estimate a signal �ˆ given by �ˆ = �(�) where � is the perturbation function.
The difference between the true � and the estimated �ˆ is defined as the unexplained
variance. The non-linear coefficient 0 ≤ ℎ2�� ≤ 1 is then given by

ℎ2�� =

�
︀

�=1

(�� − � )2 −
�
︀

�=1

�
︀

�=1

(�� − �(�� ))2

(�� − �

,

(3.1)

)2

where �� and �� are samples of the signals � and � , respectively, � is the number of
samples and � is the average amplitude of signal � . Originally, the perturbation function
� was defined by a piece-wise linear approximation of the regression curve modeled from
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the scattergram of X and Y [41]. A linear approximation was chosen by these authors because of its computational efficiency. The downside of this method is that the scattergram
is required to be divided into bins, which makes its results dependent on the size of the
bins. In this study, however, we opt to use a cubic spline instead of a piece-wise linear
function, because the cubic spline describes the data better with a lower unexplained variance as result and does not require binning. The parameters of the cubic spline function
can be found by using a linear least-squares fit.
The analysis to identify synchronized activity is outlined in a flowchart shown in Fig. 3-2
(top row). The correlation analysis is performed on windows centered around the maximum of the IED (see Fig. 3-2, top left) with a window size of 250 ms, which is large enough
to encompass the spike-and-wave discharges [46]. In addition to the improved perturbation function, in our approach a method is introduced for the accurate estimation of the
time delay between the SEEG signals. The time delay is estimated based on the averaged
correlation function of all IEDs, as shown in Fig. 3-2 (top middle), instead of the commonly
used time delay estimation based on a single IED [230]. The correlation function is calculated for the time windows of analysis �� centered around the �th IED, while shifting
one signal relative to the other with a time-shift of −50�� ≤ � ≤ 50��. The correlation
function is denoted by ℎ2�� (�� , ��� ), where (�, �) = 1, ..., #contacts are indices for the depth

electrode signals and ��� denotes the time-shift variable between channels � and �.
The averaged correlation for all IED-centered windows of analysis ℎ̄2�� (��� ) is computed
according to
ℎ̄2�� (��� ) =

�
1 ︁ 2
ℎ (�� , ��� ),
� �=0 ��

(3.2)

where � is the number of IEDs. From its corresponding graph (see Fig. 3-2, top middle)
the time delay (��� )max is estimated as the time-shift that results in a maximum averaged
correlation value:
(��� )max = arg max ℎ̄2�� (��� ).
���
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Figure 3-2: Overview of the analysis applied to the SEEG recordings of patient 1, as indicated in steps 1 and 2 of the flowchart for SEEG analysis (see Fig. 3-1). Top row: The
non-linear correlation is computed for windows centered around the maximum of IEDs,
shown by the vertical dotted line (left), from which the time delay can be estimated (middle) and summarized in correlation and time delay matrices (right). Shown in the middle
is the averaged correlation as function of the estimated time delay. Bottom row: A sliding window analysis is performed (left) in which the changes in non-linear correlation
over time are computed (middle). These time-varying correlation functions are together
with the IED density function the input of the General Linear Model (GLM). The result
of the GLM analysis reveals at which contact points SEEG signals are recorded that are
significantly involved in the IEDs (right).
Regularization of the delay matrix
However, because multiple local maxima may be present that are nearly equal to the global
maximum max ℎ̄2�� (��� ) the time delay estimation may be unstable and lead to outliers in
���

the delay matrix. In order to provide a robust estimation of the time delays, a regularization procedure is introduced that incorporates spatial information. In this procedure
the average correlation function ℎ̄2�� (��� ) is maximized, while simultaneously requiring a
certain smoothness between neighboring entries in the delay matrix. Since two neighboring SEEG contact points measure activity from an overlapping area, it is assumed that
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the correlation and associated estimated delay vary continuously between neighboring
matrix entries. Based on this assumption, a smoothness constraint is implemented within
the energy term used for regularization, formulated according to
�Ω =

︁

(�,�)∈Ω

ℎ̄2�� (���* ) − �|∆���* |,

(3.4)

where ℎ̄2�� (·) is the average correlation function (see Eq. (3.2)), ���* is the time delay value
to be optimized at the indices for depth electrode signals (�, �), and � is a weighting term
for the degree of smoothness applied to the delay matrix. Here, Ω is an area of the delay
matrix corresponding to the contact points of any two electrodes, for example containing
the time delays from every signal measured by the RC electrode to every signal measured
by the RH electrode (see Fig. 3-3, middle). Optimization is performed within Ω to ensure
that the smoothness is evaluated in the same anatomical areas. The Laplace operator
∆ = ∇ · ∇ is used to measure the variation between neighboring values in the delay
matrix within Ω. In order to ensure smoothness to all neighboring values, a 9-connected
discrete approximation of the two-dimensional Laplace operator is used. The nine-point
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Figure 3-3: Example of the regularization procedure for patient 1. Left: Delay matrix estimated from the estimation of maximum correlation. Middle: Delay matrix obtained after
the regularization procedure. Right: Selection of an appropriate smoothness parameter �
through a stability analysis.
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Laplacian is given by ∆� = −ℎ−2 [8��,� − ��−1,� − ��+1,� − ��,�−1 − ��,�+1 − ��−1,�−1 −
��−1,�+1 − ��+1,�−1 − ��+1,�+1 ] [116] with a stepsize ℎ = 1.
The time delay ���* is optimized by maximizing the energy function �Ω , following a threestep procedure:
1. Initial values for the maximum correlation and the corresponding delay are computed for all entries in Ω based on the time-shifts that resulted in maximum correlation.
2. A direct search method is applied which optimizes each matrix entry (�, �) individually by computing the energy term for a range of delay values (± 10 ms around
���* ). The delay value corresponding to the highest energy is updated according to
���* = (���* )new .
3. Step 2 is repeated until convergence is reached, i.e. ���* ≈ (���* )new within a tolerance
level, or until the maximum number of iterations is reached.
The smoothness parameter � can be estimated through a stability analysis in which the
minimum and maximum delay values of the matrix are inspected for increasing � (see
Fig. 3-3, right). The appropriate value of � is the point at which the minimum and maximum delay values no longer change for an increment of �.
After the procedure for smoothness regularization of the delay matrix, which is described
in detail below, the problem of outliers is solved, with as result a more plausible range of
delay values. Shown are the regularized correlation and delay matrices (see Fig. 3-2, top
right) that were obtained for 843 IEDs occurring in the first 24 hours of the SEEG recording
︀
︀
of patient 1. In order to compute the full correlation matrix h2 = (ℎ2�� )max,regularized
︀
︀
and the full delay matrix τ = (��� )max,regularized , it is necessary to evaluate both the
combinations � → � and � → � since the correlation coefficient is asymmetric, i.e. ℎ̄2�� ̸=
ℎ̄2�� [166].
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Local maximum based correlation analysis
Recordings of epileptic activity using SEEG may reflect a large variability in the waveform of the IEDs. As a result, the regularization procedure may yield implausible results
for delay estimation for the SEEG recordings of some patients. To resolve this issue, a
re-evaluation is performed of the correlation function ℎ2�� (�� , ��� ). The first step is the
detection of the local maxima of the correlation function. In order to prevent the detection of maxima caused by white noise, only the local maxima that survived a blurring
of scale � = 10 (corresponding to a kernel of size 10 ms) were maintained. The results
of local maxima detection for both ℎ2�� (�� , ��� ) and its transpose ℎ2�� (�� , ��� ) are shown
in Fig. 3-4. Subsequently, the locations of the local maxima and their correlation coefficient are included in a weighted distribution, where each delay at the �-th local maximum
�� = ��� (�� , �) is weighted by its corresponding correlation ℎ2� = ℎ2�� (�� , �� ). The delay
between any two EEG signals � and � is then estimated by the weighted arithmetic mean
#IEDs
#maxima
︀ 1 #maxima
︀
︀
2
(
ℎ
�
)/(
ℎ2� ).
according to �ˆ�� = �1
� �
�
�

�

�

Since the correlation function for an individual spike may contain noise, several prepro-

cessing enhancement steps are applied. Firstly, a second-order Gaussian derivative filter
with scale � = 10 is applied to the monopolar EEG data for each spike. This procedure
increases the spike amplitude while reducing low-amplitude background activity. Furthermore, since low-frequency background activity is known to produce relatively high
correlation in some cases, a total variation measure is applied to weigh the correlation
function according to EEG activity. In practice this leads to a reduction of peaks in the
correlation function associated with background activity. The correlation function for
each spike is weighted according to ℎ2�� (�� , ��� ) · ���(TV�� ,� /TV�� ,��� ), where TV is the
︀
total variation TV�� ,� = ��=0 ‖��′ (�)‖ and �� is the EEG signal for the �th channel within
window �� and � is the time length of the window. The derivative ��′ is calculated by a

first-order Gaussian derivative filter (� = 5). The total variation for a given channel � is
compared to a reference value TV�� ,��� that is associated with background activity. The
logarithm is used in order to get a weighting that is zero when the total variation is equal
to the reference.
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Figure 3-4: Example outcome of the correlation profiles of ℎ2�� (�� , ��� ) (left) and its transpose ℎ2�� (�� , ��� ) (right). The local maxima are denoted by black dots. It can be observed
that the local maxima are anti-symmetric around the origin � = 0.
To apply the local maximum based correlation analysis to SEEG recordings it is, first of all,
required to select one or several reference signals to which the time delay is estimated. The
use of multiple reference signals can be beneficial to obtain more stable delay estimation
results. The average time delay of every signal with respect to the reference signals is
denoted by ��� , and its transposed delay estimation is denoted by ��� The final estimate
of︂the time delay is computed by the
︂ averaged norm of both delays according to ��↔� =
#electrodes
#electrodes
︀
︀
1
‖��� ‖ .
‖��� ‖ +
2
�

�
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3.2.5

Brain regions involved in the IEDs

To estimate the likeliness of a brain area to generate epileptiform activity, the GLM is
applied, which is a method for multiple regression analysis. The GLM is used to model
the statistical relation between the occurrence of the IEDs and the associated time-varying
correlation of the SEEG signals. This approach is based on the assumption that mutual
correlations between electrodes increase during epileptiform activity [24]. The univariate
GLM is evaluated for all pairs � and � and is formulated as follows
ℎ2�� (�) = ��� IED(�) + ��� + ��� � + ��� CONF(�) + �(�),

(3.5)

where ℎ2�� (�) is the dependent variable describing the time-varying correlation. The timevarying changes in the correlation ℎ2�� (�) are computed using the sliding window approach, in which the correlation is estimated by overlapping time windows with a length
of 250 ms and a sliding step of 50 ms (Fig. 3-2, bottom left). At a 600 Hz sampling rate,
these windows correspond to 150 and 30 samples, respectively. The current study expands upon the GLM analysis for SEEG, introduced by Van Houdt et al. [221], by taking
the delay estimation into account. In order to achieve optimal values in time-varying correlation ℎ2�� (�), in this study a correction for the time delay is applied to each combination
�, � = 1, ..., #contacts according to the delay matrix computed for the considered patient.
Formally the time-varying correlation is computed according to
︀
︀
ℎ2�� (�) = ℎ2�� �(�), (��� )max,regularized

(3.6)

where �(�) is the sliding window centered around time �.
The correlation function is modeled by a linear combination of independent variables (i.e.
regressors). The predictor of interest is the IED density function (Fig. 3-2, bottom middle)
denoted by IED(�), obtained by counting the number of IEDs that occur within the sliding
window throughout the SEEG recording selected for analysis. The other independent
variables are confounding variables: a constant, a linear trend, and the confounder density
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function CONF(�). The model residual is given by �(�). Artifacts from physiological
origin that may occur in the EEG, e.g. paroxysmal activity, were identified and marked by
a technician and are included in the confounder density function CONF(�), which counts
the number of artifacts that occur during the sliding window.
The GLM is expected to yield high regression coefficients ��� for contact points that are
highly synchronized during the occurrence of IEDs. After the initial estimation of the matrix of regression coefficients β = {��� }, several procedures are employed to distinguish
epileptically active regions from false positive regions. First, the β-matrix is thresholded
according to a significance level in order to reduce false positives. The p-values obtained
from the GLM procedure are adjusted according to the false discovery rate (FDR) [241]
to correct for multiple testing, with every entry of the β-matrix thresholded at � < 0.01.
Here, � is the FDR-adjusted �-value. In extension to the method as introduced by Van
Houdt et al. [220], a symmetry requirement on the regression coefficient is imposed,
since synchronization during the occurrences of IEDs is expected to occur in both directions, i.e. ��� ≈ ��� . Non-symmetric matrix elements can indicate the presence of a false
positive. In order to remove the non-symmetric part of the β-matrix, entries for which
the condition |[asym(β)]�� | = | 12 (��� − ��� )| >

1
�
2

holds are removed, where � is the

standard deviation of the distribution of significant β-matrix values. Lastly, a selection
of the highest β-matrix values is done in order to select the most likely regions of focal
activity. To select a suitable threshold, Otsu‘s method [155] is applied, which is based on
the estimation of Gaussian distributions in the β-matrix histogram. The final β-matrix is
shown in Fig. 3-2 (bottom right), indicating for the example patient two distinct anatomical regions (encircled in black) targeted by three electrodes (RO, RP and RH). In this case,
electrodes RO and RP target the same anatomical region. In conclusion, the GLM reduces
the number of signals to be analyzed and thereby facilitates further analysis.
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3.2.6

Interdependency assessment

In order to evaluate the interdependency of the brain areas involved in IEDs, ICA is applied
to create spatial distributions of each individual IED, followed by hierarchical clustering
to identify spike clusters that have similar underlying spatiotemporal interactions. ICA
[97, 37] is a statistical model where observed data is represented by a weighted sum of
estimated source signals. This is expressed by y(�) = � x(�) where x(�) is the observed
data, y(�) are the estimated independent components and � is the unmixing matrix.
Numerous variations of ICA are available and have been used in the context of EEG analysis [117, 42]. The current study employs the InfoMax ICA decomposition introduced by
Makeig et al. [121], which is a commonly used algorithm available in signal processing
toolboxes such as EEGLab [47]. A first requirement for Infomax ICA is that the sources
must be statistically independent of each other, which is fulfilled when the sources have
a low mutual information. The measure of statistical independence is the mechanism for
source decomposition used by InfoMax ICA. The second requirement is that the observed
data is stationary and not normally distributed. The EEG signals fulfill these requirements,
since EEG is quasi-stationary, i.e. it is stationary within short time intervals during normal
brain activity [183], while it is assumed that the EEG activity is not normally distributed.
Lastly, InfoMax ICA requires the estimated weighting matrix � to be square and full rank.
InfoMax ICA is applied for each individual IED (Fig. 3-5, top left) thus generating a corresponding spatial weighting distribution � (Fig. 3-5, top right). The spatial weighting
distribution provides a footprint of each individual IED, which can subsequently be clustered to identify groups of IEDs and investigate whether independent focal areas can be
identified. To this end, Ward’s method is applied [227], which is a general agglomerative
hierarchical clustering procedure that merges clusters at each step based on a distance
︁︀ ︀
�
�
2
metric. The Frobenius norm of the matrix � , given by ‖� ‖� ≡
�=1
�=1 |��� | , is

the distance metric used in order to cluster the spatial distributions. Since the most interesting information is contained within the first few independent components, the latter
containing mostly noise, the distance metric is only calculated on the first 10 components
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(i.e. columns) of the weighting matrices. An average of the IEDs and the spatial distribution of the independent components of these discharges is shown in Fig. 3-5 (bottom left).
The hierarchical clustering is based on the similarity of the spatial distributions of the
independent components of the individual IEDs. The number of clusters that can be discriminated as output of the clustering procedure can be estimated based on a dendrogram
(Fig. 3-5, bottom row).

A. Spikes from areas
selected by the GLM

B. Weighting distributions for each individual spike

EEG channels

EEG channels

max

min
Independent components
442 IEDs

C. Hierarchical clustering
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Gap statistic outcome:
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Maximal activity at RH
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Cluster 2
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Figure 3-5: Overview of the clustering procedure to assess the interdependency of focal
brain areas applied for patient 1, as indicated in steps 3 and 4 of the flowchart of the SEEG
analysis procedure (see Fig. 3-1). ICA is applied for each spike �1 , �2 , · · · individually
(A), resulting in a spatial distribution matrix � for each spike, denoted by �1 , �2 , · · · .
(B). Shown at the bottom left is the average of all IEDs selected for further analysis and of
their spatial distributions. Hierarchical clustering is applied to the set of individual spatial
distributions, which results in a dendrogram (C). The gap statistic [208] is used to estimate
the number of clusters, indicating two spike clusters for this patient. The corresponding
averaged spatial distributions for each cluster are shown, displaying a clear separation
of the epileptic activity at either the electrode RH or at the crossing of the tips of the
electrodes RO/RP.
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In order to estimate the number of clusters quantitatively, the gap statistic [208] is employed. The gap statistic compares the clustering of SEEG recordings against a second
clustering result of a randomly generated dataset of the same dimensions and the same
range of values. The gap statistic compares the within-cluster dispersion between both
clustering results, which is a measure of the average distance between the elements within
all clusters. The within-cluster dispersion is expected to become lower as the number
of clusters increases, since elements within a cluster are increasingly alike. The difference between within-cluster dispersion measured in both datasets forms the gap statistic.
Based on the gap statistics two well-separated spike clusters that differ in spatiotemporal
distribution, i.e. the shape of the IEDs and the anatomical area at which these discharges
are maximal can be distinguished (Fig. 3-5, bottom row, right). More details on the gap
statistic applied to hierarchical clustering can be found in Tibshirani et al. [208].
In some cases the gap statistic can be inconclusive. In those cases, an alternative approach to estimate the number of clusters is used. In this approach the number of clusters
is manually estimated based on the expected number of independent focal areas. The
intermediate results are then clustered for a second time using a K-means algorithm to
discover groups of similar clusters or deviating clusters. Again, Otsu’s method [155] is
applied, but now for selecting the contact points of electrodes with the highest response
by considering the accumulated weighting of the first 10 components.
Visualization
To visualize the brain areas and their interactions, the depth electrode navigation software tool introduced in Chapter 2 is employed. The spatial distribution of the activity
underlying the IEDs recorded with the depth electrodes is visualized in a 2D- and 3Dviewport against pre-implantation MRI or against the cortical rendering (see for example
Figs 3-6 to 3-9). Furthermore, a model of the underlying interactions of the brain areas is
visualized by the use of arrows, given with the estimated association strength (in %) and
with the delay, indicating whether the brain areas are lagging or leading. In addition, each
arrow corresponds to the depicted associated correlation, which is a measure of coupling
strength.
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3.3 Results
To evaluate the analysis framework the SEEG recordings were analyzed retrospectively
for five patients (patients 1 to 5) who all underwent successful epilepsy surgery (Engel
class 1&2). Furthermore, it will be shown that the network analysis approach developed in
this study is also successful for the patients included with a focal partial epilepsy who were
not seizure free after surgery (patient 6 and 7, Engel class 3&4). The results, as summarized
for the seven patients in Table 3.2, are evaluated against the electroclinical hypotheses,
the SOZ, the resected area and the surgical outcome. Furthermore, the activation patterns
underlying the IEDs are displayed at the depth electrodes in relation to the brain anatomy
for each of the seven patients studied.

3.3.1

Evaluation of the analysis framework

The analysis framework was evaluated for the five patients with disrupted anatomy visible
at MRI (see Table 3.1, column 3) who underwent successful surgery. Patient 1 had a right
frontal porencephalic cyst from birth with partial involvement of the right insular and
temporal regions. For this patient, nine electrodes were implanted in the right hemisphere,
targeting the hippocampus, temporal operculum, insula, cingulum, frontal and occipital
lobes, and the area surrounding the patient’s porencephalic cyst (Fig. 3-6, bottom left).
The contact points at which the IED activity was maximal according to visual review are
listed in column 3 of Table 3.2. These results can be compared to the quantified maximal
IED activity as determined by the result of the analysis framework (Table 3.2, column
4). For this patient there are two spike clusters active, one in the right hippocampus
(electrode RH) and one at the site of the right insula, at the crossing of the RO and RP
electrode (Fig. 3-6, right top row). The spatial distribution of the individual clusters is
displayed color-coded at the corresponding electrodes in a sagittal and axial MR scan
(Fig. 3-6, right bottom row). The spike cluster that is maximal at the right hippocampus
coincides with the SOZ as indicated by the yellow box in the sagittal MRI scan. The overlap
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Patients

#IEDs

IED activity
(visual review)

IED activity
(quantified)

SOZ activity

Overlap IED
activity
(quantified) and
SOZ

1

831

RH 2-11; RP 1-3;
RF 2-4

RH 7-10

2
3

260
177

LH 1-6; LH 10-11
RSP 1-3; RH 1-8

LH 1-11
RH 6-11

Focal areas:
1) 75%;
2) 0%
45%
50%

4

883

LH 7-8; LSP 8

67%

5

502

RO 1-6; RZ 1-4

90%

6

270

LH 6-9; LX 3-9;

LC 2-4

0%

7

379

LH 1-9; LST 2-4;
LSO 4-6; LE 6-8
LH 1-10; RH
1-10;
RO 2-6; RZ 1-4;
RI 4-6
LH 1-10; LT 3-4;
LF 1-2; LP 1-2
RY 7-12; RX 8-12;
RC 3-8; LC 6-8;
LX 9-12

Focal areas:
1) RH 3-9;
2) RO 1-6; RP 1-4
LH 1-5
RH 1,2,5-8; RSA 1-3;
RSL 3-4; RSP 2
LH 4-8; LE 5-7
LSO 1-5; LST 2-3
RO 2-8; RZ 1-7;
RI 2-4; RT 3-4

Focal areas:
1) LC 4-8; LX 5-12;
LA 14-16;
2) RY 7-12; RX
10-14; RC 4-5,8; RA
6-7,10

RY 10-13; RX
8-12

Focal areas:
1) 56%;
2) 0%

Table 3.2: Results for the patient group, showing the number of IEDs analyzed (#IEDs), the IED activity
as determined by visual review and as result of applying the analysis framework (IEDs quantified), and the
SOZ as result of visual review of the SEEG recordings. The overlap of IED activity (quantified) with the SOZ
is indicated in percentages in the last column. For patients 1 and 7 the overlap is indicated for two focal areas
identified. The location is described by the depth electrode label and involved contact points. The depth
electrodes are labeled by their anatomical position (e.g. LH = left hippocampus, RH = right hippocampus,
RO=right occipital, RP=right parietal, RT=right temporal), which may, in some cases, refer to a different
region depending on the patient studied.
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Model of the spatiotemporal interactions

Significantly active spike clusters

Figure 3-6: The results of the SEEG analysis for patient 1, indicating the spatiotemporal
pattern of the two spike clusters (upper right) and visualizing the significant activation at
the electrodes RH, RO and RP (bottom right). The yellow box indicates the overlap of the
activity underlying the IEDs and the SOZ. The model of the spatiotemporal interactions
(top left) displays the electrodes with significantly involved activity underlying the IEDs
indicated by the white dots. The nine electrodes implanted for this patient are displayed
together with the 3D-CT scan of the patient’s head (bottom left).
as indicated in column 6 of Table 3.2 is computed by the intersection of: 1) the set of contact
points identified by quantified IED activity, and 2) the set of contact points that correspond
to the SOZ according to clinical review. The overlap is normalized by the number of
contact points corresponding to the SOZ. For the first cluster, the overlap between the
quantified IED activity and the SOZ is measured at 75%, indicating a good concordance.
The second cluster involving the RO and RP electrodes targeting the right insula showed
no overlap with the SOZ. The patient underwent a right anterior temporal lobe resection
and amygdalohippocampectomy, which led to satisfactory seizure reduction.
In Fig. 3-7 an overview is given of the analysis results for patients 2, 3 and 4. The semiology of patient 2 indicated left temporal lobe epilepsy. The question when planning the
implantation of the depth electrodes was whether the left hippocampus was involved in
seizure generation and whether there could be an epileptogenic area related to the MRI
abnormalities due to an earlier infarction at the left occipital lobe. Five depth electrodes
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Figure 3-7: Results of the SEEG analysis for patients 2 (A), 3 (B) and 4 (C). In the left column
the implanted electrodes are shown together with the 3D-CT scan and the spatiotemporal
model of the interactions underlying the IEDs. The association strength ratios are denoted
in percentages and the estimated delays are given in milliseconds. The middle column
shows the output of Independent Component Analysis followed by hierarchical clustering, indicating the number of spike clusters and their spatiotemporal patterns. In the right
column, the activity corresponding to these spike clusters is projected on anatomical MRI
slices with the location of the SOZ indicated by the yellow box.
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were implanted in the left occipital lobe and a single depth electrode was implanted in
the left hippocampus (Fig. 3-7A, left). The EEG signals that were, according to the GLM,
significantly involved in the IEDs were mainly recorded with the electrodes LH, LB and
LM. However, after ICA and subsequent spike clustering, a single spike cluster could be
identified with a maximum at electrode LH (Fig. 3-7A, middle). The maximum, centered
around LH5, coincided with the SOZ, as indicated by the yellow box in the sagittal MR
scan (Fig. 3-7A, right). The overlap between the quantified IEDs and the SOZ is 45% (see
Table 3.2, column 6). The patient was rendered seizure-free after a standard left temporal lobe resection and amygdalohippocampectomy. For patient 3, three depth electrodes
were implanted in the right temporal and occipital lobes (RH, RC, RI). Furthermore, three
subdural strip electrodes were placed (Fig. 3-7B, left) in the right anterior basal temporal
(RSA), posterior basal temporal (RSP) and lateral temporal regions (RSL). According to the
GLM the EEG signals recorded with electrodes RH, RSA, RSL and RSP were significantly
involved in the IEDs. ICA with subsequent cluster analysis yielded two spike clusters
(Fig. 3-7B, middle), which was supported by the gap statistics. The spike cluster shown
at the top row is dominant at electrode RH, whereas the second spike cluster shown at
the bottom row is dominant at the subdural strip RSP. Note that the spikes recorded at
the subdural RSP strip are inversed in polarity because the RSP strip was placed posterior
basal to the hippocampal electrode. The most significant activity is recorded at the tip of
the RH-electrode, however, the SOZ is located more posterior in the right hippocampus
(see the yellow box in Fig. 3-7B, right, top row). The overlap between the quantified IEDs
and the SOZ is 50% (see Table 3.2, column 6). A right anterior temporal lobe resection and
amygdalohippocampectomy led to a satisfactory seizure reduction.
The recordings of patient 4 (Fig. 3-7C) reflected large IEDs at the left temporal and left
occipital lobes. For this patient seven depth electrodes were implanted in brain areas including the left and right hippocampus (LH and RH), left insula (LX, LY) and left parietal
(LE, LO, LS) lobes. In addition, five subdural strip electrodes were implanted in the right
basal (RSB) and lateral temporal (RSL) regions, the left anterior basal temporal lobe (LST),
left temporo-occipital (LSO) and parietal lobes (LSP). According to the GLM, EEG signals
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measured with the electrodes LH, RH, LX, LY, LSO, LST, and RSL were significantly involved in the IEDs. However, after ICA, together with hierarchical clustering, two clearly
distinct spike clusters were obtained that were both dominated by activity at the electrodes located at the left temporal lobe (Fig. 3-7C, middle). Cluster 1 reflects simultaneous
activity from LH and LSO mainly and with a smaller amplitude LST, while for cluster 2
the activity recorded with the LH electrode dominates. The left hippocampus targeted
by the LH electrode coincides with the SOZ (Fig. 3-7C, right) showing a 67% overlap (see
Table 3.2, column 6). For this patient, a left extended temporal lobe resection and amygdalohippocampectomy was performed rendering this patient seizure-free.
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Figure 3-8: Results of the SEEG analysis for patient 5. A) The SEEG recording showing
IEDs at the depth electrodes. B) The output of the General Linear Model indicating that
most of the SEEG signals are significantly involved in the epileptic discharges. C) The
spatiotemporal distribution of the distinct spike clusters involved. At the left, the spike
clusters are shown with maximal activity at electrodes RO and RZ. The overlap with the
SOZ is indicated by the yellow boxes. At the right, the spike clusters with maximal activity
at, respectively, the electrodes targeting the left (LH) and right (RH) hippocampus. D) The
model of the network organization which shows the depth electrodes that are part of the
epileptic network (left). The association strength ratios are denoted in percentages and
the estimated delays are given in milliseconds. The implanted depth electrodes are shown
together with the CT-scan at the right.
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Patient 5 had a cystic lesion due to a perinatal infarction in the temporo-occipital lobe of
the right hemisphere. Eight depth electrodes were implanted adjacent to the infarction,
with in addition one electrode implanted in the left and right hippocampus (Fig. 3-8D,
right). The GLM reflects a diffuse pattern, indicating significant activity measured by all
electrodes (Fig. 3-8B). Therefore, no electrodes were excluded from further analysis. ICA
was applied followed by hierarchical clustering. The interactive method was employed
for estimating the number of clusters since the gap statistic was inconclusive. Cluster 1 is
mainly dominated by activity recorded at several contact points of RO and RZ, whereas
cluster 2 reflects more diffuse activity with involvement apart from the activity at RO and
RZ of the electrodes LH, RI, RP and RT, albeit of lower intensity. Further visual review
indicated that for cluster 1 the activity dominated alternately at electrode RO and RZ,
whereas cluster 2 mainly reflects distributed activity over six of the implanted electrodes.
The analysis results of this patient reveal two additional spike clusters, with dominant
activity at both the left and right hippocampal electrodes (Fig. 3-8C, right). These clusters
consist of, respectively, 24 and 13 IEDs, amounting to less than 5% of the total number
of IEDs occurring in the selected SEEG recordings of this patient. It appeared that the
pathological brain area targeted by the electrodes RO and RZ coincided with the SOZ, as
indicated by the yellow boxes at Fig. 6C, with an overlap of 90% (see Table 3.2, column
6). An extended resection of the brain area including the cystic lesion was performed
rendering this patient seizure-free.

3.3.2

Network analysis approach

A network underlying the IEDs is assumed to consist of nodes, which are the brain areas
involved in the evolvement of the IEDs, and the connections between these nodes. The
connections are expressed by the association strength (in %), while the estimated time
delay (in ms) indicates the direction, i.e. whether the node is leading or lagging. The
scope of the network analysis procedure was, however, limited for the five patients who
participated in the evaluation study because the implantation strategy of the depth electrodes was mainly guided by the abnormalities visible at MRI. The two spike clusters of
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patient 1, located adjacent to the porencephalic cyst and probably originating in the right
hippocampus and insular area, were independently active. For patient 2 a single spike
cluster was identified with an origin in the left hippocampus. The spatiotemporal interactions of the spike clusters identified for both patient 3 and 4 are restricted to, respectively,
the right and left temporal lobe (see Fig. 3-7B,C). For these patients there was a negligible
time delay between the spikes recorded at the hippocampal electrodes and the subdural
electrode strips. Thus, the SOZ of 4 out of 5 patients evaluated (patient 1-4) originated
in either the left or right hippocampus and a standard or more extended temporal lobe
resection plus amygdalohippocampectomy led for each of these patients to a satisfactory
seizure outcome. The SEEG recordings with the most complex interactions of the MRIpositive epilepsy patients were recorded for patient 5 (Fig. 3-8A). Spike clusters with the
most dominant activity were identified at the RO and RZ electrodes with varying spike
amplitude but without significant time delay between these electrodes. Furthermore, the
electrodes placed in the left and right hippocampus revealed independent interictal spiking (Fig. 3-8C), but did not interact with the RO and RZ electrodes. In summary, there
is no evidence for interactions with distant brain areas for the 5 patients included in the
evaluation study with an epilepsy related to pathologic brain tissue identified at MRI.
However, the network analysis approach appeared, especially, suitable for patients who
had, according to visual review, an epilepsy with underlying complex network interactions. For one of the two patients studied (patient 6), who was not seizure free after SEEG
guided resections, electro-clinical review indicated focal partial seizures with secondary
generalization. Visual review of the SEEG recordings pointed at a neocortical left temporal lobe epilepsy, possibly with involvement of the contralateral temporo-parietal regions.
For this patient, in total nine electrodes were implanted in the left hemisphere and two
electrodes were implanted in the right hemisphere, including a depth electrode in each
of the hippocampi (Fig. 3-9D, right). Visual analysis of seizure data identified the left
anterior cingulum targeted by depth electrode LC as the SOZ. However, the patient was
not seizure-free after resection of this area. The SEEG recordings of this patient mainly
reflect IEDs recorded at the depth electrodes implanted in the left frontal and temporal
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Figure 3-9: Results of the SEEG analysis for patient 6. A) The SEEG recording showing
the IEDs at a selection of depth electrodes. B) The output of the General Linear Model
displaying which SEEG signals are significantly involved in the epileptic network. Positive
� values (red) indicate increased correlation during IEDs, while the negative � values
indicate a decorrelation during IEDs. C) The three distinct spike clusters with the complete
network involved (left), dominant activity at electrode LH (middle) or dominant activity at
the electrodes LY/LX (right). D) The model of the spatiotemporal interactions underlying
spike cluster 1 (left), with the association strength ratios denoted in percentages and the
estimated delays given in milliseconds. The implanted electrodes are visualized relative
to the 3D-CT scan (right).
lobes (Fig. 3-9A). GLM analysis (Fig. 3-9C) revealed significant activity measured from six
depth electrodes (LH, LX, LC, LF, LY and LT). Subsequently, ICA followed by hierarchical
clustering yielded three spike clusters (Fig. 3-9C, upper row) with involvement mainly of
five electrodes (LH, LC, LY, LX and LT). Spike cluster 1 reflects the activity underlying the
discharges recorded at the electrode targeting the left hippocampus (LH), which is leading the activity recorded, respectively, at the electrodes targeting the left temporal pole
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(LT), anterior insula (LX) and anterior cingulum (LC). Spike cluster 2 is mainly recorded at
the electrode targeting the left hippocampus and its direct neighborhood, while the third
spike cluster was maximal at the LY electrode targeting the left insula. The interactions
between brain areas for cluster 1 are visualized in (Fig. 3-9D) in which the delay values are
depicted, showing the LH-LX electrodes as the focal area. These electrodes are leading
according to the delay estimation, with small delays towards LY and LT and larger delays
to LC and LF. The network interactions as identified by the analysis framework applied in
this study all point to the left hippocampus as being responsible for the initiation of the
IEDs of this patient. The interictal activity (quantified) is not concordant with the clinical
hypothesis regarding the SOZ and has 0% overlap (see Table 3.2, column 6).
Patient 7 was diagnosed with an epilepsy of unknown origin with secondary generalization and with either a left, right or bilateral frontal onset. For this patient, 9 electrodes
were implanted in the right hemisphere and 6 in the left hemisphere (Fig. 3-10D). GLM
analysis indicated significant activity measured mainly from LC, LX, RA, RC, RX and RY
(Fig. 3-10B). ICA followed by hierarchical clustering yielded three spike clusters (Fig. 310C, upper row). All clusters indicate activity from the left and right insular and cingulate
regions, however, with dominant activity recorded from the right insular region (RY) and
from the area of the cinguli (LC, RA and RC). According to the clinical hypothesis based
on these depth electrode recordings the SOZ was located in the area of the right middle frontal gyrus. However, resection of this area did not lead to a satisfactory seizure
reduction.
Possibly due to the varying shape of the IEDs within each spike cluster, delay estimation
by the regularization procedure did not lead to plausible results for this patient, showing
mostly delays estimated around 0 ms. In order to resolve these issues, a local maximum
based analysis of the correlation function is applied, as described in Section 3.2.4. The
results corresponding to the second cluster are shown in Fig. 3-11 for the delay of every
electrode with respect to the reference electrode RY denoted by ��� (A) and the transposed
delay estimation denoted by ��� (B). For the delay computation, three reference electrodes
RY9, RY10 and RY11 were used, which displayed similar activity throughout all spikes. It
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Figure 3-10: Results of the SEEG analysis for patient 7. A) The SEEG recording showing the IEDs at different depth electrodes. B) The output of the General Linear Model
displaying which SEEG signals are significantly involved in the epileptic network. Positive � values (red) indicate increased correlation during IEDs, while the negative � values
indicate a decorrelation during IEDs. C) Independent Component Analysis followed by
hierarchical clustering indicates three spike clusters. All spikes clusters display complex
activity involving multiple involved electrodes. D) The model of the network organization showing that the activity recorded at LX is leading for cluster 1 (left) and the activity
recorded at electrode RY for cluster 2 (right). The implanted electrodes are displayed relative to the 3D-CT scan (middle).
can be observed that the delay estimation ��� and its inverse ��� are approximately antisymmetric and behave according to the condition ��� ≈ −��� , where � and � denote
whole electrodes. The anti-symmetry observed here is an indication of the reliability of
the delay computation. The final estimate of the time delay for cluster two is shown in
Fig. 3-11C, indicating the right hemisphere as a clear onset region, showing large delays
up to 30 ms to the left cingulum (Fig. 3-10C, middle), but indicates simultaneous activa51
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(A) Delay to RY electrode

(B) Delay to RY electrode (transpose)

(C) Average norm delay to RY electrode

Figure 3-11: Results of the delay computed using the local maximum based analysis (see
Section 3.2.4), showing the delays from electrode RX to all others (A), the delays from all
electrodes to electrode RX (B) and the average normed delay in both directions (C).
tion of the sources targeted by LX and RY, but also including LC and RC. Using the same
procedure, the first cluster indicates that the activity from the left insula and cingulum
precede the activity seen in the right hemisphere (Fig. 3-10C, left). The third cluster appears to be a mixture of clusters 1 and 2, showing distributed activity originating from
both the left and the right hemisphere (Fig. 3-10C, right). In conclusion, the results of the
analysis framework indicate that the most dominant IEDs of this patient, both in number
and amplitude, are initiated in the right middle frontal gyrus and right anterior insula.
However, the activity originating in the left middle frontal gyrus and left anterior insula
also contributes to the IEDs of this patient. Furthermore, as result of the network analysis
approach it appears that the electrodes in the left middle frontal gyrus and left anterior
insula are leading in cluster 1. For cluster 2, concordance of the focal areas identified in
the right hemisphere, at electrodes RX and RY, and the SOZ is measured at 56% (see Table 3.2, column 6). Evidently, the focal area identified by cluster 1 at electrodes LX and LC
did not overlap with the SOZ as identified by visual review of the SEEG recordings. After
surgical intervention of the right middle frontal gyrus the seizures started to reoccur, but
now clearly with a left hemispheric origin, thus indicating that surgical intervention was
successful for the seizures arising from the right hemisphere.
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3.4 Discussion
A framework developed to map the spatiotemporal interactions of interictal stereo-EEG
recordings was evaluated, retrospectively, for epilepsy surgery candidates (N=7). For five
of these patients who underwent successful surgery it was investigated whether multiple
focal brain areas were interacting. Furthermore, the leading brain area was identified and
related to the electro-clinical hypotheses with regard to the SOZ. The additional value of
the analysis framework was further demonstrated by the presentation of the results for
two patients with complex network interactions underlying their IEDs. These patients had
no satisfactory seizure outcome despite long term SEEG recordings guiding their surgery.
The analysis framework applied to the SEEG recordings of these two patients yielded spike
clusters originating in leading brain areas, which did not coincide with the resected area.
The results presented here provide evidence that for these patients systematic network
analysis of the activity underlying the IEDs would have been of importance in addition
to routine review of SEEG recordings to guide resective surgery.

3.4.1

Methodology: limitations and improvements

In order to study the couplings and time delays between SEEG signals during the occurrence of IEDs non-linear correlation analysis was applied. Contrary to the commonly
used method (see e.g. Wendling et al. [230]; van Houdt et al. [221]) the time delay estimation is based on the average correlation function of a large number of IEDs. In this
study a matrix representation is used for the correlation and time delay estimates in order
1) to avoid errors due to highly varying correlation values at distinct contact points of a
particular electrode, and 2) to enable regularization of the delay estimations. The newly
introduced regularization procedure led to a delay matrix that contains fewer outliers and
reflects a range of delay values that is within a more plausible range based on physiological expectations. In case of high variability of the interictal spike activity, like for patient
7, the delay estimation appears to be inaccurate despite regularization. Therefore, an al53
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ternative approach for delay estimation was introduced, which diminishes the influence
of IEDs of deviating shape, resulting in a more accurate delay estimation for such cases.
The current study adopts and extends the use of the GLM approach firstly introduced
by van Houdt et al. [221] for the purpose of the identification of these brain areas that
generate highly synchronized activity during the occurrence of the IEDs. The application
of the GLM is a crucial step preceding ICA based on individual IEDs, because it reduces
the number of signals to be analyzed, leading to better modeling outcomes and significantly reduced computation time. The outcome of the GLM is represented in a �-matrix,
which, contrary to the approach introduced by van Houdt et al. [221], does not require
the averaging of the time-varying correlation of multiple depth electrode signals. Nonsignificant and false positive matrix entries could in most cases be removed successfully
from the �-matrix through statistical significance testing and through symmetry filtering.
Correcting for multiple comparisons through the FDR method effectively imposes stricter
requirements on the p-value, which, especially for large matrices, is important to reduce
false positives. Imposing a requirement on symmetry was effective in reducing outliers in
the �-matrix. However, if it is not possible to reduce the number of SEEG signals, as was
the case for patient 5, a high number of multicolinear variables remain, which have an adverse effect on the performance of ICA because 1) an artifactual source present in the EEG
may be spread out over multiple components, and 2) a single SEEG signal is representing
multiple components. A possible solution is to apply principal component analysis (PCA)
as a dimension reduction step before applying ICA [89]. An unexpected outcome of the
GLM analysis was that its results reflect negative values for several patients, which were
retained regardless of the filtering procedure based on FDR-adjusted p-values or by imposing a symmetry requirement. Negative �-values may be the result of sudden unexplained
discharges or changes of the SEEG signals that could not be adequately compensated for
by the confounder density function. Overall, the GLM has proven to be useful for selecting
the brain areas that generate the highly synchronized activity underlying the IEDs.
The application of ICA followed by hierarchical clustering appeared to be an effective
method for identifying spike clusters with a distinct spatiotemporal pattern. The cluster54
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ing of spatial distributions was inspired by Van ’t Ent et al. [223] who applied spike cluster
analysis of IEDs occurring in the magnetoencephalogram (MEG). The foremost limitations
of the hierarchical clustering method are that it may be unclear how many spike clusters
should be selected, and, secondly, which of the selected clusters reflect focal activity. In
the current study, the optimal number of clusters was quantitatively determined by the
gap statistic. However, the optimal number of clusters may include, regardless of the restrictive statistics, clusters with a very low number of spikes, like for patient 5 with a spike
cluster originating in the left and right hippocampus. The relevance of these spike clusters remains unclear, also because they were not interacting with the spike cluster which
was concordant with the SOZ. The gap statistic did not produce a conclusive answer for
patient 5 (see Fig. 3-8) and patient 6 (see Fig. 3-9) since the criterion for determining the
number of clusters as described by Tibshirani et al. [208] could not be met. For these
cases it was possible to successfully use the interactive method described in Section 3.2.6
to estimate the number of clusters. In future work it should be investigated whether the
use of advanced ICA models can yield sources with a greater statistical independence and
therefore provide more robustness to noise. Examples of this type of advanced models
are convolutive ICA [59] or mean-field approaches [85], which incorporate reverberations and convolutive mixing, and may be more appropriate for dealing with SEEG data
than the InfoMax algorithm as applied in this study.

3.4.2

Clinical perspective

The first 24 hours of SEEG recordings generally do not reflect any seizures, but may contain a large number of IEDs and can therefore provide an initial overview of the epileptic
activity patterns related to the epilepsy of a patient. In practice this could lead to a reduction of the recording time needed.
However, an important prerequisite for analysis of these SEEG data using the framework
of analysis as presented is the accurate annotation of IEDs. Considerable time and effort
by a skilled EEG technician is required to annotate long-term SEEG recordings. It is,
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therefore, of utmost importance to proceed towards a (semi-)automatic framework for
SEEG analysis through the automatic detection of IEDs.
A major limitation of any intracranial EEG-recording is the spatial resolution that can be
achieved. For the five successfully operated patients the implantation strategy was mainly
guided by the abnormalities visible at MRI, which limits the network analysis approach.
For example, for patient 1 (see Fig. 3-6) a relatively low number of electrodes were placed
in the temporal lobe, thus limiting further investigation of interactions between the left
hippocampus and insular cortex. Interactions between these regions would be expected
based on the classification of network interactions reported on by Kahane and Bartolomei
[98]. The same limitation of spatial sampling was seen for patient 2 (see Fig. 3-7A), for
whom an electrode was targeting the left hippocampus, but there were no electrodes implanted in the left temporal lobe. The implantation of depth electrodes for the two failure
patients was not guided by abnormalities visible at MRI. The epileptic events of these patients were characterized by rapid, and for one of the patients generalized, propagation
of the activity underlying the IEDs. Therefore, these patients received a more distributed
implantation of electrodes in both hemispheres than the 5 patients who had abnormalities visible at MRI. It was shown for these patients with complex focal epilepsy, for whom
seizures could not provide a conclusive clinical image, that network analysis of IEDs is
potentially a valuable tool to describe the spatiotemporal interactions of the epileptic discharges and to identify the SOZ. Overall, the approach as introduced in this study might
increase the success rate of resective surgery, or could be helpful to select these patients
who should be further investigated as candidates for alternative treatments.
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3.5 Conclusion
A framework of analysis was developed to identify the network interactions underlying
the IEDs occurring in SEEG recordings. The interdependency was assessed between brain
areas that reflected highly synchronized neural activity. The time delay between nodes of
the network was estimated by a new robust method and was used to map the spatiotemporal network interactions. The additional value of a network analysis approach became
apparent, especially, for MRI-negative patients with a complex epilepsy. In conclusion,
the analysis of IEDs by the analysis framework introduced in this study is considered a
valuable addition to the routine review of SEEG recordings, with the potential to increase
the success rate of epilepsy surgery.
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Structural methods
Diffusion-Weighted Imaging
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Chapter 4 | Framework for
contextual processing

A framework is developed for the denoising of diffusion weighted imaging data
and for the improvement of tractography results. The framework uses Diffusion
Imaging in Python, which is a free and open source software project for computational neuroanatomy.
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4.1 Introduction
In the context of minimally invasive epilepsy treatment, it may be possible to decrease
the risk of a functional deficit by mapping brain white matter structures that are in close
proximity to the planned resection area or may be involved in the propagation of epileptic activity. Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) is a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
technique to investigate the white matter architecture of the brain in vivo [138]. By the
use of a method called tractography, it is possible to reconstruct the geometry of white
matter bundles. However, a downside of DWI is that its acquired images may have a
low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In this study, an open-source framework is introduced
for the denoising of DWI data based on contextual enhancement. In this framework an
implementation [128] is provided of a denoising method that retains the information of
crossing fiber bundles [54, 52, 40, 51, 170]. The framework is based on Diffusion Imaging
in Python (DIPY) [73], which is freely accessible to the neuroimaging community and can
be readily included in existing processing pipelines.
Despite the effectiveness of contextual enhancement in reducing noise in diffusion imaging data, the results of tractography may contain spurious (aberrant) streamlines that
are unlikely to physically exist due to their deviating geometry. Fiber to bundle coherence (FBC) measures were developed to identify and remove these spurious streamlines
[127, 170]. Notably, these FBC measures are based on the same mathematical framework
introduced for crossing-preserving denoising. An open-source implementation of the FBC
measures is included in the framework [129].
Provided is the necessary background information on the acquisition (Section 4.2) and
modeling (Section 4.3) of DWI data and the basic principles of tractography. Subsequently,
the mathematics behind the methods in the framework are explained and code examples
are given of the application of these methods to: 1) crossing-preserving denoising of a
coronal slice of DWI data (Section 4.6); and 2) remove spurious fibers from tractography
results of the optic radiation (Section 4.7).
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4.2 Diffusion-weighted imaging
The basic principle of DWI is to measure the diffusion constant of water molecules. Diffusion is also called intra-voxel incoherent motion, random motion or Brownian motion,
and results from random thermal agitation [138]. It is unrelated to physiological motion:
even water molecules in a static compartment can exhibit IVIM unless the water is frozen.
√
Albert Einstein characterized this random motion according to � = 2��, where � is the
mean (average) diffusion distance, � the diffusion coefficient, and � the diffusion time
[61].
To explain the concept of applying diffusion to reconstruct the white matter architecture
of the brain, one may compare the diffusion of water to a drop of ink on a piece of paper.
After a time lapse it will spread due to thermal motion of its molecules and the stain reveals
something about the underlying fiber structure of the paper. If the stain is elongated this
is called anisotropic diffusion, suggesting a higher fiber density in the direction of the
stain [139]. Applied to the human brain, anisotropy in diffusion reveals information about
the local direction of nerve fibers. The basic premise is that in white matter tissues the
random walk of water molecules is restricted by barriers and can move more easily along
the axonal bundles [139, 138, 108]. In a short time frame, these restrictions do not affect
the diffusion coefficient. However, during a longer time period the observed diffusion
coefficient is restricted. For this reason we speak of an apparent diffusion coefficient [225].
In MRI, sensitization to water diffusion is achieved by using the Pulsed Gradient Spin-Echo
(PGSE) sequence [202]. Following this sequence, the hydrogen spins are first dephased by
applying a gradient, which labels each spin with a dependency on location. After a certain
time duration, a rephasing gradient is applied to refocus the spins. Molecules that have
moved in random directions due to diffusion cannot be refocused, leading to a measurable
loss of signal. The experiment can be designed in such a way that the typical signal loss lies
between 10–90% [138]. The attenuation of the measured signal S depends on the diffusion
constant D and the diffusion weighting b-value, according to the Stejskal-Tanner equation
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[202] as follows
� = �0 �−�� .

(4.1)

The �-value is defined by the gradient strength � = |G|, the gyromagnetic ratio � and
diffusion weighting times � and ∆ in units of �/��2 according to
2

2 2
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(4.2)

The �-value is usually changed by controlling the gradient strength �. This is preferred
over changing the separation ∆ of the two gradient pulses, in order to have unaffected
relaxation times.
The diffusion coefficient � is measured along the direction of �, and can be estimated
from two acquisitions with different �-values. The chosen value of � for the first acquisition is usually close to zero. In Eq: 4.1 this effectively leads to the acquisition of �0 , which
has a negligible amount of sensitivity to diffusion. The second experiment measures �1
and uses a non-zero �-value. The diffusion coefficient is then found according to
1
� = − ln
�

︂

�1
�0

︂

.

(4.3)

In Fig. 4-1 an anatomical image weighted by the diffusion coefficient is compared against
common MRI weighting schemes, such as proton density, T1, and T2 (c.f. Appendix A).
proton-density

T2-weighted

T1-weighted

diffusion-weighted

Figure 4-1: Various types of intensity weighting in MRI. Adapted from Mori [139].
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4.3 Diffusion modeling
In order to gain insight in brain connectivity using DWI, it is necessary to infer biologically meaningful parameters from the data through the application of mathematical models. The diffusion coefficient that is estimated is highly dependent on the orientation in
which the scan was made. Except for regions of high diffusion isotropy, such as the ventricular system of the brain containing free-flowing cerebrospinal fluid, a large variability
in the diffusion coefficient is seen along uniform directions on the sphere. Expanding upon
Eq. (4.1), the diffusion in the gradient sensitizing direction g can be modeled according to
�(x, g, � ) = �0 (x)�−�g
where g =

G
‖G‖

� D(x,� )g

,

(4.4)

∈ R3 , for a field gradient G applied in an arbitrary direction, and D =

D(x, � ) ∈ R3×3 is the second-order diffusion tensor [15] at a position x ∈ R3 and � is the
effective diffusion weighting time. Due to the quadratic restriction imposed in Eq. (4.4),
a minimum of six measurements are required to construct the tensor as there are six
unknown variables to estimate (i.e. the elements of the symmetric matrix D). In practice,
a larger number of measurements is used to achieve a better SNR, leading to a more robust
estimation of the diffusion tensor. For a common diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) protocol
with a b-value of 1000 �/��2 the number of gradient directions is usually around 30.
Furthermore, the protocol requires the acquisition of at least one b=0 image.
The diffusion tensor can be analyzed to provide information on tissue micro-structure.
The mean diffusivity characterizes the mean-squared displacement of molecules and the
overall restriction of the diffusion of water molecules, as follows
1
Mean diffusivity = tr(D).
3

(4.5)

The three principal diffusivities of D correspond to its eigenvalues (�1 ≥ �2 ≥ �3 > 0)
along its principal directions represented by the eigenvectors (v1 , v2 , v3 ). Classically,
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the diffusion tensor is visualized using ellipsoids whose major and minor axes are scaled
by the eigenvalues and whose orientations are determined by the eigenvectors [14], as
illustrated in Fig. 4-2. Such a visual primitive is called a glyph. Besides the ellipsoid shape,
other types of glyph visualization exist, such as superquadratic glyphs [62] or Reynolds
glyphs [136].
v1

v1
v2



x

y



v3

z

Figure 4-2: The visualization of a diffusion tensor as an ellipsoid glyph.

The shape of the diffusion tensor can be quantified by tensor anisotropy measures, which
are based on the eigenvalues of the tensor. The fractional anisotropy (FA) is the most
widely used anisotropy measure and effectively measures the difference of the tensor ellipsoid’s shape from that of a perfect sphere [151]. The FA measure is given by
︂ ︀
1 (�1 − �2 )2 + (�2 − �3 )2 + (�3 − �1 )2
︀
FA =
.
2
�21 + �22 + �23

(4.6)

The degree of anisotropy is related to the presence of oriented structures, ranging from
0 (isotropic) to 1 (anisotropic). In Fig. 4-3 the glyphs of a coronal section of the human
brain are shown, illustrating isotropic glyphs in the ventricular system as a result of unobstructed diffusion, and anisotropic glyphs in the corpus callosum as a result of highly
aligned fibers.
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Figure 4-3: Ellipsoid glyphs shown at the corpus callosum region, outlined in yellow. The
glyphs are color-coded according to the direction of the largest eigenvector of the tensor
(red=left-right, green=anterior-posterior, blue=inferior-superior).

Higher-order models of diffusion
Due to its robustness, conceptual simplicity and moderate acquisition demands, the diffusion tensor model is the most commonly used technique to model the diffusion signal.
However, a limitation of DTI is that it can extract only a single fiber direction from the
DWI data [212]. The diffusion tensor model is therefore not suitable for describing regions
of crossing fiber tracts, such as the cross-over region between the corpus callosum and
the corona radiata, leading to low FA values [17]. To overcome the limited angular resolution of the DTI acquisition scheme, a high angular resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI)
acquisition scheme [215] may be used, which uses a larger number of gradient directions
(30-100), and typically a larger b-value (1000 to 3000 �/��2 ). Commonly associated with
HARDI acquisition schemes is the use of higher-order models for characterizing diffusion.
Examples of such higher-order models are multi-tensor reconstruction [215], the q-ball
model [214], the diffusion orientation transform [157], constrained spherical deconvolution [209, 212], higher-order tensor fitting [189], Mean Apparent Propagator (MAP-MRI)
[156], and multi-tensor MAP-MRI [246].
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Fiber orientation density function
Using the Q-ball model it is possible to estimate an orientation distribution function (ODF)
from the HARDI data, which computes a probability distribution of diffusion displacement
based on the Funk-Radon transform [214]. The ODF is a probability distribution that is
defined in the space of positions and orientations R3 × � 2 . While it was not the original
purpose of Q-ball imaging, the ODF can be used for estimating multiple fiber orientations, which is especially useful for resolving regions of crossing fibers. In Fig. 4-4 the
representations of diffusion tensors and the ODF are shown side-by-side.
The current state-of-the-art method for estimating the fiber orientation distribution (FOD),
is constrained spherical deconvolution (CSD) [211, 209, 212]. Central in the approach of
CSD is the estimation of a response function that represents the diffusion displacement

Figure 4-4: Comparison of diffusion tensors glyphs (top) and ODF glyphs (bottom) in the
corpus callosum region, superimposed on a FA map. The tensor glyphs are color-coded by
their main orientation, and the ODF glyphs are colored by their local orientation. Adapted
from Jeurissen [92].
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that corresponds to a single fiber population. The signal �(n) that is measured in a voxel
containing multiple fiber orientations can be modeled as the sum of weighted response
functions. Such a signal is expressed by a spherical convolution of the response function
� and the FOD function �
�(n) = (� *�2 �)(n)

(4.7)

The FOD function � , which is the remaining unknown variable, can be estimated by the
so-called spherical deconvolution method [211] of Eq. (4.7). To perform spherical deconvolution it is convenient to transform the data into a spherical harmonics representation.
For more details regarding spherical harmonics, the reader is referred to [84]. In this
representation, a convolution operation simply consists of a matrix multiplication, and
deconvolution is done by matrix inversion. However, inverse solutions such as the spherical deconvolution operation are ill-posed and susceptible to noise. To resolve this issue,
Tikhonov regularization is used with a positivity constraint to minimize the appearance
of artifactual negative values in the FOD [212], leading to dramatically reduced noise sensitivity.

4.4 Tractography
The characterization of the diffusion data by a tensor or by a higher-order model gives an
indication of the main orientation of fibers at every point in the brain. Connecting these
local directions, it is possible to reconstruct pathways and identify anatomical connections
in the human brain. This process is referred to as tractography, which in its simplest
deterministic form starts from a seed location and generates a pathway by a sequence of
discrete, locally optimal decisions. The pathway is terminated according to some criteria,
e.g. if the pathway enters a region of low FA value in which the next direction is uncertain,
such as illustrated in Fig. 4-5a (red cross).
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(a) PDD

(b) Probabilistic

Figure 4-5: Principal diffusion direction (PDD) (a) and probabilistic (b) methods of tractography. The image shows a grid of diffusion tensors and their principal directions. In
PDD tracking, tracts are terminated in regions with low anisotropy. In probabilistic tracking, the tracts are not terminated but the propagation direction is taken randomly, which
allows the algorithm to find new routes.
A basic algorithm for deterministic tractography is the principal diffusion direction (PDD)
method [16], in which a tract is obtained by following the main eigenvector v1 of the diffusion tensor. Algorithms of this type have the advantage of simplicity and speed and the
generated streamlines can be easily visualized and analyzed. However, a severe limitation
of PDD tractography is that it cannot account for the uncertainty in the data [48, 193].
Uncertainty in the data arises from noise and from the used models that are never perfectly accurate. A second limitation is that it does not allow for distributed connectivity
since there is a unique solution for each pathway.
To overcome the limitations of PDD tractography, different classes of algorithms have
been developed based on probabilistic and geodesic tractography. Probabilistic tractography is characterized by the generation of a large amount of streamlines and the use of
relatively loose constraints on streamline termination. In Fig. 4-5 the difference is illustrated between PDD and probabilistic tractography methods, showing that probabilistic
tractography is able to traverse through regions of unclear fiber orientation. An important advantage is the ability to generate probabilistic maps of streamline connectivity
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between brain regions. These maps can e.g. be used for the estimation of a voxel-based
connectivity index to map potential structural abnormalities related to pathology.
An independent class of tractography algorithms is geodesic tractography, which is based
on finding the path that is globally optimal with respect to some underlying distance
metric. Instead of generating streamlines through a series of local decisions, geodesic
tractography can infer connectivity by globally optimizing a certain cost function [150,
112, 70, 71]. By doing so it can avoid potential errors caused by a noisy local diffusion
profile. A globally optimal path may be obtained by solving the static of time dependent
Hamilton-Jacobi (HJ) equation, which describes the distance from an initial point to any
point of the domain induced by a front propagation subject to a local speed function [190].
One method to solve the static HJ equation is the (anisotropic) Fast Marching technique,
which will be discussed in Chapter 6.

4.5 Framework for Diffusion Imaging in Python
DIPY (Diffusion Imaging in Python) [73] is an open-source DWI analysis library based
on the Python language. The DIPY library provides a broad spectrum of methods for
processing DWI data, which includes the pre-processing of diffusion data, modeling of
diffusion data, fiber tractography and post-processing, and visualization. In Fig. 4-6 an
overview is given of the functions in the DIPY framework. The NeuroImaging in Python
(NIPY) community, which DIPY is part of, is based around high-performance Python libraries that are tailored towards the processing of neuroimaging data. DIPY makes use of
Numpy, which provides efficient numerical computations of linear algebra operations on
matrices, vectors and tensors. Furthermore, Scipy is used, a Python library for interfacing with the neuroimaging formats available, such as the commonly used NIfTI-1 format.
Lastly, Cython is used for its high-speed modules, which is a subset of the Python programming language designed to provide C-like performance with code written mostly in
Python. See Fig. 4-6 for an overview of the used Python libraries together with DIPY. In
the next two sections the implementation in DIPY of contextual enhancement and of fiber
to bundle coherence measures will explained and demonstrated.
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Figure 4-6: Overview of the functions in the DIPY framework and its integration in the
NIPY framework. Furthermore, it depends on the Python libraries Numpy, Scipy and
Cython. Adapted from [73].

4.6 Contextual enhancement of DWI data
A shortcoming of DWI is that it is inherently a low-SNR and slow imaging technique
[139]. Especially at high b-values, such as those used by the HARDI acquisition scheme,
the SNR of the acquired image becomes significantly reduced. Developments in MRI acquisition have made it possible to reach a higher SNR, for example through the use of a
birdcage head coil, parallel imaging techniques such as sensitivity encoding (SENSE) [173]
or generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisitions (GRAPPA) [79], averaging of
the same image acquired multiple times, a higher field MRI strength such as 7T or even
9.4T [224], or by using an ultra-high strength gradient of up to 300 mT/m [63].
However, in a clinical setting it may not be feasible to perform a HARDI acquisition and
a higher field MRI system may not be available. Another approach is to improve the SNR
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by applying denoising to the diffusion data. Conventional methods for denoising MRI
data are anisotropic diffusion filtering [163] and wavelet-based filters [146]. More recent
approaches are non-local means filtering [123] or non-local principal component analysis
(PCA) [124]. A third approach, which is considered in this thesis, is to perform denoising
on the ODF fields that are derived from the diffusion data. In this chapter contextual PDE’s
[54, 51, 170] are implemented for the denoising of ODF fields with the aim to enhance the
alignment of elongated structures in the data such that crossings are maintained while
reducing noise and other small incoherent structures.
The contextual enhancement method is based on the Fokker-Planck diffusion equations
[160], which describe Brownian motion on the space of positions and orientations R3 ×� 2 .
This domain carries a non-flat geometrical differential structure, which naturally expresses a notion of alignment between neighboring points. The coupling between positions and orientations is denoted by R3 ⋊ � 2 , which arises from the embedding of the
space of positions and orientations in the group of rigid-body motions SE(3). Further
mathematics details are provided in Appendix B. Let (y, n) ∈ R3 ⋊ � 2 be a point in this
space, where y and n denote the spatial and angular part, respectively. Furthermore, let
� � : R3 ⋊ � 2 × R+
0 → R be the function representing the evolution of the initial FOD
field � , i.e. the change of the field as denoising is applied to it. Then, the contextual PDE
with evolution time � ≥ 0 is given by:
⎧
⎨ �� �� (y, n, �) = (�spat (n · ∇y )2 + �ang ∆� 2 )�� (y, n, �),
⎩ � (y, n, 0) = � (y, n).
�

(4.8)

Here, � ≥ 0 is the evolution time, �spat > 0 is the coefficient for spatial smoothing strictly
in the direction of n. �ang is the coefficient for angular smoothing and ∆� 2 is the LaplaceBeltrami operator on the sphere � 2 . In this evolution process, �� (y, n, �) represents the
transition density of a moving particle with position y and orientation n at the time � ≥ 0,
given that it started with the initial FOD field � (y, n) at � = 0. In Fig. 4-7A the stochastic
process corresponding to this PDE is illustrated for a large number of moving particles.
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Figure 4-7: A) Random paths simulating the stochastic process. B) The contour enhancement kernel arises from the accumulation of infinitely many sample paths. The red glyphs
are a representation of the contour enhancement kernel at each grid point. C) The contour
enhancement kernel oriented in the positive z-direction. Figure adapted from [170].
The PDE equation is solved via a shift-twist convolution (denoted by *R3 ⋊� 2 ) of the corresponding contour enhancement kernel �� with the initial FOD field � (y, n):
� (y, n, �) = (�� *R3 ⋊� 2 � )(y, n)
︁
�� (�n� ′ (y − y′ ), �n� ′ n)� (y′ , n′ )��(n′ )�y′ .
=

(4.9)

R3 ⋊� 2

Here, �� (y, n) denotes the kernel corresponding to the evolution process in Equation 4.8,
which equals the probability density of finding a random oriented particle at position y,
with orientation n, at time � ∈ �+ given that it started at position 0 and upward orientation ez ∈ � 2 at time 0. The kernel thus has a probabilistic interpretation: it represents

the limiting distribution of infinitely many random walkers in R3 × � 2 that randomly
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move forward or backward, randomly change their orientation, but cannot move sideways [54, 51, 170]. In Fig. 4-7B and C the kernel is illustrated in 2D and 3D, respectively.
Furthermore, �� (�n� ′ (y − y′ ), �n� ′ n) is the probability density of finding a random oriented particle at the position y with orientation n, given that it started at the position
y′ with orientation n′ at the time � = 0. Here, �n is a 3D rotation that maps the vector
ez = (0, 0, 1) onto n and ��(n′ ) is the usual surface measure on the sphere � 2 . For exact
formulas for the kernel �� (y, n), and the Gaussian approximations that we used for our
computations, see [168, 170].
The shift-twist convolutions as given in Eq. (4.9) are implemented using the Cython language and the optional multithread processing via the OpenMP library. Following ideas
by Rodrigues et al. [178], further speedup is achieved by computing lookup-tables containing rotated versions of the kernel �� sampled over a discrete set of orientations. In
order to ensure rotationally invariant processing, the discrete orientations are required
to be equally distributed over a sphere, which is achieved by an electrostatic repulsion
model [95].
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Demonstration in DIPY
An example illustrating the method is performed on the Stanford HARDI dataset [180]
(150 orientations, b=2000s/mm2 ) to which Rician noise is added to lower its SNR. Code
examples in Python elicit the procedure and show the DIPY routines that are used. The
demonstration shown here is available on the DIPY website www.dipy.org.

Figure 4-8: Screenshot of the DIPY website showing the contour enhancement demonstration page.
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➣ The initial step is to download and parse the Standard HARDI dataset, which can be
approached by the fetch_stanford_hardi and read_stanford_hardi routines of DIPY. Subsequently, Rician noise is added to the dataset in order to lower the SNR to 4.
import numpy as np
from dipy.data import fetch_stanford_hardi, read_stanford_hardi
from dipy.core.gradients import gradient_table

# Read data
fetch_stanford_hardi()
img, gtab = read_stanford_hardi()
data = img.get_data()

# Add Rician noise
from dipy.segment.mask import median_otsu
from dipy.sims.voxel import add_noise
b0_slice = data[:, :, :, 1]
b0_mask, mask = median_otsu(b0_slice)
data_noisy = add_noise(data, 10.0, np.mean(b0_slice[mask]),
noise_type=’rician’)

➣ The FOD field is obtained by applying CSD to the dataset with added noise. The
CSD model is available in DIPY by using the ConstrainedSphericalDeconvModel routine.
For this routine a so-called gradient table is required containing the b-vecs (list of gradient
orientations) and the list of corresponding b-values. Furthermore, the response function
is required, which can be estimated using the auto_response routine.
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from dipy.reconst.csdeconv import auto_response
from dipy.reconst.csdeconv import ConstrainedSphericalDeconvModel
response, ratio = auto_response(gtab, data, roi_radius=10, fa_thr=0.7)
csd_model_orig = ConstrainedSphericalDeconvModel(gtab, response)
csd_fit_orig = csd_model_orig.fit(data_small)
csd_shm_orig = csd_fit_orig.shm_coeff

➣ The next step is the creation of the enhancement kernel. For this purpose the newly
created routine called EnhancementKernel is used, which takes the angular and spatial
diffusion coefficients and the diffusion time as parameters. The resulting enhancement
kernel is afterwards saved in a lookup table and stored on the hard-drive for subsequent
use. For those parameters, the kernel is sampled on a 7x7x7 spatial grid and in 100 orientations. The number of orientations is an optional parameter, whereas the resolution of
the kernel is determined automatically based on the input parameters.
from dipy.denoise.enhancement_kernel import EnhancementKernel
Dang = 1.0; Dspat = 0.02; t = 1
k = EnhancementKernel(Dang, Dspat, t)

➣ The shift-twist convolution is performed with the newly created routine called convolve, which has as input parameters the spherical harmonic representation of the noisy
data, the lookup table, and the spherical harmonic order.
from dipy.denoise.shift_twist_convolution import convolve
csd_shm_enh = convolve(csd_shm_noisy, k, sh_order=8)

➣ Optionally, in order to recover more sharp angular distributions, the Spherical Deconvolution Transform (SDT) [48] can be applied by using the odf_sh_to_sharp routine in
DIPY.
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from dipy.reconst.csdeconv import odf_sh_to_sharp
csd_shm_enh_sharp = odf_sh_to_sharp(csd_shm_enh, sphere, sh_order=8,
lambda_=0.1)

In Fig. 4-9 the results are shown of applying enhancement to the example dataset with
added Rician noise. It can be observed that the structure of the original dataset (top-left)
is significantly disrupted by the added noise (bottom-left). After enhancement the glyphs
appear better aligned and structures appear more coherent (bottom-right). Crossings that
were well-aligned with neighboring structures were retained. The improvement is sup-

Figure 4-9: A) FOD field (only a slice 15x15 is displayed) of the original data obtained
via CSD. B) CSD of the data+noise (SNR=4) C) Contextual enhancement eliminates small
data incoherence and enhance elongated structures. D) Sharp angular distributions are
obtained by subsequently applying the Spherical Deconvolution Transform [48].
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ported quantitatively by the computation of the average angular error [43] w.r.t to the
original data, which is 23.5∘ for the enhanced data and 33.8∘ for the noisy data. The
SDT improves the FOD field by sharpening the peaks (top-right). Regarding computation
time, after a one-time computation of the lookup-table (taking several minutes) for the
same experiment a speed up of 209% is achieved w.r.t. the finite difference implementation proposed by [40] (explicit scheme, ∆� = 0.051 ).
Although contextual PDE’s have proven to be useful in different clinical applications
[170, 171], their use has been limited due to the lack of flexible implementations or high
computational demands. The new open source module available in DIPY makes the framework presented here widely available to the neuroimaging community and flexible to be
included within the existing DWI processing pipeline of DIPY. The novel implementation
of the shift-twist convolution via multithreading and lookup-tables allows for large scale
experiments. A similar framework can be applied to other contextual PDE applications,
e.g. morphological convolutions on ODF fields [51].

4.7 Fiber to bundle coherence measures
The tractograms obtained from probabilistic tractography often reflect spurious (aberrant)
streamlines. These spurious streamlines are by definition not well-aligned with neighboring streamlines and can lead to false conclusions regarding structural connectivity or
the anatomical shape of a white matter structure. Fiber to bundle coherence (FBC) tractometry measures [127, 170] are introduced to quantitatively measure the alignment of
streamlines and to identify and remove spurious streamlines. An open-source module
is proposed, included in the DIPY library, in which the FBC measures are implemented
efficiently using multithreading and pre-computed lookup tables.

1
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The step size chosen here is within stability criteria provided in [40].
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In order to compute the FBC, streamlines are lifted to 5D curves by including the local
orientation of the tangent to the streamline. A lifted streamline �� can be written as
︀
︀
�� = (y�� , n�� ) ∈ R3 × � 2 | � = 1, . . . , �� ,

(4.10)

where y and n contain the positions and orientations of streamline elements, �� is the
number of points in the streamline and � denotes the index within the streamline bundle
︀
Γ = �
�=1 {�� }. To include a notion of alignment between neighboring streamline tan-

gents, we embed the lifted streamlines into the differentiable manifold of the rigid-body
motion Lie group SE(3). Within this differential structure, a measure is defined that quantifies the alignment of any two lifted streamline points with respect to each other in the
space of positions and orientations R3 ⋊ � 2 [140, 36, 53]. In order to compute this measure, kernel density estimation is applied using a (hypo-elliptic) Brownian motion kernel
(see Figure 4-10, top left). The FBC measure results from evaluating the kernel density
estimator along each element of all lifted streamlines, shown in Figure 4-10 (top right)
where the FBC is color-coded for each streamline.
A spurious streamline can be identified by a low FBC that occurs anywhere along its
path. For this purpose, a scalar measure for the entire streamline is introduced, called
the relative FBC (RFBC), which computes the minimum average FBC in a sliding window
along the streamline �� ∈ Γ relative to the bundle Γ. The RFBC for a streamline �� is
calculated according to
RFBC� (�� , Γ) =

AFBC� (�� , Γ)
.
AFBC(Γ)

(4.11)

The numerator AFBC� (�� , Γ) gives the minimum average FBC of any segment of length �
along the streamline �� . The denominator AFBC(Γ) is used for normalization and is the
average FBC of all the streamlines in the bundle, computed over the entire length of each
streamline. The segment length � was determined empirically as 2 mm (corresponding to
10 streamline points when using a stepsize of 0.2 mm), which is considered small enough
to characterize local deviations of the streamline but contains enough streamline points
for stable quantification of local FBC.
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Figure 4-10: Top: The fiber to bundle coherence FBC measure is determined via kernel
density estimation. A Brownian motion kernel on R3 ⋊ � 2 is used (shown left) [168, 169],
which is defined on the space of positions and orientations. The streamlines are colorcoded according to their FBC measure, scaled from high (blue) to low (white). Bottom:
The RFBC is computed using a sliding window of size �, producing a single value for
each streamline.

Mathematical details
︀
︀
Each equidistantly sampled streamline �� = ��� | � = 1, . . . , �� with ��� = (y�� , n�� ) ∈

R3 × � 2 is represented by delta distributions �(y�� ,n�� ) . Here, �� denotes the number of

streamline points of streamline �� and y�� and n�� denote the position and tangent orientation of the streamline point ��� , respectively. The full lifted output of the tractography
is given by

where Γ =

︀�

2
� ��
1 ︁︁︁
�Γ (y, n) =
� �
� � (y, n),
� �=1 �=1 �=1 (y� ,(−1) n� )

�=1 {�� }

(4.12)

denotes the streamline bundle and � indicates the number of

streamlines in the bundle Γ. The summation over � is used to account for antipodal
symmetry (we identify n� ∼ −n� ) of each tangent orientation n� .
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The Brownian motion kernel �� (see Figure 4-10, top left) is, first of all, evaluated using
pre-defined values for the spatial diffusion �spat , angular diffusion �ang and diffusion time
� (see Section 4.6). Then, the Local FBC (LFBC) is the result of evaluating the kernel
� = ��,fixed along each element of the lifted streamline.
LFBC(y, n, Γ) = (� *R3 ⋊� 2 � )(y, n)
︁ ︁
�(�n� ′ (y − y′ ), �n� ′ n) �Γ (y′ , n′ ) ��(n′ ) �y′ .
:=
R3

(4.13)

�2

As a result, by superposition in (4.13), LFBC(y, n, Γ) denotes the probability density of
finding a random oriented particle at y and pointing at orientation ±n at time � > 0 given
that it started at some point of the bundle Γ at � = 0.
A whole streamline measure, the relative FBC (RFBC), is calculated by the minimum of
the moving average LFBC along the streamline ��
RFBC� (�� , Γ) =

AFBC� (�� , Γ)
,
AFBC(Γ)

(4.14)

where AFBC� (�� , Γ) indicates the minimal average LFBC over a small segment of the
streamline with length �, given by
1
AFBC (�� , Γ) = min
�∈[0,�� −�] �
�

︁

�+�

LFBC(�� (�), Γ) ��.

(4.15)

�

Here, �� is the total length of the spatially projected curve of streamline �� = (y� , n� ).
Furthermore, AFBC(Γ) is the average FBC of the entire streamline bundle Γ
�Γ
1 ︁
AFBC(Γ) =
FBC(�� , Γ),
�Γ �=1

where

1
FBC(�� , Γ) =
��

︁

(4.16)

��

LFBC(�� (�), Γ) ��.

(4.17)

0

Further details of the computation of FBC can be found in [170].
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Demonstration in DIPY
The FBC measures are implemented as part of DIPY using the Cython language. To be
able to use the lookup table containing the rotated versions of the contour enhancement
kernel, each (continuous) streamline tangent orientation must be matched with the closest
(discrete) orientation on the sphere. For efficient implementation of orientation matching,
a k-d tree is used, which is a multi-dimensional (K=3) data structure [21] that is used
to partition the discrete orientations on the sphere in small subsets. When matching a
streamline tangent to a discrete orientation of the sphere, the algorithm finds the partition
that the tangent vector falls into, and subsequently only requires the angular distance
computations between the tangent and the discrete orientations within this partition.
➣ The first step in performing tractography in DIPY is to create a region of interest
of the white matter region of the brain, which is useful for reducing unnecessary computations. To this end, a FOD field is first created using the Constant Solid Angle (CDA)
ODF Model by using the CsaOdfModel routine. CSA is a good choice to estimate general
fractional anisotropy (GFA), which the tissue classifier can use to restrict tractography to
those areas where the ODF shows significant restricted diffusion. The ThresholdTissueClassifier requires the ODF peaks, extracted with the peaks_from_model routine, and a
threshold on GFA.
from dipy.reconst.shm import CsaOdfModel
from dipy.direction import peaks_from_model
from dipy.data import default_sphere
csa_model = CsaOdfModel(gtab, sh_order=6)
csa_peaks = peaks_from_model(csa_model, data, default_sphere,
relative_peak_threshold=.6,
min_separation_angle=45,
mask=selectionmask)
# Tissue classifier
from dipy.tracking.local import ThresholdTissueClassifier
classifier = ThresholdTissueClassifier(csa_peaks.gfa, 0.25)
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➣ Using the ConstrainedSphericalDeconvModel routine a FOD field is created that will
be used for streamline generation.
from dipy.reconst.csdeconv import auto_response
from dipy.reconst.csdeconv import ConstrainedSphericalDeconvModel
response, ratio = auto_response(gtab, data, roi_radius=10, fa_thr=0.7)
csd_model = ConstrainedSphericalDeconvModel(gtab, response)
csd_fit = csd_model.fit(data_small)

➣ At each streamline generation step the FOD is sampled using the ProbabilisticDirectionGetter routine. The parameters for this routine is the FOD field in the form of spherical
harmonic coefficients, the maximal bending angle and the sampling orientations on the
sphere.
from dipy.direction import ProbabilisticDirectionGetter
prob_dg = ProbabilisticDirectionGetter.from_shcoeff(csd_fit.shm_coeff,
max_angle=30.,
sphere=default_sphere)

➣ The optic radiation is reconstructed by tracking streamlines from the calcarine sulcus (visual cortex V1) to the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN). Seeding from the calcarine
sulcus is done by manually selecting a region-of-interest (ROI) cube of dimensions 3×3×3
voxels. The seeds_from_mask is used to convert the mask to a set of coordinates, transformed by a supplied affine matrix, and with a certain density per voxel.
from dipy.tracking import utils
mask = np.zeros(data.shape[:-1], ’bool’)
rad = 3
mask[26-rad:26+rad, 29-rad:29+rad, 31-rad:31+rad] = True
seeds = utils.seeds_from_mask(mask, density=[4, 4, 4], affine=affine)
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➣ Probabilistic tractography is then performed using the LocalTracking routine in
DIPY. This routine uses the probabilistic direction getter, the tissue classifier, the seed
locations and the affine matrix as inputs.
from dipy.tracking.local import LocalTracking
streamlines = LocalTracking(prob_dg, classifier, seeds, affine,
step_size=.2)
# Compute streamlines and store as a list.
streamlines = list(streamlines)

➣ In order to select only the streamlines that enter into the LGN, another ROI is created
from a cube of size 5 × 5 × 5 voxels. The near_roi command is used to find the streamlines
that traverse through this ROI.
# Set a mask for the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN)
mask_lgn = np.zeros(data.shape[:-1], ’bool’)
rad = 5
mask_lgn[35-rad:35+rad, 42-rad:42+rad, 28-rad:28+rad] = True

# Select all the streamlines that enter the LGN and discard all others
filtered_fibers2 = utils.near_roi(streamlines, mask_lgn, tol=1.8,
affine=affine)
sfil = []
for i in range(len(streamlines)):
if filtered_fibers2[i]:
sfil.append(streamlines[i])
streamlines = list(sfil)

➣ Using the EnhancementKernel routine that was introduced earlier, a lookup table is
created or loaded from the hard disk if it already exists.
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from dipy.denoise.enhancement_kernel import EnhancementKernel
Dspat = 1.0;

Dang = 0.02; t = 1

k = EnhancementKernel(Dspat, Dang, t)

➣ The FBC measures are computed using the new routine called FBCMeasures, taking
the streamlines and the lookup tables as input. An optional parameter is the segment
length �, which is 10 streamline points by default (corresponding to 2 mm based on tractography step size).
from dipy.tracking.fbcmeasures import FBCMeasures
fbc = FBCMeasures(streamlines, k)

➣ After the computation of the FBC measures, a threshold � can be chosen on the
minimal relative FBC (RFBC) required to maintain a streamline. In this example we show
the results for threshold 0 (i.e. all streamlines are included) and 0.125 (removing the 12.5
percent most spurious streamlines).
# Calculate LFBC for original streamlines
fbc_sl_orig, clrs_orig, rfbc_orig = \
fbc.get_points_rfbc_thresholded(0, emphasis=0.01)

# Apply a threshold on the RFBC to remove spurious streamlines
fbc_sl_thres, clrs_thres, rfbc_thres = \
fbc.get_points_rfbc_thresholded(0.125, emphasis=0.01)

The results of FBC measures are visualized in Fig. 4-11, showing the original streamlines
colored by LFBC (top row), and the streamlines after the cleaning procedure via RFBC
thresholding (bottom row).
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Figure 4-11: The fiber to bundle coherence (FBC) measures are demonstrated for the reconstruction of the OR. The OR is obtained through probabilistic tractography (shown
at the top row). The streamlines are color-coded by the local FBC measures (LFBC). The
tractography result is cleaned (shown at the bottom row) by removing streamlines with a
relative FBC (RFBC) lower than the threshold � = 0.125.
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4.7.1

Conclusion

A framework was developed for the contextual enhancement of DWI data and the removal of spurious fibers from tractography results. These newly developed methods can
be readily included in a processing pipeline and are optimized to allow for large-scale experiments. In the next chapter (Chapter 5) a method is introduced for a quantitative and
robust estimation of the parameter �, which is important to balance the removal of spurious streamlines and retaining relevant streamlines, especially, in the Meyer loop. The
contextual enhancement of FOD fields can be useful to denoise the DWI data that is used
for experiments with the fast marching algorithm (Chapter 6 & Chapter 7).
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Chapter 5 | Robust reconstruction of
the optic radiation

A framework is developed for the robust reconstruction of the optic radiation in
support of temporal lobe epilepsy surgery to avoid a visual field deficit. Results of
tractography often reflect spurious streamlines, which hinder an accurate identification of the tip of the Meyer’s loop. Stability metrics are introduced for the
automated removal of spurious streamlines near the Meyer’s loop.

Chapter based on:
Meesters, S., Ossenblok, P., Wagner, L., Schijns, O., Boon, P., Florack, L., Vilanova, A., and
Duits, R. (2017). Stability metrics for optic radiation tractography: towards damage prediction after resective surgery. Journal of Neuroscience Methods, 288. pages 34–44.

Chapter 5

5.1 Introduction
The optic radiation (OR) is a collection of white matter fiber bundles which carries
visual information from the thalamus to the visual cortex [181]. Numerous studies
[242, 205, 35, 236, 25, 90] have accomplished to reconstruct the OR, by tracking pathways between the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) and the primary visual cortex using
diffusion-weighted tractography. In the curved region of the OR, configurations with
multiple fiber orientations appear, such as crossings, because white matter tracts of the
temporal stem intermingle with the fibers of the Meyer’s loop [104]. Therefore, it is especially challenging to reconstruct the Meyer’s loop, which is the most vulnerable bundle
of the OR in case of surgical treatment of epilepsy in which part of the temporal lobe is
removed [90].
Tractography based on constrained spherical deconvolution (CSD) [209, 48] has been
shown to have good fiber detection rates [235] and has been applied in several studies
to reconstruct the OR [115, 125]. Furthermore, probabilistic tractography is considered
superior in comparison to deterministic tractography for resolving the problem of crossing fibers in the Meyer’s loop [114]. The probabilistic tracking results between the LGN
and the visual cortex for a healthy volunteer are illustrated in Figure 5-1 (left). The tracking results are shown (Figure 5-1, right) in a composite image along with other brain
structures such as the ventricular system, and furthermore indicates the distance from
the tip of the Meyer’s loop to the temporal pole (ML-TP).
In Chapter 4 it was discussed how spurious (deviating) streamlines commonly occur in
tractograms obtained from probabilistic tractography. These spurious streamlines may
hinder an accurate measurement of the ML-TP distance, which is required for estimating
the potential damage to the OR after temporal lobe resection (TLR). Methods have been
proposed for the identification and removal of spurious streamlines, for example based
on outlier detection [240, 125, 103], based on the prediction of diffusion measurements
by whole-brain connectomics [164], or based on the uncertainty in the main eigenvector
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Figure 5-1: Left: An example of the reconstruction result of the OR using probabilistic
tractography from an axial view. As inserts, close-ups are shown of the anterior tips of
the reconstructions of the OR from a coronal view. Right: The tracking results are shown
for the same volunteer in a composite image along with other brain structures such as the
ventricular system. The Meyer’s loop to Temporal Pole (ML-TP) distance measurement is
indicated.
of the diffusion tensor [159]. Most of these methods for reducing spurious streamlines
are based on density estimation in R3 . In addition, the fiber to bundle coherence (FBC)
tractometry measure introduced in Chapter 4 is based on density estimation in the space
of positions and orientations R3 × � 2 .
To achieve a reliable reconstruction of the full extent of the Meyer’s loop, an appropriate
selection of streamlines is required such that spurious streamlines are removed while preserving streamlines that are anatomically more likely to exist. For this purpose the FBC
parameter � (c.f. Chapter 4) is estimated based on the measured variability in ML-TP distance. Here we respect an a-priori constraint on the maximal ML-TP distance variability
for a test-retest procedure on streamline tracking and determine the corresponding minimal threshold �selected on the FBC measures. This threshold removes a minimal amount
of spurious streamlines while allowing for a stable estimation of the ML-TP distance. The
procedure for selecting the optimal threshold is named the stability metrics and provides
a reliable OR reconstruction that is robust under stochastic realizations of probabilistic
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tractography.
The validity of the distance measurements is evaluated based on pre- and post-operative
comparisons of the reconstructed OR of patients who underwent a TLR. It is investigated
whether it is feasible to assess pre-operatively for each individual patient the potential
damage to the OR as an adverse event of the planned TLR. The deviation between the
prediction of the damage to the OR and the measured damage in a post-operative image
is compared, giving an indication of the overall error in distance measurement.

5.2 Materials and methods
5.2.1

Subjects

Eight healthy volunteers without any history of neurological or psychiatric disorders were
included in our study. All volunteers were male and in the age range of 21–25 years. Furthermore, three patients were included who were candidates for temporal lobe epilepsy
surgery. For each patient a standard pre- and post-operative T1-weighted anatomical 3DMRI was acquired. Patient 1 (46/F) was diagnosed with a right mesiotemporal sclerosis
and underwent a right TLR, including an amygdalohippocampectomy. Patient 2 (23/F)
was diagnosed with a left mesiotemporal sclerosis and underwent an extended resection
of the left temporal pole. Lastly, Patient 3 (38/M) was diagnosed with a cavernoma located
in the basal, anterior part of the left temporal lobe and had an extended lesionectomy. All
patients had pre- and post-operative perimetry carried out by consultant ophthalmologists. The study was approved by the Medical Ethical Committee of Kempenhaeghe, and
informed written consent was obtained from all subjects.
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5.2.2

Data acquisition

Data was acquired on a 3.0 T magnetic resonance (MR) scanner, using an eight-element
SENSE head coil (Achieva, Philips Health Care, Best, The Netherlands). A T1-weighted
scan was obtained for anatomical reference using a Turbo Field Echo (TFE) sequence with
timing parameters for echo time (TE = 3.7 ms) and repetition time (TR = 8.1 ms). A total
of 160 slices were scanned with an acquisition matrix of 224x224 with isotropic voxels
of 1x1x1 mm, leading to a field of view of 224x224x160 mm. Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) was performed using the Single-Shot Spin-Echo Echo-Planar Imaging (SE-EPI)
sequence. Diffusion sensitizing gradients were applied, according to the diffusion tensor
imaging (DTI) protocol, in 32 directions with a b-value of 1000 s/mm2 in addition to an
image without diffusion weighting. A total of 60 slices were scanned with an acquisition matrix of 112x112 with isotropic voxels of 2x2x2 mm, leading to a field of view of
224x224x120 mm. A SENSE factor of 2 and a halfscan factor of 0.678 were used. Acquisition time was about 8 minutes for the DWI scan and 5 minutes for the T1-weighted scan.
The maximal total study time including survey images was 20 minutes.

5.2.3

Data preprocessing

The preprocessing of the T1-weighted scan and DWI data is outlined in Figure 5-2 (topleft box). All data preprocessing is performed using a pipeline created with NiPype [76],
which allows for large-scale batch processing and provides interfaces to neuroimaging
packages (FSL, MRtrix). The T1-weighted scan was first aligned to the anterior commissure to posterior commissure (AC-PC) axis by affine coregistration (12 degrees-offreedom) to the MNI152 template using the FMRIB Software Library v5.0 (FSL) [91]. Secondly, affine coregistration, considered suitable for within-subject image registration, was
applied between the DWI volumes to correct for motion. Eddy current induced distortions were corrected within the Philips Achieva scanning software and did not require
further post-processing. The DWI b=0 volume was subsequently affinely coregistered
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Figure 5-2: A schematic overview of the analysis procedures followed to reconstruct the
optic radiation (OR) and to acquire a robust estimate of the Meyer’s Loop to Temporal
Pole (ML-TP) distance. The stages in which data are processed are indicated by the dashed
boxes. The red dashed boxes indicate the new contributions of the study. The various software packages are color-coded. The inputs of the pipeline are a diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) dataset and an anatomical T1-weighted MRI image. Outputs of the pipeline
are shown with double-headed arrows. Abbreviations: FOD, Fiber Orientation Density;
CSD, Constrained Spherical Deconvolution; ROI, Region of Interest; FBC, Fiber to Bundle
Coherence; RFBC, Relative FBC.
to the axis-aligned T1-weighted scan using normalized mutual information, and the resulting transformation was applied to the other DWI volumes. The DWI volumes were
resampled using linear interpolation. After coregistration, the diffusion orientations were
reoriented using the corresponding transformation matrices [111].

5.2.4

Probabilistic tractography

Probabilistic tractography of the OR (outlined in Figure 5-2, top-middle box) is based on
the Fiber Orientation Density (FOD) function. With probabilistic tractography, streamlines are generated between two regions of interest (ROIs): the LGN, located in the thalamus, and the primary visual cortex (see Figure 5-1). The LGN was defined manually on
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the axial T1-weighted image using anatomical references (lateral and caudal to the pulvinar of the thalamus) [69] using a sphere of 4 mm radius, corresponding to a volume
of 268 mm3 . The ipsilateral primary visual cortex was manually delineated on the axial
and coronal T1-weighted image. The primary visual cortex ROI’s used have an average
volume of 1844 mm3 .
In the current study the FOD function is estimated using CSD, which is implemented in the
MRtrix software package [210]. During tracking, the local fiber orientation is estimated by
random sampling of the FOD function. In the MRtrix software package, rejection sampling
is used to sample the FOD function in a range of directions restricted by a curvature
constraint imposed on the streamlines. Streamlines are iteratively grown until no FOD
function peak can be identified with an amplitude of 10% of the maximum amplitude of
the FOD function [92, 210]. In MRtrix tracking, 20,000 streamlines are generated, which
provides a good balance between computation time and reconstruction ability. A step size
of 0.2 mm and a radius of curvature of 1 mm were used. These settings are reasonable for
our application of reconstructing the OR and are recommended by Tournier et al. [210].
The FOD function was fitted with six spherical harmonic coefficients, which is suitable
for the DTI scanning protocol used in this thesis.
Anatomical constraints are applied when reconstructing the OR in order to prevent the
need for manual pruning of streamlines and to reduce a subjective bias. Firstly, streamlines
are restricted within the ipsilateral hemisphere. Secondly, fibers of the OR are expected
to pass over the temporal horn of the ventricular system [195]. The ventricular system
is manually delineated using ITK-SNAP image segmentation software [244]. Streamlines
that cross through the area superior-laterally to the temporal horn are retained. Thirdly,
an exclusion ROI is created manually of the fornix to remove streamlines that cross this
region, which is in close proximity to the LGN and Meyer’s loop. Furthermore, in order
to remove long anatomically implausible streamlines, the maximum length of the streamlines is set to 114 mm based on a fiber-dissection study of the OR by Peltier et al. [162].
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5.2.5

Stability metrics

To control the removal of spurious streamlines the threshold parameter � was introduced
in Chapter 4, which is defined as the lower bound criterion on the relative fiber to bundle
coherence (RFBC) that retains a streamline. More precisely, every streamline �� ∈ Γ

that meets the condition RFBC� (�� , Γ) ≥ � is retained. However, a careful selection of

this threshold is required in order to prevent an underestimation of the full extent of
the Meyer’s loop. A method is introduced for the standardized selection of the minimal
threshold �selected through test-retest evaluation of the variability in ML-TP distance. To
this end, probabilistic tractography of the OR is repeated multiple times, followed by the
computation of the RFBC measure in each repetition. Subsequently, a parameter sweep
is performed in which � is varied between 0 ≤ � ≤ �max where �max corresponds to the
state where all streamlines are removed from Γ. During every step of the parameter sweep,
the ML-TP distance is calculated for all test-retest repetitions by computing the Hausdorff
distance [177] between the temporal pole and the OR. Using these distance measurements,
the mean and the standard deviation (variability) of the ML-TP distance are determined
for each value of �.
The procedure is illustrated for a healthy subject in Figure 5-3, showing the mean and standard deviation of the ML-TP distance for increasing values of �. Initially, a high variability
is seen at � = 0, indicating the presence of spurious streamlines near the anterior tip of the
Meyer’s loop. At � = 0.075 most spurious streamlines are removed and a variability in the
order of several millimeters is seen. The variability rises and falls during 0.1 ≤ � ≤ 0.3. A
stable region is obtained at � ≈ 0.3, however at this point too many streamlines have been

discarded as a result of the condition RFBC� (�� , Γ) ≥ � and thereby the ML-TP distance
will be overestimated. In order to estimate the minimal threshold �selected , in which the MLTP distance is neither under- nor overestimated, a maximum is set for the variability of 2
mm. This maximum is based on the maximal accuracy of 2-5 mm that may be achieved
during resective surgery. In the selection procedure, � is set at the first occurrence of low
variability, i.e.
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︀
︀
�selected = min � > 0 | �(�) ≤ 2mm, � ′ (�) = 0, � ′′ (�) > 0

(5.1)

where �(�) denotes the standard deviation in ML-TP for the chosen �. After crossing the
2 mm threshold on variability, �selected is placed on the local minimum of �(�). Using this
procedure, in the example shown in Figure 5-3 the ML-TP is estimated for � = 0.075 at
36 mm. This ML-TP distance is within the range of 22 to 37 mm as reported by Ebeling &
Reulen [60], who performed a dissection study on 25 human cadavers.
For the patients studied, the distance measurement outcomes are compared to the predicted damage of the OR after surgery, as outlined in Figure 5-2 (bottom row, red dashed
box). The resection area is manually delineated in the post-operative T1-weighted image using ITK-SNAP [244]. The resection length is measured from the temporal pole,
at the anterior tip of the middle sphenoid fossa, up to the posterior margin of the resection. The predicted damage is determined by the distance between the pre-operative
ML-TP distance and the resection length. The difference between the predicted damage
and the observed damage, given by the distance between pre- and post-operative ML-TP
distances, is named the margin of error. The margin of error indicates the maximal error in
distance measurements, which includes both the variability in probabilistic tractography
and unaccounted sources of error such as brain shift or distortions.
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Figure 5-3: Boxplot showing the mean and standard deviation of the estimated ML-TP
distances for test-retest evaluation of the reconstruction of the OR for an example healthy
volunteer. A sweep from low to high � is performed to evaluate the effect of removing
streamlines on the stability of the estimated ML-TP distance.
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5.3 Results
5.3.1

Robust estimation of ML-TP distance

The effect of the removal of spurious streamlines on the ML-TP distance measurement
using the FBC measures is demonstrated for eight healthy volunteers. For each volunteer
the mean ML-TP distance and its standard deviation are listed in Table 5.1 for the left and
right hemisphere, together with its corresponding test-retest variability. The additional
value of the FBC measures for a robust ML-TP distance measurement is further evaluated
for three patients who underwent a TLR.

Volunteer

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

�

ML-TP distance
Left (mm)

Right (mm)

Left (-)

Right (-)

36.4 ± 1.5

32.1 ± 1.3

0.075

0.15

0.13

0.14

33.4 ± 1.5

27.8 ± 1.0

23.5 ± 0.9

0.2

0.35

31.4 ± 0.2

0.45

0.1

32.2 ± 1.0

0.075

0.33

25.8 ± 0.6

0.025

0.28

23.4 ± 1.1

0.15

0.05

30.7 ± 1.0

0.125

0.18

30.0 ± 0.6

34.9 ± 1.7

36.8 ± 1.4

28.3 ± 0.3

32.3 ± 0.4

22.5 ± 0.5

Table 5.1: Listed are the ML-TP distances estimated for the left and right hemispheres of
the healthy volunteers studied (N=8) and the corresponding selected values for the FBC
thresholding parameter �.
The parameter estimation based on test-retest evaluation is illustrated in Figure 5-4 for the
reconstructed OR of the left hemisphere for the eight healthy volunteers studied, showing
for a range of parameter � (0 - 0.6) the standard deviation (left) and the mean (right) of
the estimated ML-TP distance. The test-retest evaluation was performed with 10 repeated
tractograms of the OR, which was empirically determined to be a good balance between
group size and computation time. For all volunteers evaluated, a high standard deviation
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of the ML-TP distance (over 2 mm) was observed at low values of � (0.0 - 0.05), which
indicates the presence of spurious streamlines with a very low RFBC. The corresponding
mean ML-TP distance reflects large jumps for an increase of the value of � from 0 to 0.05,
showing an average increase for the eight healthy volunteers of 8 mm. For each healthy
volunteer the �selected is selected according to Equation 5.1. The �selected corresponds to
a mean ML-TP distance that is depicted by the arrows in Figure 5-4 (right) for the eight
healthy volunteers studied. After the initial high variability of the ML-TP distance, a stable
region occurred for all healthy volunteers in which the standard deviation was below
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Figure 5-4: Shown is the parameter estimation for the reconstructed left OR of the eight
healthy volunteers studied. Left: The standard deviation of the ML-TP distance is shown
as a function of �. For each healthy volunteer a suitable choice of � is made at the point
where the standard deviation first drops below the threshold of 2 mm and reaches a local
minimum, shown by the black dotted line. Right: The estimated mean ML-TP distance
is shown as a function of �. The �selected for each volunteer is indicated by an upwards
pointed arrow, indicated along with the values of the associated estimate of the ML-TP
distance.
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over 2 mm) for relatively high values of � (i.e. � ≥ 0.2). This can be attributed to gaps
within the reconstructed OR with a lower number of streamlines compared to the main
streamline bundle. Lastly, it can be observed that for volunteer 4 the selected � is large
compared to the other healthy volunteers. However, for this volunteer the mean ML-TP
distance is stable from � = 0.15 onward and therefore does not reflect an overestimation
of the ML-TP distance.
On the group level the ML-TP distances listed in Table 5.1 are on average 31.7 ± 4.7 mm
for the left hemisphere and 28.4 ± 3.8 mm for the right hemisphere. The mean variability
in probabilistic tractography on the individual level for the group of healthy volunteers
is 1.0 mm and 0.9 mm for the left and right hemispheres, respectively. Large deviations
in ML-TP distance were observed between the left and right hemispheres, especially, for
volunteers 3, 7 and 8.

5.3.2

Pre- and post-operative comparisons

The importance of the robust ML-TP distance measurement is illustrated for three patients who underwent resective epilepsy surgery. Figure 5-5 displays the pre-operative
(first and last columns) and post-operative reconstructions (second and third columns)
of the OR and indicates for both hemispheres the estimated ML-TP distances (first and
second column). Given is also the resection length (third column) and the pre-operative
reconstruction of the OR along with the predicted damage, indicated by the red colored
streamlines (fourth column). The pre- and post-operative distance measurements and the
corresponding values of � are listed for both the left and right hemisphere in Table 5.2.
Furthermore, the predicted damage is listed in Table 5.2 and reflects the distance between
the pre-operative ML-TP distance and the resection length. Finally, the margin of error
is indicated, defined as the difference between the predicted damage and the observed
damage.
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Axial pre-operative

3D post-operative outcome

3D pre-operative prediction

R

Patient 1

R

Axial post-operative

41.0 mm

30.1±0.6mm

42.1±2.0mm

30.2±0.4mm

28.5±1.0mm

Predicted damage
Resection length

L

R

Patient 2

R

32.0±0.7mm

28.7±0.4mm

30.5±0.5mm

45.0mm

48.2±1.6mm

Predicted damage

Resection length

L

R

Patient 3

R

29.2±0.9mm

35.3±0.7mm

30.1±1.2mm

36.2±0.9mm

21.0 mm
Resection length

No damage indicated

Figure 5-5: Tractography and distance measurement results for the three patients included
in the study. The first and second columns show the reconstructions of the OR before and
after surgery, respectively. For each reconstruction the ML-TP distance and associated
variability are displayed. The third and fourth columns show a 3D view of the reconstruction of the OR in the affected hemisphere after and before surgery, respectively. The
resection area is displayed in red and the predicted damage is indicated by color-coded
red streamlines.
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The tractography results indicate that for patients 1 and 2 the OR is damaged, likely resulting in a disrupted Meyer’s loop for both patients. The perimetry results of these patients
indicated a visual field deficit (VFD) of 60 degrees for patient 2, which was smaller than
the VFD measured for patient 1 at 90 degrees despite the larger resection of patient 2
(see Table 5.2). Note, that for patient 3, for whom there was no damage to the OR, the
reconstruction of the OR is well reproducible for both hemispheres, with a difference of
maximally 3.0 mm including the variability in ML-TP distance. The difference between
the predicted damage and the observed damage was small for these patients, indicating a
maximum error of the predicted damage of the OR of 5.6 mm or less. The reproducibility of the reconstruction results obtained following the procedures as here described is
further confirmed by the unaffected hemispheres of each individual patient, which show
a similar anterior extent for both pre- and post-operative reconstructions of the OR. The
ML-TP distance of the OR reconstructed for the OR of the non-pathologic hemisphere
showed deviations for the two different scans of maximally 3.1 mm, 2.7 mm and 3.0 mm
Patient

Patient 1
Left
Right
Patient 2
Left
Right
Patient 3
Left
Right

ML-TP distance

�

Pre-op
(mm)

Post-op
(mm)

Pre-op (-)
/ Post-op
(-)

Resection Predicted Observed Margin
length
damage damage of error
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)

30.2±0.4
30.1±0.6

28.5±1.0
42.1±2.0

0.10 / 0.20
0.48 / 0.18

41.0

10.9±0.6 12.0±2.6

4.3

28.7 ± 0.4
32.0 ± 0.7

48.2 ± 1.6
30.5 ± 0.5

0.13 / 0.4
0.13 / 0.2

45.0
-

16.3±0.4 19.5±2.0
-

5.6
-

35.3 ± 0.7
29.2 ± 0.9

36.2 ± 0.9
30.1 ± 1.2

0.10 / 0.18
0.22 / 0.18

21.0
-

0.0
-

0.0
-

1.6
-

Table 5.2: The results listed for the pre- and post-operative comparison of the reconstruction of the OR for both hemispheres of the three epilepsy surgery candidates included in
our study. Distance measurements of the anterior extent of the OR to the temporal pole
(ML-TP) are displayed along with the variability in probabilistic tractography for the corresponding �selected . Furthermore, the resection lengths, predicted and observed damages,
and the measured margins of error are listed for the affected hemispheres.
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for Patient 1, Patient 2 and Patient 3, respectively, including the variability measure. The
overall mean ML-TP distance pre-operatively is 31.4 ± 3.5 mm for the left hemisphere and
30.4 ± 1.4 mm for the right hemisphere. The mean variability in probabilistic tractography
is 0.5 mm and 0.7 mm for the left and right hemispheres, respectively.

5.4 Discussion
Stability metrics were introduced for a robust estimation of the distance between the
tip of the Meyer’s loop and temporal pole. Standardized removal of spurious fibers was
achieved, firstly by quantification of spurious streamlines using the FBC measures, and
secondly by a procedure for the automatic selection of the minimal threshold �selected on
the FBC measures. The results presented indicate that a reliable localization of the tip of
the Meyer’s loop is possible and that it is feasible to predict the damage to the OR as result
of a TLR performed to render patients seizure free.

5.4.1

Procedures for the reconstruction of the OR

For the estimation of the FOD function, CSD was applied on diffusion data obtained with
the prevalent DTI acquisition scheme, thus allowing for a broad clinical applicability. In
the current study, the DTI acquisition scheme (b=1000, 32 directions) has a relatively low
number of directions of diffusion. Since the tip of the Meyer’s loop has a high curvature,
its reconstruction could especially benefit from a high angular resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI) acquisition scheme [215], which measures a larger number of directions of
diffusion such as 64 or 128 directions. However, unlike DTI, HARDI is not commonly applied within a medical MRI diagnosis. Instead, the DTI data may be improved by applying
the contextual enhancements introduced in Chapter 4. Additionally, in order to improve
the image quality of the diffusion measurements it may be beneficial to apply denoising.
This may, for example, be achieved by a recently proposed denoising approach based on
non-local principal component analysis (PCA) [124].
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The MRtrix software package was employed for the estimation of the FOD function and
for performing probabilistic tractography. As an alternative to the rejection sampling
method that is implemented in MRtrix for sampling the FOD during tracking, the importance sampling method as introduced in Friman et al. [68] could be used. In contrast to
the hard constraints used in rejection sampling, the importance sampling method provides a soft constraint on the space of positions and orientations, which is in line with the
mathematical framework introduced in Chapter 4.
The seed regions of the LGN and visual cortex are highly influential for the tractography
results [113]. It may be possible to improve the fiber orientation estimation at the white
matter to gray matter interface, such as near the LGN and visual cortex ROIs, by applying the recently introduced informed constrained spherical deconvolution (iCSD) [179].
iCSD improves the FOD by modifying the response function to account for non-white
matter partial volume effects, which may improve the reconstruction of the OR. In the
current study, the LGN was identified manually and could possibly be improved by using
a semi-automatic method such as presented by Winston et al. [237]. Another approach
proposed by Benjamin et al. [20] is to place different ROIs around the LGN and within
the sagittal stratum, or by seeding from the optic chiasm [100]. A recent study suggested
using seeding around the Meyer’s loop with an a-priori fiber orientation [33].

5.4.2

Application of the stability metrics

The FBC measures are used for the quantification of spurious streamlines. These FBC
measures are based on the estimation of streamline density in the space of positions and
orientations R3 × � 2 . An advantage of the FBC method is that it is generally applicable,
regardless of the type of diffusion model and the tracking algorithm being used, since it
depends only on the outcome of tractography. A possible limitation of the FBC measures
is the number of streamlines that can be processed, since for densely populated regions
of streamlines the method is computationally expensive. However, through the use of
several optimization steps detailed in Chapter 4 such as pre-computed lookup tables for
the Brownian motion kernel, multi-threaded processing, subsampling of streamlines, and
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the exclusion of far-away streamline points, the computation times remain manageable.
In order to remove spurious fibers while preventing an underestimation of the full extent
of the Meyer’s loop, a procedure for estimating �selected was introduced based on the testretest evaluation of the variability in ML-TP distance. Using this methodology, a robust
measurement of the ML-TP distance was achieved in the left and right hemispheres of
eight healthy volunteers. The variability in the reconstruction results of the OR stems
mostly from data acquisition (e.g. signal-to-noise, partial volume effects, and patient motion) [226]. Therefore, �selected may vary between pre- and post-operative scans in the nonaffected hemisphere (see Table 5.2). If a robust measurement of the ML-TP distance cannot
be achieved due to a large variability, this would be an indication that the tractography results and/or the DWI acquisition may be suboptimal. The mean ML-TP distances for both
brain hemispheres, measured to be 30.0 ± 4.5 mm for the healthy volunteer group and 30.9
± 2.4 mm for the patient group (pre-operatively), are within the range of the ML-TP distance reported on by Ebeling & Reulen [60] and outcomes from other OR reconstruction
methodologies. For example, ConTrack [194] showing 28 ± 3.0 mm, Streamlines Tracer
technique (STT) showing 37 ± 2.5 mm [238] and 44 ± 4.9 mm [144], Probability Index
of Connectivity (PICo) showing 36.2 ± 0.7 mm [44], tractography on Human Connective
Project (HCP) multi-shell data showing 30.7 ± 4.0 mm [100], and MAGNET showing 36.0
± 3.8 mm [33]. It appeared, furthermore, that the mean ML-TP distances for both the
healthy volunteers and the patients was larger in the left hemisphere compared to the
right hemisphere, which is not consistent with a recent study by James et al. [90] that
indicated significantly higher ML-TP distances in the right hemisphere.
A possible limitation of the parameter estimation procedure is that its application is tailored towards OR tractography. Unlike the FBC measures, which can be used for any
tractogram, the parameter estimation procedure may not be generally applicable for other
fiber bundles since a distance measurement between well-defined landmarks is required.
However, a possible approach for generalized parameter selection is to fit the streamline
bundle on a manifold such as used by BundleMAP [103] and optimize �selected by minimizing the spread on the manifold.
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5.4.3

Towards damage prediction for epilepsy surgery

The methodology for the estimation of the ML-TP distance is applied for the surgical
candidates, firstly to assess the validity of the distance measurements, and secondly to indicate its additional value for temporal lobe epilepsy surgery. An indication of the validity
of distance measurements was given by the margin of error, which was the largest for patient 2 amounting to 5.6 mm. The margin of error observed for the three patients can be
lowered, e.g. by correcting for brain shifts that occur due to resection and cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) loss [228] and by correcting for distortions present in MR echo-planar imaging
[93, 86]. The measurement of the ML-TP distance may be further complicated due to a
shifted location of the temporal pole, or even its complete absence. However, the reproducibility of the pre- and post-operative reconstructions of the OR in the non-pathological
hemisphere indicates that the effects of brain shift and imaging distortions may be limited. Small deviations in the ML-TP distance were seen (see Table 5.2), which suggests a
good reproducibility, albeit for a limited number of patients.
In the standardized estimation procedure of �selected the maximal variability was set at 2
mm, both for the OR reconstructions of the healthy volunteers and the patients, which is
based on the maximal surgical accuracy that can be achieved during standard or tailored
anterior temporal lobectomy before the leakage of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). A surgical
accuracy below 2 mm has been reported [207] if a stereotactic frame is used or robotic
assistance is involved. After the leakage of CSF however, cortical displacement up to 24
mm may be seen [83], while other sources of inaccuracy are likely present such as echoplanar imaging distortion, partial volume effects, and image noise. However, despite these
inaccuracies the pre- and post-operative comparison of the OR reconstructions indicates
that the procedures developed in this thesis are a valid tool to assess the robustness of the
distance measurements.
It appeared that the robust estimation of the ML-TP distance enabled to predict the damage of the OR after surgery, which was concordant with the actual damage for the three
patients studied. Based on the damage prediction the margin of error was estimated, giv108
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ing an indication of the overall error in distance measurement. The perimetry results of
two of the patients studied indicated damage of either the left or right visual field, corresponding to a disruption of the Meyer’s loop. A relatively small VFD was indicated for
patient 2 despite the large temporal lobe resection. This result may be indicative of the
large inter-patient variability in OR anatomy and function, but may also be the result of
the non-standardized procedures for visual field testing in-between hospitals. It is recommended to evaluate the developed methodology further in a clinical trial including a
sizable group of patients who are candidate for a TLR in order to be able to assess what
the relation is between a VFD and the damage to the OR after a TLR.

5.5 Conclusion
It was shown for a group of healthy volunteers included in this thesis that standardized
removal of spurious streamlines provides a reliable estimation of the distance from the tip
of the Meyer’s loop to the temporal pole that is stable under the stochastic realizations of
probabilistic tractography. Pre- and post-operative comparisons of the reconstructed OR
indicated, furthermore, 1) the validity of a robust ML-TP distance measurement to predict the damage to the OR as result of resective surgery, and 2) the high reproducibility
of the reconstructions of the non-pathological hemisphere. In conclusion, the developed
methodology based on diffusion-weighted MRI tractography is a step towards applying
optic radiation tractography for pre-operative planning of resective surgery and for providing insight in the possible adverse events related to this type of surgery.
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Chapter 6 | Optimal paths by
fast marching

An approach is presented for finding the optimal paths for the Reeds-Shepp car
by the use of the fast marching algorithm with highly anisotropic Finsler metrics
on the manifold of positions and orientations. In the proposed model a datadriven functional is minimized involving constraints for curvature, length and
sideways motion. A variant of this model is investigated that constrains forward
motion by removing the reverse gear of the vehicle.

Chapter based on:
Duits, R., Meesters, S., Mirebeau, J.-M., and Portegies, J. (2017). Optimal paths for variants of
the 2D and 3D Reeds-Shepp car with applications in image analysis. Journal of Mathematical
Imaging and Vision. (accepted)

Chapter 6

6.1 Introduction
In this chapter a new method for the quantitative estimation of connectivity is introduced,
which is based on finding the shortest path. Specifically, shortest paths in the space of
positions and orientations R3 ⋊ � 2 are considered (c.f. Chapter 4). Reeds and Shepp [175]
considered the problem of finding the shortest paths for a car that can move forward and
backward, turn the steering wheel, but cannot perform sideways motion. Given a suitably
defined metric, the shortest pathways, or minimizing geodesics, that arise from such a set
of constraints may be good candidates for blood vessels or neural fibers in the brain. A
method that is capable of solving a geodesic distance map and provide such optimal paths
is fast marching (FM) [213, 191]. Originating from the field of optimal control theory, FM
is an efficient algorithm that uses a single-pass iterative scheme to solve a continuous
distance map.
An example is given of the application of optical control theory to find the shortest path
of a Reeds-Shepp car, defined by coordinates in a 2D space with some orientation �. A
path in this space is defined by � = (�(·), �(·), �(·)). The control system for this car
is defined by a system of differential equations depending on the control variables � ↦→
�˜(�) ∈ R, � ↦→ �˜(�) ∈ R given by
⎧
⎪
⎪
�(�)
˙
= �˜(�) cos �,
⎪
⎪
⎨
�(�)
˙ = �˜(�) sin �,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ �(�)
˙ = �˜(�).

⇔

⎡

⎡ ⎤
0
⎢
⎢ ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢ ⎥
⎥
�(�)
˙
= �˜(�) ⎢ sin � ⎥ + �˜(�) ⎢0⎥ ,
⎣
⎣ ⎦
⎦
0
1
cos �

⎤

where �˙ is the tangent vector of the pathway. The optimal solution of such a system is a
curve with Lipschitz regularity that minimizes the cost function
inf

︂︁

1
0

︂
︀
2
2
2
�˜(�) + �˜(�) �� | �(0) = p, �(1) = q, �(�) ∈ Lip([0, 1], R ⋊ �) ,

where p and q are the beginning and end points of the pathway parametrized by arc
length, respectively. The resulting shortest path is illustrated in Fig. 6-1, which shows that
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Figure 6-1: A car can only move in its current orientation or change its current orientation.
In other words, when the path �(�) = (�(�), �(�), �(�)) is considered as indicated in the
left figure, the tangent �(�)
˙
is restricted to the span of (cos �(�), sin �(�), 0) and (0, 0, 1),
of which the green plane on the right is an example.
the constraint on sideways motion can be achieved by constraining the tangent vector �(�)
˙
to remain in the span of (cos �(�), sin �(�), 0) and (0, 0, 1), denoted by the green rectangle.
To define the length of a pathway � it is necessary to have a notion of distance. This can be
achieved by defining a Riemannian manifold ℳ. A manifold can be seen as a topological
space, which may be curved but locally has a tangent space that represents a flat Euclidean
space. The Riemannian manifold is a smooth real-valued manifold equipped with an inner
product �p on the tangent space �p ℳ at each point p ∈ R� for some dimension � ≥
2 that varies smoothly over the manifold. The constraint of sideways motion leads to
a special case of the Riemannian manifold called a sub-Riemannian manifold in which
the curve tangent is only allowed within horizontal subspaces (as indicated by the green
plane in Fig. 6-1). The sub-Riemannian structure takes into account both the spatial and
angular distance [51], which is illustrated in Fig. 6-2a. The optimization of curves in
a sub-Riemannian (SR) manifold have been extensively studied in the two-dimensional
case [184, 165, 36, 51, 27, 126, 1, 134, 26, 182], in the three-dimensional case [56], and
more generally for the n-dimensional case [55]. Examples of the relation between optimal
control theory and SR geometry can be found in the books of Agrachev and Sachkov [1]
and Montgomery [135]. Applications in robotics and visual modeling of SR geometry and
control theory can be found in e.g. Stefani et al. [201].
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cusp

cusp

Figure 6-2: Left: Schematic illustration of the coupling between positions and orientations. Both pathways have the same spatial and angular distance between them, but in
a sub-Riemannian framework the points (x0 , �0 ) and (x1 , �1 ) are more connected than
(x0 , �0 ) and (x2 , �2 ). Right: spatial projection of a pathway following the Reeds-Shepp
car constraints, which connects two points in R2 ⋊ � 1 by two cusps. The blue part of
the line indicates forward motion and the red part indicates backward motion. Figures
adapted from Duits et al. [51].
In Fig. 6-2b an optimal path is shown between two points in R2 ⋊ � 1 , indicated by the
red arrows. To reach the minimal distance the Reeds-Shepp car has to move in reverse
(indicated by the red part of the line), which results in two cusps. To prevent the creation
of cusps, which are undesirable in image analysis applications such as tracking of blood
vessels or neural fibers, a variant of the Reeds-Shepp car is considered in which the reverse
gear is removed, thus forcing a spatial propagation that is forward.
The chapter begins with an explanation of the mathematics and algorithms used in Fast
Marching, explaining the variations of the eikonal equation based on Euclidean or Riemannian or Finslerian geometry, how to numerically solve it, and how to compute the
geodesics from a minimal distance map. Secondly, variants of the Reeds-Shepp car are
discussed and the extension of the Finsler metric by data-driven factors that can vary
with position and orientation. A software tool is introduced for performing FM experiments and is demonstrated for phantom DWI data. Experiments on the phantom DWI
data demonstrate the results of finding the shortest-path using the new methodology and
highlights the differences between the Riemannian and Finslerian metrics.
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6.2 The fast marching method
FM was conceived [213, 191] for finding the shortest path, or geodesic, between any two
points by computing a distance map with respect to some underlying distance metric. FM
is comparable to Dijkstra’s method [49] for finding the shortest path in the sense that FM
computes a continuous (smooth) distance map through the use of an interpolated value
function, while Dijkstra’s method is restricted to nodes in a fixed grid that can result in
discontinuities in the distance map.

6.2.1

The eikonal equation

FM approximates the geodesic distance map � (x) by finding a viscosity solution to the
eikonal equation. The eikonal equation is a non-linear partial differential equation (PDE)
that is often encountered in problems of wave propagation and is used to compute the
arrival times of the propagating wavefront. The eikonal equation for an initial boundary
problem of a wavefront stating at the arrival time of zero is given by
⎧
⎨ ‖∇� (x)‖ = �(x),
⎩

for all x ∈ Ω ∖ {xS },

(6.1)

� (x� ) = 0,

which can be interpreted as the time it takes to move from points in the source region
x� to any other point x in the domain Ω ⊂ R� for some dimension � ≥ 2. Here, ‖ · ‖
denotes the usual Euclidean norm. The cost of moving is denoted by �(x) > 0. N.B.:
for a positive position-dependent speed �(x) > 0 this equation is equivalent to the static
Hamilton-Jacobi equation [191].
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6.2.2

Algorithm

To solve the eikonal equation presented in Eq. (6.1) an iterative one-pass algorithm is
applied. Starting from a set of initial source points where � (x� ) = 0, a monotonically
advancing front propagates throughout the domain Ω. As is illustrated in Fig. 6-3 (left),
points on the grid are labeled as either "Accepted", for which � (x) is determined, "Trial"
for the points that form the front, and "Far" for points that have yet to be visited. In each
iteration the trial point xmin that minimizes � (xmin ) is selected and is marked as accepted.
For all neighborhood points of xmin , determined by the local stencil, the local geodesic
distance is computed. Far points in this neighborhood are relabeled as Trial points. If a
point was already labeled as a Trial point, then the geodesic distance is updated if it is
lower than the previously computed distance for that point. The iterative algorithm is
continued until the entire domain is visited and all points are labeled Accepted. In Fig. 6-3
(right) a trivial example is shown of isocontours computed with a constant cost, which
result in circles. The red line shows the shortest path between a seed point x� and target
points x�1 and x�2 .

Far
1

2

Accepted

Trial

Figure 6-3: Left: Schematic illustration of the fast marching algorithm in which a front
starting from a seeding region propagates through the domain. Right: Example of a shortest path between a seed point x� and two different end points x�1 and x�2 for a 2D field
with constant cost � = 1.
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6.2.3

Riemannian metric

The length induced by the minimal geodesic distance map � (x) on every position x ∈ R�
of the domain domain Ω ⊂ R� depends on the metric that is used. On a Riemannian
manifold ℳ that is defined on position space R� we have a bilinear form ℳx : �x (R� ) ×
�x (R� ) → R that is given by ℳx (ẋ, ẋ) = ẋ · � (x)ẋ where � (x) ∈ R� × R� is the
matrix representation of ℳ(x) and where ẋ ∈ �x (ℳ). Then, a norm for each x can be
︀
defined according to ‖·‖ℳ(x) = ẋ · ℳ(x)ẋ on �x (R� ). Using this notation, the eikonal

equation can be written as

⎧
⎨ ‖∇� (x)‖ℳ(x) = 1,
⎩

for all x ∈ Ω ∖ {xS },

(6.2)

� (x� ) = 0.

The Riemannian length of a pathway with Lipschitz regularity � : [0, 1] → Ω is given by
Lengthℳ (�) :=

︁

1
0

‖� ′ (�)‖ℳ(�(�)) d�.

Then the geodesic distance between any two points on the domain x1 , x2 ∈ Ω is given by
�ℳ (x1 , x2 ) := inf{ Lengthℳ (�) | � ∈ Γ, �(0) = x1 ,

(6.3)

�(1) = x2 },
with Γ := Lip([0, 1], M) The normalized minimizers of Eq. (6.3) are called minimal
geodesics between x1 and x2 .
Remark
In literature the meaning of a "metric" can in some cases be ambiguous and refer to either
the metric tensor field ℳ, the metric tensor at x given by ℳ(x), the norm associated to
the metric sensor given by ‖ · ‖ℳ(x) , the distance metric �ℳ (·, ·) or the matrix representation � (x) with respect to a standard basis (�x1 |x , (�x2 |x ). In the remainder of the text
it will depend on the context which of these objects is referred to.
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6.2.4

Finsler metric

A generalization of Riemannian geometry is Finsler geometry. Whereas in Riemannian
geometry the metric tensor is a function of position, in Finsler geometry it is a function
of position as well as a directional argument [8]. Generally, Finsler geometry is Riemannian geometry without the quadratic restriction. The use of a Finsler metric allows for
more complex geometry because the cost can be specified for any point on the sphere
� 2 . Furthermore, it allows for asymmetry, i.e. ℱ(x, n) ̸= ℱ(x, −n) for a Finsler structure ℱ, which will be essential for imposing a forward propagation restriction later on
in the chapter. In contrast to several studies that chose a single tensor representation to
describe Finsler geometry [4, 72] The base manifold used in this study is M := R� ⋊ � �−1
to circumvent the problem of overlapping fronts [190, 58].
A Finsler structure ℱ on the manifold M := R� ⋊ � �−1 for some dimension � ∈ {2, 3} is
a function on the tangent bundle of M given by
ℱ : � (M) → [0, ∞),
where the tangent bundle is given by � (M) := ∪p∈M �p (M) and where �p M is the tangent
space. Let (p, ṗ) ∈ � (M) be a pair consisting of a point p ∈ M and a tangent vector
ṗ ∈ �p (M) at this point. The spatial and angular components of a point p ∈ M are
denoted by x ∈ R� and n ∈ � �−1 , and this convention carries over to the tangent:
p = (x, n),

ṗ = (ẋ, ṅ) ∈ �p (M).

We say that ẋ is proportional to n, that we write as ẋ ∝ n, iff there exists a � ∈ R such
that ẋ = �n.
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Based on a continuous Finsler function ℱ, the eikonal equation formulation becomes
⎧
⎨ ℱ * (p, �� (p)) = 1,
⎩

for all p ∈ Ω ∖ {pS },

(6.4)

� (p� ) = 0,

where � is the unique viscosity solution [39, 38], ℱ * is the dual metric of ℱ and �� is the
differential of the distance map � . The dual metric is given by
ℱ * (p, p̂) :=

⟨p̂, ṗ⟩
,
ṗ∈�p M∖{0} ℱ(p, ṗ)
sup

(6.5)

for all points on the co-tangent bundle (p, p̂) ∈ � * (M). Finally, the length of a pathway
with a Finsler metric is given by
Lengthℱ (�) :=

︁

1
0

ℱ(�(�), �(�))
˙
d�.

For a detailed explanation regarding the theory of Riemannian and Finsler geometry, dual
spaces and dual metrics, see the books by Bao et al. [8] and Shen et al. [192].

Remark
The common terminology ‘Finsler metric’ is used for ℱ, although in literature it may also
be referred to as the ‘Finsler function’, ‘Finsler norm’ or ‘Finsler structure’, despite the
fact that ℱ is not a metric (distance) in the classical sense. If ℱ(p, ṗ) = ℱ(p, −ṗ) for
all p ∈ M and tangent vectors ṗ ∈ �p (M), then the induced quasi-distance �ℱ is a true
metric, satisfying �ℱ (p, q) = �ℱ (q, p) for all p, q ∈ M. However, to avoid confusion of
the word metric, we will only refer to �ℱ as a distance or quasi-distance. Furthermore,
throughout the document the words path and curve will be used synonymously.
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6.2.5

Numerical viscosity solution to the eikonal equation

To numerically solve the eikonal equation, given in Eq. (6.5), by local geodesic distance
updates, two main types of approaches exist: an upwind discretization form of the eikonal
equation [191] or the use of the Hopf-Lax update scheme [213].
In this work we use the numerical solver of Mirebeau et al [130], which is based on the
Hopf-Lax update scheme to discretize the eikonal PDE according to
⎧
⎨ � (p) = Λ� (p),
⎩ � (p ) = 0,
�

for all p ∈ � ∖ {pS },

(6.6)

where � is the discretized orthogonal grid of the domain Ω [130, 34]. The Hopf-Lax update
operator Λ is defined by
Λ� (p) := min

z∈��(p)

︀

︀
ℱ(p, p − z) + ��(p) � (z) ,

(6.7)

where �(p) is the stencil centered at point p ∈ � and ��(p) is a piecewise linear interpolator on the edge of a stencil. This operator is a discretization of Bellman’s optimality
principle, in which ℱ(p, p − z) represents the distance from p to a point z on the edge of
the stencil, and ��(p) � (z) represents the distance from source p� to z.
In Fig. 6-4 this procedure is illustrated for a stencil with discrete points on �. For each
"simplex" denoted by � , which is a triangular portion of the stencil, the Hopf-Lax operator
is performed on discrete grid points according to
︃ ︃

� (� ) = min ℱ
�∈�

where (�� , · · · , �� ),

︀�
�

p,

�
︁
�=1

�� (p�� − p)

︃

+

�
︁
�=1

�� � (p�� ),

︃

(6.8)

�� = 1 are normalized interpolation weights along vertices p�� of

the stencil for dimension �. In Fig. 6-4 the weights �� are optimized resulting in an optimal
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point z. The minimal action map � (p) := �new is given by
�new = min � (� ).
� ∈�(p)

(6.9)

To facilitate the accurate computation of the distance map � by the FM method, Mirebeau
et al. [130] introduced a construction method for anisotropic stencils that adapt locally to
the underlying metric used. Importantly, these stencils should satisfy an acuteness property depending on the geometry defined by ℱ. The stencil construction is suitable for 3D
anisotropic Riemannian metrics [130], arbitrary 2D Finsler metrics [131] and anisotropic
and non-symmetric (non reversible) Finsler metrics.

Figure 6-4: Illustration of Bellman’s optimality principle where s is the source point, p is
a point to which the distance is being measured, and z is the intersection of the boundary
of the stencil �(p) and the geodesic from s to p. The point z is estimated by linear interpolation between two points p�0 and p�1 of the simplex � using the interpolation weights
�0 and �1 in the case of dimension � = 2.
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6.3 Cusps and keypoints
In Fig. 6-5 examples are shown of a cusp (left) and a keypoint (right).
The definition of a cusp point x(�0 ) on a spatial projection of a geodesic � ↦→ (x(�), n(�))
in M := R� ⋊ � �−1 for some dimension � ∈ {2, 3} is a point where
�˜(�0 ) = 0, and �˜˙ (�0 ) ̸= 0,

(6.10)

where �˜(�) := n(�) · ẋ(�) for all �.
In other words, a cusp point is a point where the spatial control aligned with n(�0 ) vanishes and switches sign locally.
The definition of a keypoint is a point x̃ on the spatial projection of a geodesic �(�) =
(x(�), n(�)) in M subject to the condition that there exist �0 < �1 , such that x(�) = x̃ and
ṅ(�) ̸= 0 for all � ∈ [�0 , �1 ], i.e., a point where an in-place rotation (or ’vertical motion’)
takes place.
For detailed explanations of cusps and keypoints and proofs regarding their occurrence,
the reader is referred to the journal paper [58].

6.4 The Reeds-Shepp model and forward variant
We now give the exact formulation of the Finsler metric ℱ0 underlying the Reeds-Shepp
car model. Additionally, to prevent the creation of cusps, a variant ℱ0+ of the Reeds-

Shepp car is introduced in which the reverse gear is removed by restricting a forward
spatial propagation. The metrics introduced here include data-dependent costs in order
to favor paths that follow the structures of interest, e.g. a neural fiber pathway or a blood
vessel.
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The Reeds-Shepp and forward Reeds-Shepp Finsler metrics are given by

ℱ0 (p, ṗ)2 :=

ℱ0+ (p, ṗ)2 :=

⎧
⎪
⎨�12 (p)|ẋ · n|2 + �22 (p)‖ṅ‖2

⎪
⎩+∞
⎧
⎪
2
2
2
2
⎪
⎪
⎨�1 (p)|ẋ · n| + �2 (p)‖ṅ‖
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩+∞

if ẋ ∝ n,

(6.11)

otherwise.
if ẋ ∝ n and
ẋ · n ≥ 0,

otherwise,
(6.12)

for all p = (x, n) ∈ M and ṗ = (ẋ, ṅ) ∈ �p (M). Here, the data-dependent cost functions
�1 = �1 (·) and �2 = �2 (·) are assumed to be continuous on M, and uniformly bounded
from below by a positive constant � > 0. Note that their physical units are distinct: if
one wishes �ℱ to have the dimension [� ] of a travel time, then �1−1 is a physical, (strictly)

spatial velocity [Length][� ]−1 , and �2−1 is an angular velocity [Rad][� ]−1 . For simplicity

one often sets �1 = ��2 , where � −1 > 0 is a unit of spatial length related to the maximally

cusp
keypoint

keypoint

(a) With reverse gear

(b) Without reverse gear

Figure 6-5: The difference between shortest-paths obtained used the Reeds-Shepp car (left)
and forward-constrained Reeds-Shepp car (right) for a seed point p� and two different end
points p�1 and p�2 .
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allowed radius of curvature. The special case �1 (p) = ��2 (p) = � for all p ∈ M is referred
to as the uniform cost case. In Fig. 6-5 the difference between both metrics is illustrated,
and it can be seen that the cusps that occurs when using the metric ℱ0 is replaced by two
keypoints when using the metric ℱ0+ .

The ℱ0 and ℱ0+ metrics are sub-Riemannian due to their infinite cost for side-ways motion.
To allow for stable numerical computations with the FM method and include these metrics
in the eikonal equation, approximating metrics are introduced that are denoted by ℱ� and

ℱ�+ . The parameter 0 < � ≤ 1 controls the amount of side-stepping action allowed. The
metrics converge to a sub-Riemannian metric for � → ∞, of which proof is provided in
the journal article [58]. In practical use, the approximations result in a highly anisotropic
Riemannian and Finslerian metrics. The metric ℱ� is in line with previous approximations
[36, 19, 184] for the case � = 2. Both approximations penalize the deviation from the
constraints of collinearity ẋ ∝ n, and in addition, ℱ�+ penalizes negativity of the scalar
product ẋ · n, appearing in Eq. (6.11) and Eq. (6.12). For that purpose, we introduce some
additional notation: for ẋ ∈ R� and n ∈ � �−1 we define
‖ẋ ∧ n‖2 := ‖ẋ‖2 − |ẋ · n|2 ,

(6.13)

(ẋ · n)− := min{0, ẋ · n},

(6.14)

(ẋ · n)+ := max{ẋ · n, 0}.
These are respectively the norm of the orthogonal projection1 of ẋ onto the plane orthogonal to n, and the negative and positive parts of their scalar product. The two metrics
ℱ� , ℱ�+ : � (M) → R+ are defined for each 0 < � ≤ 1, as follows:
ℱ� (p, ṗ)2 :=�1 (p)2 (|ẋ · n|2 + �−2 ‖ẋ ∧ n‖2 ) + �2 (p)2 ‖ṅ‖2 ,
ℱ�+ (p, ṗ)2 :=�1 (p)2 ((ẋ · n)2+ + �−2 ‖ẋ ∧ n‖2 + �−2 (ẋ · n)2− ) + �2 (p)2 ‖ṅ‖2 .

1

(6.15)
(6.16)

The quantity ‖ẋ ∧ n‖ is also the norm of the wedge product of ẋ and n, but defining it this way would
require introducing some algebra which is not needed in the rest of this thesis.
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In contrast to the more common definition of Finsler metrics, we will not assume the
Finsler metric to be smooth on � (M) ∖ (M × {0}), but use a weaker condition instead.
Following [34], we require that the sets
ℬℱ (p) := {ṗ ∈ �p M | ℱ(p, ṗ) ≤ 1},

(6.17)

are closed and vary continuously with respect to the point p ∈ M in the sense of the
Hausdorff distance. The shortest path problem can now be reformulated by defining the
distance �ℱ (p, q) into a time optimal control problem:
�ℱ (p, q) = inf{� ≥ 0 | ∃� ∈ Γ� , �(0) = p,
�(� ) = q, ∀�∈[0,� ] �(�)
˙
∈ ℬℱ (�(�))},

(6.18)

where Γ� := Lip([0, � ], M). The levelsets ℬℱ (p) are illustrated in Fig. 6-6 for both the ℱ0

and ℱ0+ metrics. Additional details regarding these levelsets are available in the journal
article [58].

˙ = 1 (left)
Figure 6-6: Levelsets for � = 2 of the (approximating) metrics ℱ� (0, (�,
˙ �,
˙ �))
+
˙
and ℱ� (0, (�,
˙ �,
˙ �)) = 1 (right), with � = 0.2 (top) and � = 0 (bottom). In this example,
�2 (0) = 2�1 (0).
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6.4.1

Backtracking

The application of the FM algorithm with the introduced Finsler metrics allows for the
creation of a geodesic distance map. In order to compute a shortest path, or geodesic, a
gradient descent method is applied. Since the geodesics are defined in the space of positions and orientations, an intrinsic gradient descent is applied in which both the spatial
derivative ∇R� � (·) and the angular derivative ∇� �−1 � (·) of the distance map are required
to be computed.
If � is a minimizing geodesic from pS to some p ∈ M, then it obeys the ordinary differential equation (ODE):
⎧
⎨ �(�)
˙
= � dp̂ ℱ * (�(�), d� (�(�))), � := �ℱ (pS , p),
⎩ �(0) = p ,
�

(6.19)

�(1) = p.

for any � ∈ [0, 1] such that the differentiability of � and ℱ * holds at the required points.
We denoted by dp̂ ℱ * the differential of the dual metric ℱ * with respect to the second

variable p̂, hence dp̂ ℱ * (p, p̂) ∈ �p** (M) ∼
= �p (M) is indeed a tangent vector to M, for all
(p, p̂) ∈ � * M. For a proof of the ODE in Eq. (6.19) the reader is referred to the journal

paper [58]. This ODE can be rewritten for the Riemannian approximation paths of the
Reeds-Shepp car, provided that � is differentiable at �(�) = (x(�), n(�)), such that
−1
d� (�(�))
�(�)
˙
= � ��(�);�

⇔
⎧
⎨ ṅ(�) = � � (�(�))−1 ∇ �−1 � (�(�)),
2
�
⎩ ẋ(�) = � � (�(�))−1 �� ∇ � � (�(�)).
1
n(�) R

(6.20)

−1
where the gradient fields �(�)
˙
↦→ �p;�
d� (�(�))
˙
arise from a polarization of the symmetric

Finsler norm ℱ� (�(�), ·):
2
��(�);� (�(�),
˙
�(�))
˙
= |ℱ� (�(�), �(�))|
˙

=
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�12 (�(�))((ẋ

2

−2

2

· n) + � ‖ẋ ∧ n‖ ) +

�22 (�(�))‖ṅ‖2

(6.21)
.
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The shortest-path from any target point in the domain Ω can now be computed by integration of Eq. (6.20) for example by forward Euler or Runge-Kutta numerical integration.
For the approximation paths of the car without reverse gear we have, provided that the
forward-constrained distance map � + is differentiable at � + (�) = (x+ (�), n+ (�)), that
⎧
+ +
+
⎨ � −1
� + (�);� d� (� (�)) if � (�) ∈ M+ ,
+
�˙ (�) = �
⎩ �︀−1 d� + (� + (�)) if � + (�) ∈ M ,
−
� + (�);�

with �︀p;� (ṗ, ṗ) given by

�︀p;� (ṗ, ṗ) := �12 (p) �−2 ‖ẋ‖2 + �22 (p)‖ṅ‖2 ,

(6.22)

(6.23)

and with a disjoint Riemannian manifold splitting M = M+ ∪M− ∪�M± . The two splitted
manifolds are given by
M+ := {p ∈ M | ∇R� � + (p) · n > 0},

(6.24)

M− := {p ∈ M | ∇R� � + (p) · n < 0}.

(6.25)

Here, the manifold M+ is equipped with metric tensor �� , M− is equipped with metric
tensor �︀� and

�M± := M+ ∖ M+ = M− ∖ M− ,

(6.26)

denotes the transition surface (surface of keypoints). Additional details regarding the
process of backtracking of geodesics are available in the journal article [58].
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6.5 Tool for fast marching experiments
In order to facilitate the experiments of FM with high-dimensional cost functions in ℳ,
a software tool has been made that was co-developed with Stefan Mariën (Scientific programmer at the Academic Center for Epileptology Kempenhaeghe). This software tool
is tailored to the specific needs of the project, allowing the user to specify the necessary
parameters to the algorithm and receive and visualize its outputs from within the same
application. The tool interfaces to the FM algorithm created by Jean-Marie Mirebeau,
which is based on anisotropic stencils using lattice-basis reduction [130]. In Fig. 6-7 the
main user interface of the software tool is shown.

Figure 6-7: Interface of the software tool for performing fast marching experiments. The
top bar allows the user to navigate between different panels, such as the "Distance maps"
panel shown on the right. The main viewport (rendering area) shows the visualization of
a distance map, which includes a scalar map weighted by a contrast function, isocontours
showing equidistant boundaries, glyphs, and the geodesics between two ROIs in blue.
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Figure 6-8: The tool features a codelink option, used to call the fast marching software
with a set of input parameters such as the cost map �, the seed and target regions, and
various parameters such as �, �, the type of Reeds-Shepp car used (ℱ or ℱ + variants) and
the spherical tessellation.
The software tool features the following user interface panels, each with its own dedicated
functions and parameters:
• Region Import Region of Interests (ROIs). These ROIs are binary scalar maps that
can be used either as seed voxels to initialize the FM (i.e., regions were � (p� =0) for
a set of voxels) or as end points from which a geodesic is drawn.
• CodeLink This provides the connection to the FM algorithm, allowing the user to
specify necessary input parameters and options for output results. See Fig. 6-8 for
the graphical user interface windows associated to this part.
• Distance map This panel (see Fig. 6-7, right) provides visualization options for
the geodesic distance map. For visualization clarity, the user can specify a contrast
︀
︀
function such as 1/ exp ( ��2 )� or the second-order Taylor expansion of the denom︀
︀
inator of the contrast function 1/ 1 + ( ��2 )� + 12 ( ��2 )2� where � = �ℱ� (p� , p).
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• Geodesic Visual options for the geodesics obtained from FM. The user can set a
static color of the geodesics, make the coloring orientation-based, and show arrows
for each point on the geodesic to indicate its orientation.
The tool for FM experiments is illustrated in the experiments performed in the following
section.

6.6 Experimental results
The potential of anisotropic FM for path tracking is demonstrated by experiments on
synthetic DWI datasets. In these experiments the benefits of anisotropic metrics compared
to isotropic metrics are demonstrated by performing geodesic backtracking for various
model parameter variations. Furthermore, the experiments illustrate the differences for
the different metrics ℱ� and ℱ�+ .
The experiments were performed using an anisotropic FM implementation for � = 3 written in C++ that was based on the implementation for � = 2 described in [130]. Further data
analysis was performed using Mathematica 11.0 (Wolfram Research, Inc., Champaign, IL),
applying Wolfram LibraryLink (Wolfram Research, Inc., Champaign, IL) to interface with
the FM library.
The data acquired from DWI can be readily adapted into the cost function, since the diffusion measurements are distributions (y, n) ↦→ � (y, n) within the manifold M for � = 3.
From these measurements a FOD can be created, for example by applying CSD or another
modeling procedure (see Chapter 4), yielding a probability of finding a fiber at a certain
position and orientation [214].
Backtracking is performed through forward Euler integration of the backtracking
PDE involving the intrinsic gradient, following Section 6.4.1. The spatial derivative
∇R� � (�(�)) was implemented as a first-order Gaussian derivative. The angular derivatives ∇� �−1 � (�(�)) was implemented by a first-order spherical harmonic derivative,
which can be computed analytically in a spherical harmonic basis [172].
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Construction of the cost function
The synthetic DWI data is created by generating/simulating a Fiber Orientation Density
(FOD) of a desired structure. Within the domain in R3 × � 2 a distribution of �-spikes
is created with peaks at the positions of the desired structures in the orientation of the
bundle. Each �-distribution is convolved with an FOD kernel that was extracted from
real DWI data and reflects the response function that is typical for a single orientation of
fibers, i.e. an FOD with a single sharp peak. Spherical rotation of the FOD kernel is done
in the spherical harmonics domain by use of the Wigner D-matrix to prevent interpolation
issues. From all distributions an FOD function � : R3 × � 2 → R+ is composed. We use
the FOD function � to define the cost function
�(p) =

1
1+�

≤ � ≤ 1 via

1
⃒
⃒ ,
⃒ �+ (p) ⃒�
1 + � ⃒ ‖�+ ‖∞ ⃒

where � ≥ 0, � ∈ N, with ‖ · ‖∞ the sup-norm and �+ (p) = max{0, � (p)}. The cost
function �(p) induces the following spatial and angular cost functions (�1 , �2 ):
�1 (p) = ��(p),

�2 (p) = �(p).

The implementation of nonuniform cost is comparable to the application of vessel tracking
in retinal images in � = 2 by Bekkers et al. [19].

Influence of model parameters
The first synthetic dataset consists of a curved and a straight bundle (tube), which cross
at two locations as shown in Fig. 6-9. The experiments using metric ℱ� demonstrate the
effect of the model parameters on the geodesic back-traced from the bottom-left to the
seed location at the bottom-right of the curved bundle. A distance map is computed for
parameter configuration A (Fig. 6-9, right) in which suitable values are used for the dataterm �, and the fast-marching parameters � and �. Furthermore, fixed values are used for
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A. σ=3.0

ξ=0.1

A. σ=3.0

ξ=0.1

ε=0.1

ps

pe
B. σ=1.0

ε=0.1

ξ=0.1

ε=0.1

distance

(ps,pe)

0
C. σ=3.0

ξ=0.1

ε=1.0

D. σ=3.0

ξ=1.0

ε=0.1

Figure 6-9: Comparison of the results of backtracking on a 2D plane in a synthetic DWI
dataset on M = R3 × � 2 . In case A the default parameters for �, � and � are applied
resulting in a global minimizing geodesic (left) and its corresponding distance map (right).
Case B reflects the influence of the data-term �. Case C reflects the isotropic Riemannian
case. Case D reflects a high cost for moving spatially and results in curves that resemble
a piecewise linear curve. The distance map is︀illustrated using a glyph
visualization in
︀
which the size of the glyph corresponds to exp − (�ℱ� (p� , p� )/�)� where p� is the seed
location, p� is a location on a glyph, and � and � are chosen based on visualization clarity.
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data sharpening � = 3, spatial smoothing �� = 0.5, forward-Euler integration step size
�� = 0.04, and a gridscale of 1. By use of these parameters the global minimizing geodesic
(Fig. 6-9.A, left) is shown to take the longer, curved route. In parameter configuration B
the data-term � is lowered, which creates a geodesic that is primarily steered by internal
curve-dependent costs and is shown to take the shortcut route (Fig. 6-9.B). Setting � = 1
in configuration C leads to a Riemannian case where the geodesic resembles a piecewise
linear curve. In configuration D the relative cost of spatial movement relative to angular
movement is high, leading to geodesics with shortcuts. Overall, the configuration A with
a relatively strong data term, large bending stiffness (� −1 = 10), and a nearly SR geometry
(� = 0.1) results in a pathway that avoids the unwanted shortcut.

Positive control constraint
For the application of FM with DWI data as input it is desirable that the resulting geodesic
is not overly sensitive to the boundary conditions, i.e. the placement and orientation of
the geodesic tip. Furthermore, since neural fibers do not form cusps, these are undesirable in the backtracking results. In Fig. 6-10 the backtracking results are shown for the
cases without reverse gear ℱ�+ (top) and the model with reverse gear ℱ� (bottom). The

distance map for ℱ�+ was computed by the iterative method implementing the forward

Reeds-Shepp car, while for ℱ� the FM method was used. Overall, with the positive control
constraint it can be observed that small changes in tip orientation cause large variations
in the traced geodesic in (M, �ℱ� ), whereas the traced geodesic in (M, �ℱ�+ ) is both more
stable and more plausible.
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Figure 6-10: Backtracking of minimizing geodesics of the model (M, �ℱ�+ ) without reverse
gear (top) and the model with reverse gear (M, �ℱ� ) (bottom) using the model parameters
of configuration A (� = 3.0, � = 0.1 and � = 0.1) for various end conditions.
Robustness to neighboring structures
A problem that arises when tracking a bundle-like structure of interest, using e.g. FM
or tractography, is that nearby structures in the data may interfere and lead to incorrect
tracking results. For example, a geodesic may partially traverse a neighboring structure in
which the cost is lower. The following example, taken from the joint-author paper [JMIV],
demonstrates that the use of a sub-Riemannian metric instead of a Riemannian metric can
result in geodesics that are more robust to inference from neighboring structures.
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The geometry of the dataset is shown in Fig. 6-11 (top-left) and consists of one bundle
that has torsion (green), that crosses with another bundle (blue), and a third bundle (red)
that is parallel with the first in one part. The cost in these bundles is constructed similarly
to the first phantom DWI experiment, but the cost in the red bundle is twice as low as in
the other bundles. A close-up of the synthesized FOD distribution is shown in Fig. 6-11
(top-right).

Figure 6-11: 3D configuration of the bundles (top-left) and a visualization of part of the
synthetic DWI data (top-right). The backtracking of geodesics in (M, �ℱ� ) from several
points inside the curves to end points of the bundle is successful when using � = 0.1
(bottom-left). When using � = 1 the dominant red bundle can cause the paths from the
green bundle to deviate from the correct structure (bottom-right).
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To have comparable parameters as in the previous experiment, despite increasing the amplitude in one of the bundles by a factor 2, we choose to construct the cost using parameter
� = 3, and � = 3 · 2� = 24. Furthermore, the cost parameters are �1 = ��2 = �, with
� = 0.1. From various seeding regions inside the green, blue or red bundle, the shortest
paths to the target region at the end of the bundles is computed by the FM algorithm. In
Fig. 6-11 (bottom-right) it can be observed that for � = 1, which corresponds to having an
isotropic Riemannian metric, the geodesic partially traverses into the green bundle with
much lower cost. However, for � = 0.1, which corresponds to an almost (close approximation) of an SR geodesic, it can be observed (see Fig. 6-11, bottom-left) that the shortest
path accurately follows the shape of the bundles. Overall, it can be observed that the SR
geodesics in (M = R3 × � 2 , �ℱ� ) with � ≪ 1, are less attracted to parallel, dominant
structures than isotropic Riemannian geodesics.

6.7 Discussion
An extension to the existing optimal control methodology has been presented for solving
the problem of finding optimal paths to the Reeds-Shepp car and its variant without a
reverse gear, both for � = 3. The use of the constrained model without a reverse gear
has shown to lead to more meaningful shortest paths in the experiments performed on
phantom DWI data.
The hard constraint on curvature as in the original paper by Reeds and Shepp [175] was
supplanted for the more flexible Riemannian or Finslerian metrics. These metrics ℱ0 and

ℱ0+ are designed to allow for curves that have a constraint in sideways motion, with a

positive proportionality constant in the case of ℱ0+ . Based on theoretical analysis it was
shown, as detailed in the journal paper [58], that both models are globally controllable, but
only the unconstrained model is also locally controllable. To make numerical evaluation
of these metrics possible, approximating metrics ℱ� and ℱ�+ have been introduced that
convert to a sub-Riemannian metric as � → 0. The distance map converges pointwise and
the geodesics converge uniformly, implying that for sufficiently small � we indeed have a
reasonable approximation of the � = 0 case.
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To obtain solutions for the optimal control problem of finding the shortest paths, the minimization problem is formulated as an eikonal equation and solved by the FM method. To
estimate the accuracy of a numerical solution, which depends in large part on the discretization scheme used, a comparison between exact and numerical geodesics was performed in the journal article [58]. For sub-Riemannian geodesics in the Euclidean motion
group SE(3) with uniform cost a sufficient accuracy was observed for not too extreme
begin and end conditions, i.e. paths that do not require extraordinary curvature.
The experiments performed on phantom DWI data confirm that the combination of the
eikonal PDE formulation, the Fast-Marching method and the construction of the nonuniform cost from the images, results in geodesics that follow the desired paths. The
advantages of the model (M, �ℱ� ) with 0 < � ≪ 1 over the model (M, �ℱ1 ) were evident
in the sense that the minimizing geodesics better follow the curvilinear structure and deal
with crossings and nearby parallel bundles (even if torsion is present). Furthermore, we
have shown the advantage of model (M, �ℱ�+ ) with 0 < � ≪ 1, compared to (M, �ℱ� ) in
terms of stability, with keypoints instead of cusps.
Future work should focus foremost on a quantitative assessment of the performance in
3D path tracking problems with medical data, for example on Magnetic Resonance Angiography and on DWI of the brain. Furthermore, to obtain a more adaptive vessel/fiber
tracking it should be investigated whether locally adaptive frames [57] can be integrated
into the Finsler metrics ℱ� , ℱ�+ .
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Chapter 7 | Future prospects

Anisotropic fast marching in R3 ⋊ � 2 is a promising method for the estimation
of structural connectivity as an alternative to tractography-based methods. A
connectivity measure is proposed that is based on the minimized average distance
between any two regions of interest. Preliminary experiments were performed to
evaluate the estimation of structural connectivity with fast marching in support
of deep brain stimulation.

Chapter 7

7.1 Introduction
Deep brain stimulation (DBS) has proven to be effective in seizure inhibition by the stimulation of the anterior nucleus of the thalamus (ANT) [102, 65], which is an important node
within the Papez circuit. The anatomical connections of the Papez circuit are illustrated
in Fig. 7-1. Starting from the hippocampal formation, signals from the cortical association
areas are transferred via the fornix to the mammillary bodies. The mamillothalamic tract
(MMT) relays the information further to the ANT. From there, the ANT projects fibers to
the cingulate gyrus and subsequently projects back to the hippocampus, completing the
circuit. The components within the Papez circuit share a functional dependence, shown
by the fact that other stimulation targets in the Papez circuit can also lead to seizure reCingulate gyrus
Anterior nucleus
of the thalamus
(ANT)

Postcommissural
fornix
Anterior
commissure
Mamillothalamic
tract (MMT)

Mammillary
bodies

Amygdala
Entorhinal
cortex

Hippocampal
formation

Figure 7-1: The Papez circuit with the brain regions involved and the connections between
them. Figure adapted from [232].
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duction, such as the fornix [107, 105, 120] or the MMT [7]. Structural connectivity analysis
to estimate the connectivity strength within the Papez circuit may provide clues towards
the efficacy of DBS to treat the epilepsy of a patient.
Tractography methods (c.f. Chapter 4) are considered useful when evaluating the geometry of white matter structures such as the Papez circuit [137]. For example, in case of temporal lobe epilepsy, it is known that a localized thalamocortical network may be affected
[18]. Structural connectivity within these networks was estimated by, amongst others,
Keller et al. [101] by counting the number of streamlines between the thalamus and a
lobular target, which may yield unreliable results. In Fig. 7-2 the results are illustrated
of probabilistic tractography applied to reconstruct the geometry of the Papez circuit by
use of the MRtrix algorithm [210], for which the ANT as a well as the cingulate cortex
were used as seeding regions. These results indicate that, despite a large number of false
positive streamlines, the anatomy of the Papez circuit can be reconstructed by selecting
the voxels with a high streamline density.
However, streamline counting for the purpose of estimating structural connectivity is considered a controversial method [96] due to the strong dependence on the type of tractography algorithm and the inherent shortcomings of tractography [94, 74]. As an alternative,
the anisotropic FM method introduced in Chapter 6 is considered a promising method.
FM provides the geodesic distance map, which describes the shortest paths from a seed
region to any other point in the domain. The geodesic distance map can be used to compute a connectivity measure, which reflects the minimized average distance between any
two regions of interest in the domain. The computation of the connectivity measure will
be demonstrated for an MRI phantom that resembles a coronal slice of the human brain,
while feasibility experiments demonstrate the possibility to reconstruct the so-called Papez circuit based on human brain data in support of DBS.
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Figure 7-2: The Papez circuit reconstructed using probabilistic tractography. Regions with
a high streamline density are colored brightly.
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7.2 Structural connectivity measure
The problem of estimating structural connectivity in diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) is
recast into the problem of finding the shortest paths on a Riemannian or Finslerian manifold. The geodesic distance map, introduced in Chapter 6 and demonstrated for synthetic
DWI experiments, can be used to compute a connectivity measure between two regions
(subsets). Given two discrete subsets �1 , �2 of the manifold ℳ that are compact and disjoint, and a fiber orientation density function � : R3 × � 2 → R+ , we can compute the
directional connectivity between �1 and �2 as:
︂
︂
�ℱ� (�, �)
1 ︁
¯
,
min
�� (�1 , �2 ) =
|�1 | �∈� �∈�1 �(�, �)

(7.1)

2

which can be interpreted as the Hausdorff distance between �1 and �2 , induced by the
data-dependent Finsler length �ℱ� (�, �) between the point � in �1 and the point � in �2 ,
while normalizing for the spatial (Euclidean) length of the minimal Finsler geodesics be︀1
tween these points given by �(�, �) = 0 ‖�′min (�)‖��, in which �′min (·) is the spatial part of

the geodesic minimizing the distance �ℱ� (�, �). Here, |�1 | indicates the number of points
in the subset �1 . The normalization by spatial length of minimizers, similarly to the approach by Pechaud et al. [161], removes a bias towards large spatial distances. In other
words, without the normalization the connectivity becomes a true distance satisfying the
triangle-inequality.
Due to the varying sizes of the subsets �1 and �2 , and the possible use of an asymmetric
Finsler function ℱ�+ (c.f. Chapter 6), a symmetrized connectivity measure �� (�1 , �2 ) that
minimizes both directions is computed according to
︀
︀
�� (�1 , �2 ) = min �¯� (�1 , �2 ), �¯� (�2 , �1 ) .

(7.2)

The approach that is suggested here has several advantages. Firstly, the symmetrized
connectivity measure can be computed by only two runs of the FM algorithm, where
even the spatial length normalization can be computed simultaneously [34]. Secondly,
the approach is coordinate-free and, unlike Pechaud et al. [161], is not dependent on
Euler angles.
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7.2.1

Fiber Cup phantom

The "Fiber Cup" is a realistic diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) phantom that was originally conceived to evaluate the performance of diffusion models and tractography algorithms [64]. The Fiber Cup phantom provides a ground truth of a fiber configuration
that resembles a coronal section of the human brain. The phantom contains crossing and
kissing fibers as well as bundles of different curvatures, as illustrated in Fig. 7-3 (left).
For the computation of the geodesic distance map of the Fiber Cup using FM, a recently
released software phantom of the Fiber Cup created with FiberFox was used [141] since
this software allows for a more accurate description of the ground truth fibers. The constrained spherical deconvolution (CSD) model available in Diffusion Imaging in Python
(DIPY) was used to compute a fiber orientation density (FOD) function of the Fiber Cup
data, the result of which is illustrated in Fig. 7-3 (right).

Figure 7-3: Left: the fiber configuration of the Fiber Cup phantom. Right: The FOD of the
fiber phantom computed using CSD.
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The experimental results of FM applied to the Fiber Cup dataset are shown in Fig. 7-4.
For this experiment, three seed regions, or subsets on the manifold ℳ, were selected. To
compute a symmetrized connectivity between all these regions, geodesic distance maps
were created starting from �1 , �2 and �3 . The distance map within the seed regions was

A.

B.

C.

D.

Figure 7-4: Results of the evaluation of geodesic distance maps with the ℱ� metric (c.f.
Chapter 6), starting from the subsets �1 (A), �2 (B) and �3 (C). The geodesics from �1
to �2 and �3 are illustrated (with a close-up) in white (D), showing that �1 and �2 can
be connected by a straight path while the geodesic between �1 and �3 contains a cusp
(indicated by the white arrow). The experiment repeated with the ℱ�+ metric shows that
the cusp is resolved (indicated in orange).
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initialized at zero for all orientations on the sphere �2 , i.e. the seeding occurs to all directions equally. Seed regions �1 and �2 were placed on the same fiber bundle, see Fig. 7-4
(A and B, respectively), and a third seed region �3 was placed in another fiber bundle, see
Fig. 7-4 (C). For this experiment, the ℱ� metric was used (c.f. Eq. (6.12) of Chapter 6) with
� = .5 and � = .5. Besides the geodesic distance maps, Euclidean distance maps were
created for each experiment. The geodesics from �1 to �2 and �1 to �3 are shown by the
white lines in Fig. 7-4 (D) which indicate that a straight path connects �1 and �2 , while in
the path between �1 and �3 a cusp appears. Comparison of the symmetrized connectivity
measures indicates that �� (�1 , �2 ) is significantly higher than �� (�1 , �3 ) with an increase
of 124.4%, which is an expected result since the points �1 and �2 are part of the same fiber
bundle. If the normalization by the Euclidean distance map is omitted, i.e. �(�, �) = 1
for any � and �, then the �� (�1 , �2 ) is 109.8% higher, indicating that the connectivity
difference is mainly contributed by the Finslerian distance.
When the same experiment is applied with the forward metric ℱ�+ it can be observed that
the cusp is resolved, as illustrated in Fig. 7-4 (D) by the orange line. The connectivity
measure was not significantly affected by the choice of metric ℱ� or ℱ�+ in this particular
case, showing that �� (�1 , �2 ) is 123.3% higher than �� (�1 , �3 ).
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7.2.2

The Papez circuit

Presented here are the results of preliminary experiments of the reconstruction of the
Papez circuit using FM. First of all, it is necessary to have a segmentation of brain areas
that are related to the Papez circuit. An accurate segmentation of the ANT is very important since this brain area is the main stimulation target of DBS to treat epilepsy [65].
In this study an atlas of the thalamic nuclei is used to segment the ANT. The so-called
Morel’s atlas [143] is defined in a standard space, or MNI space, and can be transformed
non-linearly to the subject space, e.g. by use of FSL [198], to provide a crude segmentation of the ANT. The quality of the resulting segmentation can vary because of the large
inter-patient variability in the thalamic region, however for this preliminary study it is
considered acceptable. In future work the thalamic nuclei may be segmented with the use
of diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) [234, 245, 176, 122] or HARDI [30, 188]. Furthermore, if
7T neurological data is available then it may be possible to segment the thalamic nuclei
based on shape analysis of anatomical images [239, 118].
The FM method was applied to reconstruct the Papez circuit by generating a geodesic
distance map starting from the ANT seed region. In Fig. 7-5 the distance map is shown at
four sagittal slices of the brain, alongside with the corresponding brain anatomy using a
T1-weighted MRI scan. For this experiment the ℱ� metric was used with parameters � =
� = 0.5. For each slide the anatomical structures are annotated. It can be observed that the
distance map reflects relatively shorter paths for structures within the Papez circuit, such
as the mammillothalamic fasciculus in slice 1, the fornix in slice 2, the thalamocortical
radiation in slice 3 and the cingulum in slice 4. The results presented here indicate that
the FM method is effective in finding shortest paths within the Papez circuit and shows
promise for an accurate measurement of connectivity.
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Figure 7-5: Preliminary experiments of Papez circuit identification using FM. A) ANT seed
region (yellow) showing parts of the fornix. B) Mammillothalamic fasciculus. C) Anterior
thalamic radiation. D) Cingulus. (CC=corpus callosum, FX=fornix, ANT=anterior nucleus
of the thalamus, MMT = mammillothalamic fasciculus, CG = cingulus)
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7.3 Conclusion and recommendations
Currently, the main challenge is to combine functional and structural methods to solve the
problem of unraveling the epileptic network. It was shown (c.f. Chapter 3) that functional
connectivity analysis of interictal epileptic discharges (IEDs) yields the brain areas that
appear to be the nodes of the underlying network. To better understand the spatiotemporal interactions within this network, it can be useful to reconstruct the structural network
that forms the backbone of the functional network. The results of association strength
and time delay presented in Chapter 3 can be compared to a measure of structural connectivity as a way of validating each other: a functional analysis pinpoints nodes in the
network, while a structural network can aid in explaining the time delays estimated. A
promising method to measure the connectivity of the structural network, based on finding
the shortest path, is FM, introduced in Chapter 6. The geodesic distance map estimated
by FM potentially allows to integrate the structural and functional connectivity measures
within a single computational model. To conclude, the preliminary results presented here
indicate that structural connectivity analysis using FM has not only potential with regard
to the estimation of connectivity of white matter pathways as backbone of functional
networks, but also as a method to investigate the efficacy of DBS.
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Introduction to the basics of functional modalities (electroencephalography) and
structural modalities (magnetic resonance imaging, computed tomography).

Chapter A

A.1 Electroencephalography
An electroencephalogram (EEG) is a measurement of the continuous and changing voltage
fields varying with different locations on the brain using electrodes [206]. High density
EEG is the main electrophysiological recording technique that is used for the diagnosis of epilepsy. Extracranial EEG provides a broad survey of the electrocerebral activity
measured on the scalp. While extracranial EEG has the benefit of being a non-invasive
method, it does not provide a complete representation of the brain, since many deepseated cortical gyri or subcortical regions are unable to be seen, and, secondly, because
the volume conduction through the skull leads to significant signal diffusion and attenuation. Another kind of EEG measurement that circumvents these problems is intracranial
EEG, which can measure activity from specific targeted areas of the brain. Intracranial
EEG can be measured using electrodes on the surface of the cortex, called the electrocorticogram (ECoG), or by using electrodes that are implanted deep in the brain, called
stereotactic depth electrodes or stereo-EEG (SEEG) recordings.

Origins of the EEG
Measurements of scalp EEG reflect the activity from a large number of parallelly oriented
neurons activated synchronously. It is not the action potential that contributes to the
EEG, but the postsynaptic potentials, the so-called local field potentials, which are the
result of an influx of positively charged ions, or an active current source, in the soma and
an outflux of negatively charged ions, or a passive current sink, in the apical dendrite, or
vice versa [142]. As a result of this extracellular current flow, each neuron can be seen as
a current dipole. Many of such tiny dipoles combined in a cortical sheet of synchronously
activated neurons result in an equivalent current dipole, which can be measured by scalp
EEG. The summation of the current dipoles of a sheet of synchronously activated neurons
is measured as a potential field of a dipolar current distribution, underlying the EEG.
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Modeling of current sources
To localize current sources in the brain using EEG, a model is required of the forward
problem, which is the problem of finding the surface potentials, or the external magnetic
field, from current sources in the volume [186]. The relation between a current density
source and the electric potential field is governed by the Poisson equation, according to
∇ · �∇� = ∇ · J�

(A.1)

where J� is the current density, � is the conductivity of the volume, and � is the electric
potential. The magnetic field that is produced by the equivalent current dipole or a sheet
of neurons can be estimated from the volume and source currents using the Biot–Savart
︁
�0
J × r̂
law
��
(A.2)
�=
4�
�2
where J is the source current density, � is the distance from the volume element �� to the
magnetic field point, and r̂ is a unit vector pointing from the volume element �� to the
magnetic field point. Note that the magnetic field is perpendicular to the electrical field, as
is clear from the use of the cross product J ×r̂ between the source current density and the
unit vector that is perpendicular to the cortical surface. Instead of the forward problem
of describing the surface potentials given the current sources, the inverse problem is the
estimation of current sources inside the volume that match the EEG measurements on the
surface. For additional details regarding source localization, the reader is referred to the
review on solving the forward problem by Hallez et al. [81] and the review on solving the
inverse problem by Grech. et al [78].
With SEEG it is possible to directly measure the localized activity (local field potentials) of
brain regions supposed to be responsible for epileptic seizures. A bipolar montage, i.e. the
potential differences between two neighboring contacts of a depth electrode, can be used
to eliminate all propagated activities generated in distant regions [32]. SEEG provides
a high spatial resolution analysis in the axis of the electrodes, but may miss important
information in the unexplored brain volume. The feasibility of spatiotemporal modeling
of SEEG data is presented in Chapter 3, which is based on independent component analysis
and does not rely on the estimation of distance to current sources.
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A.2 Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) serves as the primary diagnostic modality for neurology and has been used clinically for more than 30 years. MRI is a safe modality because
it doesn’t require the use of ionizing radiation. Felix Bloch pioneered the field of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) in 1946 by realizing that the atomic nucleus behaves like
a magnet: magnetic fields can be produced as protons spin around their own axis. In
1973 it was first demonstrated by Paul Lauterbur that pictures could be made by acquiring location-dependent NMR signals, nowadays referred to as MRI, and in 1977 the first
whole-body scanner was developed by Raymond Damadian for medical diagnosis.

Basics of MRI
MRI measures the signal of protons of water molecules in the body as the nucleus of
interest because of its abundance in the human body and the inherently low sensitivity
of NMR [138]. An object that is devoid of water will have zero intensity. When there is
a small amount of water, for example in skin, it looks faint. The brain is composed of
roughly 75% water [132] and thus looks more intense. A magnetic field is applied in the
direction along the magnet bore, called the �0 field. The Larmor frequency � is the rate
of precession of magnetic moments of the proton around the external magnetic field �0
�0 = �‖B0 ‖,

(A.3)

where � is the gyromagnetic ratio (for a proton � = 2.675 * 108 rad/(s·T)). In MRI the �0
field should be kept as homogeneously as possible in order to apply the same frequency
to all protons.
The measured signal from all resonating protons in a homogeneous �0 field is as follows
�(�) =
154

︁

�(r)�(r, �)�−��0 � �r,

(A.4)
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where �(r) is the proton density, assumed to be static, and r ∈ R3 denotes the location

and � ∈ R+ denotes time. Here, �(r, �) is a general term for the component of the signal
that is measured during the scan by the receiver coil in the transverse plane (i.e. in the x
and y directions). The signal is generally characterized by the applied MRI sequence and
the effects due to relaxation. The �−��0 � term describes the oscillating signal at the Larmor

frequency due to precession of the atoms induced by the magnetic field. Note that in this
case �0 (r) = �0 because of the constant magnetic field that is applied, i.e. B(r) = B0 .
Using the rotating frame of reference, the following signal remains after demodulation of
the oscillation at the Larmor frequency
�(�) =

︁

�(r)�(r, �)�r.

(A.5)

In addition to the B0 field, magnetic field gradients can be applied so that B(r) = B0 +
B1 (r, �). Typically the magnitude of these gradients is much smaller than the B0 field, i.e.
|B1 | ≪ |B0 |. A field gradient can be applied along any arbitrary orientation. Generally,
a field gradient in the z direction is used for slice selection, while the x and y directions
are used to make spins position-dependent within the transversal plane, which is crucial
for imaging [225].
Once a field gradient is applied, protons will resonate at different frequencies depending
on their position. A field gradient G(�) applied in an arbitrary direction leads to the
following relation between frequency, field strength and position
� = �|B0 | + �|B1 (r, �)| = �|B0 | + �G(�) · r,

(A.6)

where G(�) · r = ��� (�) + ��� (�) + ��� (�). From Eq. (A.6) it becomes clear that the
precession frequency increases with distance r along the gradient direction, which over
time results in a systematic variation of phase among the spins. The accumulation of
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phase over time is described by k(�) as follows
k(�) = �

︁

�

G(�′ )��′ ,

(A.7)

0

where the time origin is at the excitation radio-frequency (RF) pulse of the MRI sequence.
Including the effects of the applied gradients, the measured signal is now
�(k(�)) =

︁

�(r)�(r, �)�−�k(�)·r �r.

(A.8)

At the end of the measurement, the space spanned by k, referred to as k-space, represents
the Fourier domain, or frequency domain, of the image in the spatial domain spanned
by r. The k-space can be filled, as time evolves, through the manipulation of gradient
fields, in combination with a suitable MRI sequence such as spin echo, gradient echo or
echo-planar imaging [225].
Applying an inverse Fourier transform will give �, the variable of interest, multiplied by
�(r) as a weighting factor for contrast, which forms the image I as follows
�(r) = F −1 {�}(r) = �(r)�(r).

(A.9)

Image contrast can be achieved by designing the MRI sequence to weight the image by
e.g. proton density �, �1 and/or �2 relaxation times. The proton density reflects the water
concentration in a tissue. Furthermore, �1 and �2 are signal relaxation (decay) times after
excitation, which are related to environmental factors, such as viscosity and the type of
biological tissue. In Fig. A-1 an example is shown of a medical image acquired with MRI
that is weighted by T1 relaxation time.
For more technical details about MRI the reader is referred to books by Vlaardingerbroek
[225], Bernstein [23] and Brown [29].
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Figure A-1: Images produced using the EPI sequence in a 3.0 T Philips Achieva MR scanner
at Kempenhaeghe, Heeze.

Computed tomography
Computed tomography (CT) is an imaging modality that, unlike a conventional x-ray
image, uses a rotating arm to capture multiple x-ray signals that, when processed by a
computer, results in a cross-sectional image. Most patients who are candidate for epilepsy
surgery require a CT scan for the accurate imaging of the skull in order to facilitate the
planning of a surgical resection of depth electrode implantation. Tissues are characterized
by the attenuation, or dampening, of an x-ray: the denser the tissue, less intense the x-ray
beam becomes. The cross-sectional images are produced by a process called filtered backprojection in which the attenuation or absorption coefficient �(�, �) is estimated for every
position �, � ∈ R2 . The signals acquired by CT in a single rotation is called a sinogram
and contains the integrated attenuation of an x-ray for every rotation � and radial position
�. In Fig. A-2 the sinogram of a phantom object is shown.
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Figure A-2: Cross-sectional image of the Shepp-Logan phantom (left) and the corresponding sinogram (right).
A sinogram is in fact a Radon transformed version of the absorption coefficient:
ℛ�(�, �) =

︁

∞
−∞

�(� cos � − � sin �, � sin � + � cos �)��,

(A.10)

where ℛ denotes the Radon transform. To reconstruct the image �(�, �), it is required to
do an inverse Radon transform, which is called a back-projection transform denoted by
ℬ. While an image can be generated through the back-projection, the result is typically
blurry and unusable for clinical diagnostics. Therefore, a filtering step is done by applying
a Fourier transform ℱ to the sinogram ℛ�(�, �) and subsequently multiplying by the
frequency |�|, which boosts the high frequencies to create a sharper image. Finally, an
inverse Fourier transform and back-projection are used to recover the image. These steps
are summarized in the following equation
︀
︀︁
1 ︁
�(�, �) = ℬ ℱ −1 |�|ℱ(ℛ�)(�, �) (�, �).
2

(A.11)

For more details on the mathematical and physical aspects of CT, the reader is referred to
[88].
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Mathematical background information is provided of the embedding of the space
of coupled positions and orientations R3 ⋊ � 2 in the Lie group SE(3).

Chapter B

B.1 Embedding of R3 ⋊ � 2 in the Lie group SE(3)
The Lie group of rigid body motions SE(3) = R3 ⋊ SO(3) is a semi-direct product of
the translation group R3 and the 3D rotation group SO(3). It can be seen as the set of
transformations that can be applied to a rigid body, plus the operations of composing and
inverting them [80].
To properly regularize functions that are defined on R3 × � 2 , which is not a group structure, a coupling between positions and orientations is required. This can be obtained by
embedding the space R3 × � 2 in SE(3). The following procedure is described in Portegies
et al. [168]. For an in-depth consideration of these materials the reader is referred to Duits
et al. [54, 50] and Oksendal et al. [152].
The space of coupled positions and orientations is defined as a Lie group quotient in SE(3):
R3 ⋊ � 2 := SE(3)/({0} × SO(2)).

(B.1)

For two group elements of SE(3) given by � = (x, R), � ′ = (x′ , R′ ), the group product is
defined as �� ′ = (x + Rx′ , RR′ ). Because this group product influences the group action
in R3 ⋊ � 2 , the semi-product notation ⋊ is used (even though this is usually reserved for
the semi-direct product of groups). The group action ⊙ of � ∈ SE(3) onto (y, n) ∈ R3 ×� 2
is defined by
� ⊙ (y, n) = (x, R) ⊙ (y, n) := (x + Ry, Rn).

(B.2)

Within the quotient structure R3 ⋊ � 2 two elements �, � ′ (as above) are equivalent if
� ′ ∼ � ⇔ ℎ := (� ′ )−1 � ∈ {0} × SO(2) ⇔ x = x′
and ∃ � ∈ (0, 2�] : (R′ )−1 R = Re� ,� ∈ SO(2),

(B.3)

where e� = (0, 0, 1)� is the reference axis. The notation Rn,� is used for 3D rotations
that perform a counter-clockwise rotation about axis n ∈ � 2 with angle � ∈ [0, 2�].
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Using the group action, the equivalence relation in Eq. (B.3) amounts to:
� ′ ∼ � ⇔ � ′ ⊙ (0, e� ) = � ⊙ (0, e� ).

(B.4)

Thereby, an arbitrary element in R3 ⋊ � 2 can be considered as an equivalence class of
all rigid body motions that map reference position and orientaton (0, e� ) onto (x, n) for
arbitrary x ∈ R3 and n ∈ � 2 . Similar to the common identification of � 2 ≡ SO(3)/SO(2),

we denote elements of the Lie group quotient R3 ⋊ � 2 by (x, n).

Functions � : R3 ⋊ � 2 → R+ are identified with functions �˜ : SE(3) → R+ by the
relation
� (y, n) = �˜ (y, Rn ),

(B.5)

where Rn is any rotation matrix such that Rn e� = n (not to be confused with the notation
Rn,� ). For functions �˜ this leads to the property of invariance �˜ (y, R) = �˜ (y, RRe� ,� )
for all � ∈ (0, 2�].
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Summary
Epilepsy is a chronic neurological disease that affects an estimated 50 million people in
the world. Epilepsy is characterized by recurrent seizures that are caused by excessive or
synchronous neuronal activity in the brain. If seizures persist despite antiepileptic drug
treatment then epilepsy surgery may be a possible solution, which entails the removal
of the area of the brain that causes seizures. However, adverse events associated with
epilepsy surgery can be severe, e.g. loss of peripheral vision, memory, language and/or
emotion. A major goal in epilepsy research is to achieve minimally invasive treatment
of epilepsy by combining the clinical information from functional and structural modalities. Stereoelectroencephalography (SEEG), a functional modality, uses depth electrodes
to measure the electrical activity in deep-sited anatomical structures of the brain. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), a structural modality, is used to study the presence of
anatomical anomalies and can furthermore be used to study the white matter architecture of the brain through diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI).
With SEEG it has become possible to pinpoint the areas of the brain where seizures are
originating. Epilepsy surgery guided by SEEG is not always successful, however, which
is especially the case for patients with complex epilepsies that do not exhibit anatomical abnormalities in the MRI scan. Clinical assessment is mostly based on the recordings
of seizure activity. However, SEEG recordings also reflect a vast number of spikes that
occur in-between seizures called interictal epileptic discharges (IEDs), which are difficult
to interpret due to complex underlying network interactions. In this thesis an analysis
framework is developed to unravel the network interactions underlying the IEDs. The
three main steps of the framework are: 1) Estimation of the synchronization between

SEEG signals by a non-linear correlation analysis and a robust estimation of time delays; 2) Identification of brain regions actively involved in the generation of the activity
underlying the IEDs. This is achieved by relating the variation in correlation over time
to the IED density function using the General Linear Model; and 3) Assessment of the
interdependency of brain regions that reflect highly synchronized activity by applying
Independent Component Analysis followed by a hierarchical clustering of spike clusters.
It was concluded that a network approach is imperative in case of patients with complex
epilepsies and is considered a valuable addition to the routine review of SEEG recordings,
with the potential to increase the success rate of epilepsy surgery.
DWI is increasingly becoming an indispensable tool in the fields of neuroimaging, neurosurgery and neuroscience. In this thesis, a framework is developed for the robust reconstruction of the optic radiation (OR) in support of resective surgery to treat temporal
lobe epilepsy. The OR is a white matter structure that facilitates vision, which can be
reconstructed using diffusion-weighted tractography by generating streamlines between
the thalamus and the visual cortex. In clinical interest is the measurement of the distance
between the temporal pole and the tip of the OR. However, results of tractography often reflect spurious (aberrant) streamlines, which hinders an accurate measurement of
such a distance measurement. Fiber to bundle (FBC) tractometry measures are introduced to quantitatively measure the alignment of streamlines and to identify and remove
spurious streamlines. The developed FBC methodology is made freely accessible to the
neuroimaging community as an open-source module in the Diffusion Imaging in Python
(DIPY) framework and can be readily included in existing processing pipelines. Related
to this work, an efficient implementation has been created as part of DIPY of a crossingpreserving denoising algorithm based on contextual partial differential equations to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of DWI-derived data, which has the potential to further
improve the results of tractography. Lastly, a quantitative measure of connectivity was
investigated, for which an algorithm was developed based on finding the shortest path
using anisotropic fast marching (FM) in the space of positions and orientations. The developed methodology was evaluated on artificial datasets demonstrate that the model with

forward-constrained motion, especially, leads to shortest pathways that may be good candidates for blood vessels or neural fibers in the brain. The new method for anisotropic FM
was, furthermore, applied on human brain data to evaluate the estimation of structural
connectivity in support of deep brain stimulation.
Overall, the functional and structural methods introduced in this thesis are applicable
to improve the minimally invasive treatment of epilepsy, either by identifying focal regions using SEEG (Chapter 2 and Chapter 3), by minimizing functional deficits with an
accurate reconstruction of the optic radiation (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5) or by having a
method to compute the structural connectivity of relevant subnetworks (Chapter 6 and
Chapter 7). A better understanding of the propagation pathways can lead to improved
success in epilepsy surgery, and possibly to new methods for treatment, for example by
stimulating functionally-relevant white matter bundles using DBS [105]. The FM method
can, furthermore, be generically applicable for finding shortest paths in medical imaging
data. e.g. as effective application to find the blood vessels of the brain, which is crucial
for depth electrode planning.
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